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Preface

With the development of materials science and technology, there is an endless stream

of emerging new materials. Those with excellent physical and mechanical properties such

as high-temperature resistance, corrosion resistance, and wear resistance can be called

high-performance materials, and the processing technology requirements for these materials are

endless. The technical demand for material applications is constantly increasing, and advanced

materials have been widely used in various fields. At the same time, composite processing technology

is also gradually developing. The composite manufacturing of multiple energy fields can benefit

from the advantages of various single energies. After the optimization of various energy field

combinations, the high-performance processing of materials can be achieved.

The scope of “Laser Processing and Multi-Energy Field Manufacturing of High-Performance

Materials” is the processing mechanism, machining quality, material property evolution, and material

preparation of lasers and other energy fields. This book summarizes recent advances in the

fields of laser processing and multi-energy field composite manufacturing. It covers a variety

of topics, including laser cladding, laser coating, laser-based directed energy deposition, laser

cutting, laser grooving, laser drilling, electric discharge machining, ultrasonic burnishing, and

ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process methods. The effects of lasers, vibrations, electricity

and other energies on the properties and processing techniques of various high-performance

materials, such as medium-entropy alloys, refractory high-entropy alloys, high-temperature alloy

Inconel 718, carbon-fiber-reinforced composites, ceramic-based composites, diamond materials,

aluminum alloys, and hard alloys, are fully analyzed and discussed.

The main purpose of this work is to solicit the latest research results in the field of laser and

multi-energy field processing, promote the exchange of research in related fields, and promote the

development of laser and multi-energy field composite processing. This work also aims to highlight

the challenges of processing mechanisms, theories, and technologies, and provide an outlook on

future directions.

Xiaoxiao Chen, Yaou Zhang, and Anhai Li

Editors
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The laser is one of the major inventions of the 20th century, along with atomic energy,
the computer and semiconductors. Laser processing technology is non-contact, which
makes it suitable for the processing and manufacturing of various materials without using
cutting forces. During the machining process, the macro-/micro-processing of mechanical
motions and the high-speed scanning of galvanometers can be realized. Compared with
traditional processing, this has significant advantages in some aspects of the field.

Today, with the development of materials science and technology, there is an endless
stream of various new emerging materials. The technical demand for material applications
is constantly increasing, and advanced materials have been widely used in various fields.
At the same time, composite processing technology is also gradually developing. The
composite manufacturing of multiple energy fields can benefit from the advantages of
various single energies. After the optimization of various energy field combinations, the
high-performance processing of materials can be achieved.

This Special Issue summarizes recent advances in the fields of laser processing and
multi-energy field composite manufacturing. The ten articles published in this Special
Issue cover a variety of topics, including laser cladding, laser coating, laser-based directed
energy deposition, laser cutting, laser grooving, laser drilling, electric discharge machining,
ultrasonic burnishing, and ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process methods. The
effects of lasers, vibrations, electricity and other energies on the properties and process-
ing techniques of various high-performance materials, such as medium entropy alloys,
refractory high entropy alloys, high-temperature alloys Inconel 718, carbon fiber reinforced
composites, ceramic based composites, diamond materials, aluminum alloys, and hard
alloys, have been fully analyzed and discussed.

This Special Issue aims to showcase the latest achievements in the fields of laser
processing and multi-energy field composite manufacturing, solicit the most important
discoveries, highlight the challenges of processing mechanisms, theories and technologies,
and provide an outlook on future directions. The article publication status of this Special
Issue is as follows.

Laser cladding is an effective method for the surface modification of matrix materials.
The preparation of functional coatings on metal substrates is an effective method to enhance
the surfaces of steel structures, with good serviceability in applications for engineering parts.
However, there are few studies on the UB strengthening of MEA laser-cladding coating.
Shen et al. [1] investigated the surface properties of two sorts of medium-entropy alloy
(MEA) coatings (CoCrNi coating and FeCoNiCr coating) prepared using laser cladding.
After cladding, the two prepared coatings were strengthened with ultrasonic burnishing
(UB) treatment. Cladding coating samples were comparatively tested before and after

Materials 2023, 16, 5991. https://doi.org/10.3390/ma16175991 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/materials
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being UB-treated in order to investigate the process effects of UB. When compared with
corresponding untreated coating samples, the roughness values of the two sorts of UB-
treated samples were decreased by 88.7% and 87.6%, the porosities were decreased by 63.8%
and 73.4%, and the micro-hardness values were increased by 41.7% and 32.7%, respectively.
Furthermore, the two sorts of UB-treated coating samples exhibited better mechanical
properties and wear resistance than corresponding untreated samples.

In addition, Xu et al. [2] investigated the effects of the Cr content on the microstructure
and properties of the WVTaTiCrx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) coating. The trends in the coating’s
microstructure, hardness, high-temperature oxidation resistance, and corrosion resistance
were analyzed by varying the Cr content. As a result, with the increase in Cr, the coating
grains were more refined. The coatings were mainly composed of the BCC solid-solution
phase, which promotes the precipitation of the Laves phase with the increase in Cr. The
addition of Cr greatly improved the hardness, high-temperature oxidation resistance and
corrosion resistance of the coating. The WVTaTiCr (Cr1) exhibited superior mechanical
properties, especially in terms of its exceptional hardness, high-temperature oxidation
resistance and outstanding corrosion resistance. The average hardness of the WVTaTiCr
alloy coating reached 627.36 HV. After 50 h of high-temperature oxidation, the oxide weight
of WVTaTiCr increased by 5.12 mg/cm2, and the oxidation rate was 0.1 mg/(cm2·h). In
the 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, the corrosion potential of WVTaTiCr was −0.3198 V and the
corrosion rate was 0.161 mm/a.

The profile of the laser beam plays a significant role in determining the heat input
on the deposition surface, further affecting the molten pool dynamics during laser-based
directed energy deposition. However, there has been little research on the laser–powder
interaction and corresponding heat transport of powders under the laser intensity input
with super-Gaussian distribution. Chen et al. [3] proposed an improved thermal-fluid
model including a laser–powder interaction model and a metal deposition model to explore
the thermal-fluid transport and solidification characteristics under two types of laser beams
(Gaussian and super-Gaussian) during the single-track L-DED process of Inconel 718.
The deposition surface of the molten pool was calculated using the Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian moving mesh approach. Several dimensionless numbers were used to explain the
underlying physical phenomena under different laser beams. Moreover, the solidification
parameters were calculated using the thermal history at the solidification front. It was
found that the peak temperature and liquid velocity in the molten pool under the SGB
case were lower compared with those for the GB case. Dimensionless numbers analysis
indicated that the fluid flow played a more pronounced role in heat transfer compared
to conduction, especially in the GB case. The cooling rate was higher for the SGB case,
indicating that the grain size could be finer compared with that for the GB case. Finally,
the reliability of the numerical simulation was verified by comparing the computed and
experimental clad geometry. The work provides a theoretical basis for understanding
the thermal behavior and solidification characteristics under different laser input profiles
during directed energy deposition.

Primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) is a crucial microstructural feature in nickel-
based superalloys produced by laser cladding. Currently, most multi-scale simulations of
laser cladding use the finite element method with birth-death elements. However, these
approaches do not account for changes in the free surface or fluid flow in the molten pool
and the latent heat of melting. Jin et al. [4] proposed a multi-scale model that integrates a 3D
transient heat and mass transfer model with a quantitative phase-field model to simulate
the dendritic growth behavior in the molten pool for laser cladding Inconel 718. The values
of the temperature gradient (G) and solidification rate (R) at the S/L interface of the molten
pool under different process conditions were obtained via multi-scale simulation and used
as the inputs for the quantitative phase field model. The influence of process parameters
on the microstructure morphology in the deposition layer was analyzed. The result shows
that the dendrite morphology was in good agreement with the experimental result under
varying laser power (P) and scanning velocity (V). PDAS was found to be more sensitive
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to changes in the laser scanning velocity, and as the scanning velocity decreased from
12 mm/s to 4 mm/s, the PDAS increased by 197% when the laser power was 1500 W.
Furthermore, smaller PDAS values can be achieved by combining higher scanning velocity
with lower laser power.

Laser technology has also played an important role in the field of composite material
processing. Xu et al. [5] studied the carbon-fiber-reinforced composite (CFRP) cutting
quality. Due to its properties of high specific strength, low density and excellent corrosion
resistance, CFRP has been widely used in aerospace and automobile lightweight man-
ufacturing as an important material. A nanosecond laser with a wavelength of 532 nm
was applied to cut holes with a 2-mm-thick CFRP plate by using laser rotational cutting
technology. The influence of different parameters on the heat-affected zone, the cutting
surface roughness and the hole taper was explored, and the cutting process parameters
were optimized. Using the optimized cutting parameters, the minimum value of the heat-
affected zone, the cutting surface roughness and the hole taper could be obtained; they
were 71.7 μm, 2.68 μm and 0.64◦, respectively.

Silicon-carbide-fiber-reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composite (CMC-SiCf/
SiC) is a typical difficult-to-process material. Chen et al. [6] investigated the grooved
morphology of CMC-SiCf/SiC using a dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser. Two kinds of
scanning methods were set up according to the relationship between the spatial posture
of the dual beams and the direction of the machining path. The CMC-SiCf/SiC grooving
experiments were carried out along different feeding directions (transverse scanning and
longitudinal scanning) by using a novel dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser. The results
showed that the transverse scanning grooving section morphology had a V shape, and the
longitudinal scanning groove section morphology had a W shape. The grooving surface
depth and width of transverse scanning were larger and smaller than that of longitudinal
scanning when the laser parameters were the same. The depth of the transverse grooving
was greater than that of the longitudinal grooving when the laser beam was transverse and
had longitudinal scanning, and the maximum grooving depth was approximately 145.39
μm when the laser energy density was 76.73 J/cm2. The thermal conductivity of the fiber
had a significant effect on the local characteristics of the grooved morphology when using
medium energy density grooving. The obvious recasting layer was produced after the laser
was applied to CMC-SiCf/SiC when using high energy density laser grooving.

Water-jet-assisted laser processing technology can introduce new process advantages,
such as reducing thermal effects. A novel coaxial-annulus-argon-assisted (CAAA) atmo-
sphere was proposed to enhance the machining capacity of the water-jet-guided laser
(WJGL) when dealing with hard-to-process materials in the study by Li et al. [7]. A the-
oretical model was developed to describe the two-phase flow of argon and the water jet.
Simulations and experiments were conducted to analyze the influence of argon pressure on
the working length of the WJGL beam, drainage circle size and extreme scribing depth on
ceramic matrix composite (CMC) substrates. Single-point percussion drilling experiments
were performed on a CMC substrate to evaluate the impact of machining parameters on
hole morphology. On these bases, the CAAAWJGL was applied to scribe micro grooves on
a CVD diamond, with a large depth-to-width ratio, good consistency and limited defects.
The maximum depth-to-width ratio of the groove and depth-to-diameter ratio of the hole
reached up to 41.2 and 40.7, respectively. The thorough holes produced by the CAAAWJGL
demonstrated superior roundness and minimal thermal damage, such as fiber drawing
and delamination. The average tensile strength and fatigue life of the CMCs specimens
obtained through CAAAWJGL machining reached 212.6 MPa and 89,463.8 s, exhibiting a
higher machining efficiency and better mechanical properties compared to femtosecond
and picosecond laser machining. Moreover, groove arrays with a depth-to-width ratio of
11.5, good perpendicularity, and minimal defects on a CVD diamond were fabricated to
highlight the feasibility of the proposed machining technology.

In addition, electric discharge machining is also a commonly used special machining
method. Electrostatic field-induced electrolyte jet (E-Jet) electric discharge machining
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(EDM) is a newly developed micro-machining method. However, the strong coupling of
the electrolyte jet liquid electrode and the electrostatic-induced energy prohibited it from
being utilized in the conventional EDM process. Zhang et al. [8] proposed a method with
two discharge devices connecting in serials to decouple pulse energy from the E-Jet EDM
process. Through the automatic breakdown between the E-Jet tip and the auxiliary electrode
in the first device, the pulsed discharge between the solid electrode and the solid workpiece
in the second device can be generated. With this method, the induced charges on the E-Jet
tip can indirectly regulate the discharge between the solid electrodes, giving a new pulse
discharge energy generation method for traditional micro EDM. The pulsed variations
in current and voltage generated during the discharge process in the conventional EDM
process verified the feasibility of this decoupling approach. The influence of the distance
between the jet tip and the electrode, as well as the gap between the solid electrode and
the workpiece, on the pulsed energy demonstrates that the gap servo control method is
applicable. Experiments with single points and grooves indicate the machining ability of
this new energy generation method.

Introducing ultrasonic vibration in the manufacturing or material forming process is a
very effective innovation. Li et al. [9] investigated the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the
fluidity and microstructure of cast aluminum alloys (AlSi9 and AlSi18 alloys) with different
solidification characteristics. Furthermore, the impact of ultrasonic vibration on the flow
field during the molten metal filling process was analyzed using fluid simulation software
(ANSYS-FLUENT). The results show that ultrasonic vibration can affect the fluidity of alloys
in both solidification and hydrodynamics aspects. For the AlSi18 alloy without dendrite-
growing solidification characteristics, the microstructure was almost not influenced by
ultrasonic vibration, and the influence of ultrasonic vibration on its fluidity was mainly
in hydrodynamics aspects. That is, appropriate ultrasonic vibration can improve fluidity
by reducing the flow resistance of the melt, but when the vibration intensity is high
enough to induce turbulence in the melt, the turbulence will increase the flow resistance
greatly and decrease fluidity. However, for the AlSi9 alloy, which obviously has dendrite-
growing solidification characteristics, ultrasonic vibration can influence solidification by
breaking the growing (Al) dendrite, consequently refining the solidification microstructure.
Ultrasonic vibration could then improve the fluidity of the AlSi9 alloy, not only from the
hydrodynamics aspect but also by breaking the dendrite network in the mushy zone to
decrease the flow resistance.

The ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process can improve the fluidity and the
uneven distribution of the density and particle size in the WC-Co powder. Chen et al. [10]
used three-dimensional spherical models with the aid of the Python secondary development
to simulate WC particles with a diameter of 5 μm and Co particles with a diameter of
1.2 μm. The forming process of the powder at the mesoscale was simulated by virtue of
the finite element analysis software ABAQUS. The influence of the vibration amplitude
on the fluidity, the filling density, and the stress distribution of WC-Co powder when the
ultrasonic vibration was applied to the conventional pressing process was investigated.
The simulation results show that the ultrasonic vibration amplitude had a great influence
on the density of the compact. With an increase in the ultrasonic amplitude, the compact
density also increased gradually, and the residual stress in the billet decreased after the
compaction. From the experimental results, the size distribution of the billet was more
uniform, the elastic after-effect was reduced, and the dimensional instability was improved.

Overall, the works published in this Special Issue show that high performance ma-
terials play an important role in the field of advanced manufacturing technology, and
various energies such as laser, electric energy, ultrasonic vibration, and fluid energy can
exert different technological advantages in the machining process. The introduction of
new energy forms or the combination of various energy fields can significantly improve
the processing effect for different materials, and this is one of the important development
directions of future manufacturing technologies. The editors hope that the readers can dis-
cover the advantages of laser and energy field composite processing of high-performance
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material from the research results of this Special Issue, and gain some inspiration, which
will promote the future research work.
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Surface Properties of Medium-Entropy Alloy Coatings Prepared
through a Combined Process of Laser Cladding and Ultrasonic
Burnishing
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3 Key Laboratory of High Efficiency and Clean Mechanical Manufacture of MOE, School of Mechanical

Engineering, Shandong University, Jinan 250061, China
* Correspondence: baolinw@qlu.edu.cn

Abstract: The preparation of functional coatings on metal substrates is an effective method to
enhance the surface of steel structures with good serviceability in applications for engineering
parts. The objective of this research is to analyze the surface properties of two sorts of medium-
entropy alloy (MEA) coatings prepared by laser cladding. After cladding, the two prepared coatings
were strengthened by ultrasonic burnishing (UB) treatment. Cladding coating samples before and
after being UB-treated were comparatively tested in order to investigate the process effects of UB.
When compared with corresponding untreated coating samples, the roughness values of the two
sorts of UB-treated samples were decreased by 88.7% and 87.6%, the porosities were decreased by
63.8% and 73.4%, and the micro-hardness values were increased by 41.7% and 32.7%, respectively.
Furthermore, the two sorts of UB-treated coating samples exhibited better mechanical properties and
wear resistance than corresponding untreated samples.

Keywords: medium-entropy alloy; laser cladding; ultrasonic burnishing; surface roughness; wear
resistance

1. Introduction

In recent years, superior to most traditional alloys [1], multi-principle-element alloys
(MPEAs) show excellent properties, such as high strength [2], high hardness [3], high
thermal stability [4], and excellent corrosion resistance [5]. Hence, they have a great
potential to be applied in the fields of energy, aerospace, pipeline engineering, and so on.

A high-entropy alloy is composed of five or over five kinds of elements with equal
or nearly equal molar ratios, and the content of each element is between 5 and 35 at.%.
As is well known, high-entropy alloys have four main effects, i.e., the lattice distortion
effect, cocktail effect, high-entropy effect, and hysteresis diffusion effect [6,7], and thus
show significant performance in many aspects. MEAs are derived from high-entropy alloys,
composed of three or four elements in accordance with equal or nearly equal molar ratios.
Until now, three kinds of single-phase high-/medium-entropy alloys with face-centered
cubic (FCC) structures, namely, CoCrNi, FeCoNiCr, and NiCoCrFeMn, have been widely
studied [8,9]. Among these popular high-/medium-entropy alloys with FCC structures,
CoCrNi has the optimal strength and toughness [10], as well as unique low-temperature
fracture toughness surpassing other known materials [11]. As a result, it has become one of
the new materials attracting the most attention.

Generally, the preparation of MEA is mainly based on casting and sintering. Moreover,
the main elements in MPEAs are usually expensive. These two aspects hinder the practical
application of MEAs. Laser cladding is an advanced surface coating preparation technique
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that has been widely used to modify the surface properties of engineering parts [12,13].
During laser cladding, alloy powders and the metal matrix surface simultaneously melt
using a high power density laser beam, and then the liquid metal rapidly solidifies to form
a cladding layer metallurgically bonded with the matrix. MEAs can be coated on surfaces
of low-cost material substrates, with a surface performance reaching or exceeding that
of the whole medium-/high-entropy alloy, which is an effective method to promote the
further application of alloys with multiple principal elements.

Recently, some scholars have carried out research on the preparation and property
investigation of high-entropy alloy laser cladding coating. Zhang et al. [14] prepared a
TiZrNbWMo refractory high-entropy alloy coating by laser cladding on the surface of a
45 steel substrate, and then annealed the sample for 20 h at 800~1200 ◦C. The results showed
that the microstructures of the cladding coating were mainly BCC phase and a small amount
of β-TixW1-x precipitated phase. After being annealed, the microstructure of the BCC phase
basically remained stable, illustrating that the prepared cladding coating had higher thermal
stability. Simultaneously, the proportion of precipitated phase increased, which suggested
that the micro-hardness was improved. Liang et al. [15] prepared AlCrFeNi2W0.2Nbx
(x = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) cladding coatings on the surfaces of SS304 substrates, and conducted
a wear test. The results showed that the principal phase of the cladding coating was the
single BCC solid-solution phase. As x was equal to 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0, there appeared a
Laves phase, and the micro-hardness of the cladding coating increased with the Nb content
increasing.

However, there exists a “rapid heating and sudden solidification” characteristic in the
laser cladding process. The substrate material is usually different from that of cladding
coating; accordingly, their thermal expansion coefficients are greatly different, resulting
in the generation of structural stress and thermal stress. Moreover, the internal pores
and defects could cause the uneven distribution of the hardness of the cladding coat-
ing, thus affecting the service performance of the cladded components. UB is a kind of
surface-strengthening technique to generate a gradient nanostructure surface layer and
fine grains [16]. In addition to the significant decrease in surface roughness, UB treatment
can induce compressive residual stress in near-surface materials. Thus, by UB treatment, a
gradient structure with more refined grains of treated material could be obtained, achieving
an improvement in the surface integrity and mechanical properties of the materials [17–19].
At present, UB technology has been widely applied to many materials, such as iron-base
alloy, Ti, commercial pure aluminum, Cu, and Ni alloys [20,21]. Previous reports have
demonstrated that ultrasonic surface burnishing treatment can produce a nearly polished
surface, gradient nanostructured surface layer, and high residual compressive stress on the
friction stir-welded joint of a 7075-T651 aluminum alloy. Furthermore, the fatigue property
of the joint after treatment was enhanced and the fatigue life was extended by two orders
of magnitude [22]. Applying UB technology on a Cu-10Ni alloy, a gradient nanostructured
surface layer was obtained with an 80% increase in surface hardness. Additionally, the Cu-
10Ni alloy has better corrosion resistance in 3.5wt% solution due to the formation of surface
passivation film promoted by the nanoparticle surface during the corrosion process [23].
However, there are few studies on the UB strengthening of MEA laser cladding coating.

Herein, the aim of our study is to improve the wear resistance of a GCr15-bearing steel
surface. A laser cladding technique was applied to prepare two kinds of MEA cladding
coatings, i.e., CoCrNi coating and FeCoNiCr coating. After cladding, UB strengthening
treatment was conducted on the prepared laser cladding coatings. By comparison, the
influences of UB treatment on the surface integrity, mechanical, and tribological properties
of the cladding coating were studied, and thus some conclusions were drawn.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experiment Materials

The powders of FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi, purchased from Jiangsu VILORY New Ma-
terial Technology Co., Ltd. (Xuzhou, China) were adopted with a purity of 99.9% and a
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particle size of 45~105 μm. The GCr15-bearing steel was used as the substrate with a size
of Φ 55 mm × 60 mm. The chemical compositions of the FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi pow-
ders and substrate are listed in Table 1, respectively. Further, the approximately spherical
microstructure of the powders is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the powders and substrate (At%).

Sample C Co Cr Mo Ni Si Mn P S Cu Fe

FeCoNiCr
powder / Bal. 22.58 / 25.66 / / / / / 24.60

CoCrNi
powder / 33.95 32.42 / Bal. / / / / / /

Substrate 0.98 / 1.42 0.05 0.08 0.22 0.25 0.006 0.011 0.03 Bal.

 

Figure 1. SEM images of MEA powder morphology, (a) FeCoNiCr, (b) CoCrNi.

2.2. Sample Preparation

In order to prepare the samples, firstly, the GCr15 bearing steel substrate was ground
with 180#, 400#, and 600# silicon carbide abrasive papers, respectively, to obtain a smooth
surface with the oxide removal. Then, acetone was used to wipe the surface to remove
contaminants such as oil stains. Finally, the LYRF-4000W robot laser cladding workstation
and LYRF150 high-end cladding integration system were used to prepare the coatings
on the substrate. The optimal laser cladding parameters are listed in Table 2, and the
processing and photos of laser cladding are illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 2. Laser cladding parameters.

Laser Power (W) Laser Beam Diameter (mm) Scanning Speed (mm/s) Powder Feed Rate (mm/s) Overlapping Ratio (%)

2000 4 1500 38.4 25

 

Figure 2. (a) Processing of laser cladding, (b) photos of laser cladding.
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After the laser cladding, the samples were firstly fixed on the CNC lathe for finish
turning to obtain a smooth surface. Then, the UB process was conducted on the sample at
room temperature. During the experiment process, the static pressure can be obtained by
adjusting the extrusion depth of the lathe. The specific parameters are listed in Table 3. The
UB processing and experimental setup are presented in Figure 3a,b, respectively.

Table 3. UB parameters.

Frequency (kHz) Feed Rate (mm/min) Amplitude (mm) Spindle Speed (rpm) Pressure Deep (mm)

28 10 10 160 0.3

Vibration 
displacement 

Time 

V Rolling 
roller 

Rotation direction 

Vibration direction 

Burnishing tool 

Electrical 
Signal input 

Cladding sample 

Control box 

Burnishing 
tool 

Figure 3. (a) Illustration of UB processing, (b) photos of the UB experiment setup.

A total of five different samples were prepared for the experiment, as follows. The
substrate sample was briefly described as HT(GCr15) as a control sample. Two coating
samples, prepared by first laser cladding and then turning finely, were briefly described
as LC(FeCoNiCr) and LC(CoCrNi). Furthermore, another two coating samples, prepared
by laser cladding, turning finely, and UB treatment, in sequence, were briefly described
as UB(FeCoNiCr) and UB(CoCrNi). All samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner for
10 min after being treated.
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2.3. Surface Morphology and Microstructure Characterization

The three-dimensional surface morphologies and roughness of different samples were
tested using a white light interferometer with a surface 3D texture topography acquisition
system (Contour Elite K, Bruker Company, Karlsruhe, Germany). In order to suppress
measurement noise, various spline filters were applied to the data analysis of the surface
topography [24–26]. Considering the level of the accuracy of measurement, the averaging
method was used. Five different areas of each sample were selected for measuring the
surface roughness and taking an average.

The surface microscopic morphologies of the laser cladding coatings of FeCoNiCr
and CoCrNi MEAs were observed with an ultra-depth three-dimensional observation
microscopic system (VHX-5000, KEYENCE CORPORATION, Osaka, Japan), as well as the
microstructures after turning and UB treatment, subsequently, with the analysis for the
observation results. The energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, Phenom ProX, Phenom-
World, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was used to test the chemical composition of the
samples. Before the observation, the samples via laser coating and UB treatment were
ground with silicon carbide abrasive papers of 180#, 400#, 600#, 1000#, 1500#, and 2000#,
respectively. Then, the sample surface was polished to a mirror finish without any scratch
with a diamond polishing paste of W0.5. The hydrofluoric acid solution (hydrofluoric acid:
nitric acid: water = 2:1:5) was used to etch the polished samples. The porosities of the
coatings with different treatments were calculated using Image J software.

2.4. Micro-Hardness and Nano-Indentation Test

A micro Vickers hardness tester (HXD-1000TMC) was used to measure the hardness
of the samples with various treatments at a load of 1.961 N (HV0.2) for 15 s. The interval
between adjacent test points is 100 μm, and each test point was measured three times,
taking the average to ensure the data accuracy.

The micro-/nano-mechanical properties of the sample surface were measured and char-
acterized by a nano-indentation tester NHT (MTS, Bruker Company, Karlsruhe Germany)
mechanical testing system for microscopic materials. The load of the nano-indentation test
was 30 mN, with a loading/unloading speed of 15 mN/min and a load-holding time of
15 s. Moreover, the indentation test was repeated five times for each area to ensure the
accuracy and reliability of the data.

2.5. Friction and Wear Test

Friction and wear performance tests were conducted on the substrate sample, as well
as those coating samples after turning and UB treatment by an RTEC multifunctional
friction and wear tester at room temperature, with a friction way of linear reciprocating
motion. Before the test, the sample surface was slightly polished to make the surface
smooth without an oxide layer. The counter pair was the GCr15 steel ball with a 7 mm
diameter and 60 HRC. The load was 10 N, and the one-way friction distance was 4.5 mm.
Furthermore, the reciprocating frequency was 2 Hz, and the friction and wear experiments
hold for 15 min. The wear morphology and chemical composition were analyzed and
tested by SEM and EDS. Meanwhile, a 3D Super Depth Digital Microscope (VHX-5000
KEYENCE CORPORATION, Osaka, Japan) was used to measure the wear profiles and
calculate the wear loss in all testing cases.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Surface Roughness

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the surface morphology and surface roughness for
the substrate, untreated MEA coating, and UB-treated MEA coating sample surfaces. As can
be clearly seen from Figure 4a–c, the turning contour of the substrate and untreated MEA
coating samples were relatively stable, but there appeared obvious oscillation corrugations
in the turning contour of the laser cladding samples compared with the UB-treated coating
sample surfaces, wherein most areas were fattened, as shown in Figure 4d,e. The reason
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was that during the laser cladding process, the excessively fast cooling velocity resulted in
the failure of gas escape in time, uneven residual stress distribution, and defects of void,
inclusion, etc., thus affecting the quality of the turning surface. From Figure 4f, there ap-
peared obvious oscillation corrugations on the surface of the laser cladding samples, but the
surface roughness parameter Sa (arithmetical average height of surface topography located
reference surface [27–29]) of the laser cladding samples slightly decreased. Furthermore,
the surface roughness parameter Sa of the UB(FeCoNiCr) and UB(CoCrNi) samples were
52.612 nm and 42.098 nm, respectively, decreasing by 88.7% and 87.6%, compared with
the Sa = 465 nm of LC(FeCoNiCr) and the Sa = 340 nm of LC(CoCrNi) samples, which
were turned finely only. The reduction of Sa would be beneficial to the improvement of
surface properties. The surface roughness of samples via UB treatment became smaller,
due to the following two aspects. On the one hand, the rolling head of UB caused the
plastic deformation of the sample surface, making the material flow from surface peaks to
troughs, thus eliminating turning traces. On the other hand, the rolling head intermittently
contacts the sample surface, so the lubrication can fully flow to the working area. This can
not only improve the strengthening effect but also reduce the adhesion between the roller
and sample surface material. Hence, the surface roughness of the sample by UB treatment
significantly decreases [30,31].

Figure 4. Three-dimensional surface roughness measurements of five samples. (a) HT(GCr15),
(b) LC(FeCoNiCr), (c) LC(CoCrNi), (d) UB(FeCoNiCr), and (e) UB(CoCrNi). (f) Comparison of
surface roughness parameter Sa of five samples.
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3.2. Porosity

With the rapid heating and cooling characteristics, dense and fine grains would be
generated in the laser cladding coating. However, due to the excessively rapid cooling
speed, the pores inside the laser cladding layer are always present in the laser cladding. To
reduce the pores of various cladding coatings, many efforts have been made, especially in
improving the laser process parameters [32].

The porosity not only affects the surface roughness but also reduces the mechanical
properties of the coating surface, easily leading to high wear rates [33]. Therefore, it is an
essential factor to evaluate the surface quality of laser cladding coatings.

Figure 5a–d shows the SEM images of the surface morphology of the four coating
samples. As shown in Figure 5a–d, the numbers of pores in Figure 5c,d are significantly
less than those in Figure 5a,b. Figure 5e shows the calculated porosities of the four coating
samples. As exemplified in Figure 5e, compared with LC(FeCoNiCr) and LC(CoCrNi)
coating samples, the surface porosities of the UB-treated coating samples decreased by
63.8% and 73.4%, respectively. Obviously, the UB treatment had a significant effect on
decreasing the porosity of the laser cladding coatings. This was because, during the UB
process, the external force caused the plastic deformation of the coating sample surface
and then the plastic flow in the local deformation area. Accordingly, the pores and defects
on the surface were filled, so that the porosity decreased, and then a smooth surface was
formed.

 
Figure 5. SEM images of coating sample surface morphologies. (a) LC(FeCoNiCr), (b) LC(CoCrNi),
(c) UB(FeCoNiCr), (d) UB(CoCrNi), and (e) the porosities of coating samples.

3.3. Microstructure Characterization

Laser cladding can enable the metallurgical bonding between alloy powders and
the metal substrate surface. Owing to the high temperature and element concentration
difference, the element diffusion between the laser cladding coating and substrate could
change the coating composition and microstructure, thus significantly affecting the coating
surface properties. The EDS was used to characterize the chemical composition distribution
of MEAs FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi coatings prepared by laser cladding. It was found from
the characterization results in Figure 6 that the elements of Fe, Co, Ni, and Cr were
evenly distributed in the coating, and there was an obvious transition with the substrate,
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illustrating the occurrence of metallurgical bonding between the coating and the substrate.
Preparing the coating, the substrate had a relatively large dilution effect on the MEA due to
the stirring of the molten pool. In the affected layer, the Fe content significantly increased,
and near the surface, the element content was basically stable, but the Fe content still
increased to a certain extent due to the dilution [34].

Figure 6. Elements distribution of samples. (a) FeCoNiCr, (b) CoCrNi.

During the laser cladding process, the difference in the coefficients of thermal expan-
sion between the substrate and laser cladding coating led to thermal stress generation. This
caused a greater stress gradient from the substrate material to the cladding layer surface
and an uneven distribution of internal stress in the cladding coating. Moreover, the internal
pores and defects resulted in the uneven hardness of the cladding coating surface.

Figure 7a–c presents the metallographic structure images of the LC(FeCoNiCr) sample
from the top of the coating to the substrate material, respectively. At the juncture of the
coating with the substrate, the temperature gradient was the largest, and the grain growth
rate was slow, leading to the formation of a plane crystal, as shown in Figure 7c. The
cellular dendritic crystal zone was above the plane crystal, and there was a layer of coarse
grains of cellular dendritic crystal, with an upward growth perpendicular to the substrate.
When the plane crystal formed, the increase in substrate material temperature led to the
decrease in the degree of subcooling, and thus the nucleation rate decreased but had little
influence on the growth rate of the grains. The preferential growth direction of the grains
is consistent with the opposite direction of the fastest heat dissipation direction; that is,
upward diffusion from the substrate, which makes the grains grow upwards, perpendicular
to the substrate, as shown in Figure 7b. The top grain was cooled in air with a greater degree
of undercooling. The growth of columnar crystals was hindered at the solidification front.
Moreover, as the degree of supercooling increased to a certain degree, many more new
crystal nuclei appeared. They began to grow in all directions, formed an equiaxed-grain
structure, and then prevented the growth of a columnar crystal. In addition, the heat flux
at the top was greatly affected by the movement of the laser beam, leading to the growth
direction of the equiaxed-grain structure parallel to the processing direction, as shown in
Figure 7a.
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Figure 7. The metallographic images of the cross-sections of coating samples: (a–c) for LC(FeCoNiCr);
(d–f) for LC(CoCrNi).

Figure 7d–f shows the metallographic structure images of the LC(CoCrNi) sample
from the top of the coating to the substrate material, respectively. Obviously, the top and
bottom of the grain structures of CoCrNi MEA were similar to those of FeCoNiCr MEA.
However, during the formation of the plane crystal at the bottom, the temperature gradient
in the liquid phase at the interface front of CoCrNi MEA was smaller than that of FeCoNiCr
MEA, resulting in a columnar crystal in the middle area rather than a cellular dendritic
crystal.

Figure 8 displays the metallographic structures of the longitudinal section of the UB-
treated coating samples. It can be seen that the equiaxed-grain structure at the top of the
coating disappears, and the fine-grained microstructure forming in the UB-treated coating
samples takes its place. The surface influence layer of FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi MEAs is
divided into two zones; namely, the grain refinement zone of Zone I and the unaffected
zone of Zone II. Zone I refers to the outermost surface layer, in which the FeCoNiCr and
CoCrNi MEAs form severe plastic deformation (SPD) layers with a thickness of 41.25 μm
and 92.5 μm, respectively, and the grains are obviously refined. In Zone II, there is no
obvious change in grain size owing to the greater distance from the processing surface.
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Figure 8. The metallographic images of the cross-sections of coating samples, (a) UB(FeCoNiCr),
(b) UB(CoCrNi).

In the process of UB, the rolling head impacts the coating surface under the co-action
of ultrasonic vibration and static pressure, leading to the severe plastic deformation of the
coating surface, accompanied by plastic deformations such as crystal plane slip, twinning,
and grain boundary migration, the formation of high-density dislocation tangles and
dislocation walls, as well as the emergence of grain in a streamlined structure [28]. As a
result, the processing quality of the alloy surface is improved with residual compressive
stress, and the refined gradient structures are formed in the surface layer. Furthermore, the
FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi MEAs have a single FCC structure with more slip systems than
BCC and HCP, which is easier to slide to form a streamlined structure in the deformation
process [35,36].

3.4. Micro-Hardness and Elastic Modulus

The surface micro-hardness values of the substrate sample and four kinds of coating
samples are displayed in Figure 9a. From the test results, the surface micro-hardness values
of the LC(FeCoNiCr) and LC(CoCrNi) coatings were 303.5 HV and 340.6 HV, increasing by
45.2% and 62.9%, respectively, in comparison with the substrate. Furthermore, the micro-
hardness values of the UB(FeCoNiCr) and UB(CoCrNi) MEA coatings reached 430HV
and 452HV, increasing by 41.7% and 32.7%, respectively, compared to their corresponding
untreated coatings. Hence, within the experimental scope, UB treatment could significantly
improve coating hardness.

Figure 9b presents the cross-section micro-hardness variations of four coatings. It is
found that the hardness distributions of the two untreated coatings were relatively even
from the top surface to the coating–substrate interface, implying that the microstructures of
the two untreated coatings were even. In comparison, the micro-hardness distributions
of two UB-treated coatings presented a gradient change from the top surface down to
the coating–substrate interface. Meanwhile, in all cases, the highest micro-hardness was
distributed at the top surfaces. UB treatment is a kind of severe plastic deformation
(SPD) technique. During UB, the top surface materials contact the burnishing roller and
are subjected to the most severe deformation, thus having the finest grains, as evident
in Figure 8. It is easy to surmise that the material plastic deformation resulting from
dislocation by UB was decreasingly severe from the top surface down to the coating–
substrate interface. Therefore, as seen in Figure 8, for the two kinds of UB-treated coatings,
fine equiaxed grains formed on the top surfaces, and the grain sizes increased in an in-depth
direction beneath the top surfaces. According to the Hall–Petch relationship [37,38], finer
grains mean higher hardness. Therefore, a gradient hardness distribution formed in the
cross-sections of two UB-treated coatings.
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Figure 9. Micro-hardness results. (a) Surface hardness; (b) cross-section hardness variations.

In order to accurately characterize the mechanical properties of the four studied
coatings, a nano-indentation test was carried out. As a result, the loading and unloading
load-displacement curves are shown in Figure 10a. During the loading process, there were
no obvious differences in the load–displacement curves of the five test coatings with a
depth of penetration less than 50 nm, ascribing to the indentation size effect [39]. As the
test began, the indenter made contact with partial surface asperities. With the indentation
depth increasing, the asperities deformed plastically under the load. After the asperities
were completely flattened by the indenter, the nano-indentation behavior of the coating
was ultimately determined by its mechanical properties [40]. As shown in Figure 10a,
under the maximum load of 30 mN, the maximum indentation depths of the HT(GCr15),
LC(FeCoNiCr), LC(CoCrNi), UB(FeCoNiCr), and UB(CoCrNi) coatings were 701 nm,
503 nm, 490 nm, 459 nm, and 444 nm, respectively. Compared with the substrate material
(HT(GCr15)), the plastic deformations of four coatings decreased. Meanwhile, the plastic
deformations of the two UB-treated coatings were further reduced in comparison with the
corresponding untreated coatings. Among them, the indentation depth of the UB(CoCrNi)
coating was the minimum. As stated above, by UB treatment, the coating grains were
refined, resulting from severe plastic deformation and thus high-density dislocations of
materials. As known, finer grains meant more grain boundaries and therefore stronger
resistance to deformation. Meanwhile, in the case of small grain size, under the external
force, there would occur plastic deformation mostly inside grains, leading to uniform
deformation and a small indentation depth.

Figure 10. Nano-indentation test results. (a) Load–displacement curves; (b) elastic moduli and
nano-hardness values.

The nano-hardness and elastic modulus obtained through nano-indentation are two
important parameters to characterize coating properties. Generally, the bearing capacity
and wear resistance of the coating can be reflected by the ratio of the hardness to elastic
modulus, i.e., H/E and H3/E2, respectively, because they are stronger with the values of
H/E and H3/E2 increasing [41]. Figure 10b shows the nano-hardness values of different
samples. The surface nano-hardnesses of the HT(GCr15), LC(FeCoNiCr), LC(CoCrNi),
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UB(FeCoNiCr), and UB(CoCrNi) samples were 2.578 GPa, 4.871 GPa, 5.201 GPa, 5.808 GPa,
and 6.259 GPa, respectively. For the two kinds of coating materials, the nano-hardness val-
ues of UB-treated coatings improved by about 20% in comparison with their corresponding
untreated coatings, which was in good agreement with the results of the micro-Vickers hard-
ness test in Figure 9a. The elastic moduli of different samples are presented in Figure 10b.
Similar observations can be found for the two kinds of coating materials. That is, although
there was a slight increase in the elastic modulus after UB treatment, such an increase was
much less significant in comparison with that in nano-hardness. As can be seen from the
test results, the grain refinement and residual stress induction caused by UB treatment
played a significant role in the increase in coating hardness. However, the coating elastic
modulus was not obviously changed.

3.5. Friction Wear

Figure 11a,b displays friction coefficient variations against time, as well as the average
friction coefficients of the five different samples, respectively. As exemplified in Figure 11a,
the friction coefficients of the five kinds of samples experienced a short running-in period
at the very beginning of the wear test with rapid rising, then reached a steady state. It can
be seen that when compared with the substrate sample, the friction coefficient fluctuations
of four coatings decreased to varying degrees. In particular, the UB(CoCrNi) coating had
the shortest run-in period and the minimum fluctuation. As shown in Figure 11b, the
average friction coefficients of the HT(GCr15), LC(FeCoNiCr), LC(CoCrNi), UB(FeCoNiCr),
and UB(CoCrNi) samples were 0.592, 0.503, 0.456, 0.410, and 0.375, respectively. Among
them, the friction coefficient of the UB(CoCrNi) sample was the lowest. As stated above,
there was grain refinement and surface work hardening after the UB treatment. Due to the
surface smoothening and hardening effect resulting from UB, during wear, the contact area
between the counterpart and coating surface became small, thus decreasing the friction
coefficient [42,43].

Figure 11. Friction test results. (a) Friction coefficient variations; (b) average friction coefficient;
(c) wear profile curve of the cross-section; (d) wear rates of samples.

Figure 11c,d shows the cross-section profiles of the wear scars and wear rates of the
five tested samples. In Figure 11c, there formed bulges on both sides of the wear traces of
the substrate sample and the two untreated coating samples, suggesting that extrusion and
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plastic flow occurred during wear. It is clear that the wear trace of the substrate sample
had the highest bulges. Notably, the two UB-treated coating samples almost had no bulges,
ascribing to the work-hardening effect of the UB treatment. As such, the metal flow was
weaker after work hardening, with a difficulty in plastic deformation [8]. In terms of wear
size, the substrate sample had the most serious wear, as well as the largest wear width and
depth among all the samples. The wear width and depth of two untreated coating samples
became smaller. Similarly, the wear widths and depths of the two UB-treated coating
samples were further reduced in comparison to those without UB treatment, implying that
the UB-treated samples had better wear resistance. The wear rates of all samples were
calculated and are presented in Figure 11d. As can be seen, the wear rates of FeCoNiCr and
CoCrNi untreated coatings were 1.65 mm3/Nm and 1.43 mm3/Nm, respectively, so their
wear resistances were close to each other. Compared with the wear rate of the substrate
sample (3.51 mm3/Nm), they decreased by 53.0% and 59.3%, respectively. Likewise, the
wear rates of the UB-treated FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi coatings were 0.52 mm3/Nm and
0.40mm3/Nm, respectively, and decreased by 68.5% and 72.0% in comparison to those
before UB treatment, illustrating that the UB treatment had a role in reducing the friction
coefficients of FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi coatings. According to Archard’s law, wear rate is
inversely proportional to hardness [44], so high hardness, as well as a large elastic modulus,
were beneficial to improving the wear resistance of the FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi coatings.

Figure 12a–e presents the SEM images of the wear areas of five kinds of samples.
As shown in Figure 12a, the substrate sample showed obvious wear trace, with the main
characteristics of micro-cracks, deep grooves, delamination, and wear debris. In the process
of friction, micro-cracks easily occurred as the shear stress induced by friction exceeded
the yield strength of the sample. The delamination mainly resulted from micro-crack
propagation and coalescence. Furthermore, during the wear process, under the co-action
of the normal load and shear force of the friction pair, the wear debris exfoliated from
the sample surface, causing adhesive wear. The exfoliated wear debris embedded in the
sample surface under the normal load. Later, the surface was scratched under shear load,
thus accelerating the abrasive wear and then forming the parallel deep grooves. Hence, it
is suggested from the wear characteristics that the wear mechanism of the substrate sample
was mainly abrasive wear and adhesive wear.

As can be seen from Figure 12b,c, compared with the substrate sample, there was no
visible crack found in the wear area of the LC(FeCoNiCr) and LC(CoCrNi) samples, and
the delamination and grooves were obviously alleviated. Moreover, the size of the wear
debris decreased. The reason for the wear resistance improvement of the untreated coating
samples was the high surface hardness. A hard surface could hinder the deformation of
the material, reducing micro-cracks as well as weakening the delamination wear. It can be
found from Figure 12d,e that the wear of the two UB-treated coating samples was greatly
weakened and the quantity and volume of wear debris in the wear areas decreased, and
the grooves were shallowed compared with their corresponding untreated coating samples.
The grains of the two UB-treated coating samples were refined via UB treatment, and
their hardness and yield strengths were significantly improved. Thereby, the volume and
quantity of wear debris produced in the wear test were reduced, and the abrasive wear was
alleviated [45,46].
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Figure 12. SEM images of wear areas and EDS analysis. (a) HT(GCr15), (b) LC(FeCoNiCr), (c) LC(CoCrNi),
(d) UB(FeCoNiCr), (e) UB(CoCrNi), (f) element analysis of wear debris A of LC(FeCoNiCr), (g) element
analysis of wear scar B of LC(FeCoNiCr), (h) element analysis of wear scar C of LC(CoCrNi), (i) element
analysis of wear scar D of UB(FeCoNiCr), and (j) element analysis of wear scar E of UB(CoCrNi).
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In order to determine whether there was oxidation wear in the wear process, the
EDS analysis was carried out for the wear debris A and wear scars B, C, D, and E of the
coating samples, as shown in Figure 12b–e. The element contents at A–E are illustrated in
Figure 12f–j, and clearly, there was oxidation wear at all points A–E. During the oxidation
wear, the oxidation film generated was ductile and softer than the substrate. Under the
shear force between the friction pair, partial oxidation films would be exfoliated, and the
exfoliated films could be smeared on the sample surface, serving as a solid lubricant and
thereby reducing wear [47]. As shown in Figure 12f,g, the O element content of wear debris
A was obviously higher than that at B without wear debris, which confirmed that the
oxidation film was continuously exfoliated to form wear debris. In Figure 12g–j, the O
element content at D and E was much higher than that at B and C, respectively, suggesting
that the oxidation wear of the UB-treated coatings was more obvious. This is because the
grain refinement, dislocation, and high internal stress generated from the UB treatment
could make the oxidation film denser and thicker [48]. In addition, according to Archard’s
law, the larger the load was in the wear process, the higher the hardness and the higher
the temperature of the sample surface [49]. More importantly, oxidation wear easily occurs
under high temperatures [50]. Hence, the UB treatment could enhance the oxidation wear,
beneficial to improving the wear resistance of the coating surface.

4. Conclusions

This study adopted UB treatment for the surface strengthening of FeCoNiCr and
CoCrNi coatings prepared by laser cladding. The results paved the way for the preparation
and post-treatment of FeCoNiCr and CoCrNi coatings. By analysis, the conclusions were
as follows:

(1) In comparison with the LC(FeCoNiCr) and LC(CoCrNi) coating samples, the surface
roughness and porosity of the two corresponding UB-treated samples decreased
significantly, illustrating that UB treatment could greatly smoothen the coating surface,
decrease the porosity of coatings, and reduce surface defects. During UB treatment,
under the applied external dynamic load, the materials in the coating surface and
near-surface were forced to flow from surface peaks to valleys, and thereby the
coating surface was flattened and the pores and defects in the coating surface were
filled/cured.

(2) The Fe content in two kinds of coatings obviously increased due to the dilution effect
of substrate on the MEAs during laser cladding. The microstructure of the two kinds
of MEA coatings showed a plane crystal at the bottom, a columnar crystal (cellular
dendritic crystal for CoCrNi coating) at the middle, and an equiaxed-grain crystal at
the top. For the two kinds of coating, after UB treatment, there was obvious grain
refinement within 100 μm beneath the top surfaces of the coatings, which resulted
from dislocation accumulation from the severe plastic deformation of the materials.

(3) Compared with the LC(FeCoNiCr) and LC(CoCrNi) samples, the surface hardness
and yield strength of the two corresponding UB-treated coating samples were im-
proved. In both cases, after UB treatment, a gradient hardness structure was formed
along the in-depth direction of the coating. Meanwhile, the two kinds of UB-treated
coating samples exhibited better friction and wear properties than their corresponding
untreated samples with wear rates decreasing by 68.5% and 72.0%, respectively.
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Abstract: WVTaTiCrx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) refractory high-entropy alloy coatings were prepared
on a 42-CrMo steel plate using laser cladding. The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of
the Cr content on the microstructure and properties of the WVTaTiCrx coating. The morphologies
and phase compositions of five coatings with different Cr contents were comparatively observed. In
addition, the hardness and high-temperature oxidation resistance of the coatings were also analyzed.
As a result, with the increase in Cr, the coating grains were more refined. All the coating is mainly
composed of the BCC solid-solution phase, which promotes the precipitation of the Laves phase with
the increase in Cr. The addition of Cr greatly improves the hardness, high-temperature oxidation
resistance and corrosion resistance of the coating. The WVTaTiCr (Cr1) exhibited superior mechanical
properties, especially in terms of its exceptional hardness, high-temperature oxidation resistance
and outstanding corrosion resistance. The average hardness of the WVTaTiCr alloy coating reaches
627.36 HV. After 50 h of high-temperature oxidation, the oxide weight of WVTaTiCr increases by
5.12 mg/cm2, and the oxidation rate is 0.1 mg/(cm2·h). In 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, the corrosion
potential of WVTaTiCr is −0.3198 V, and the corrosion rate is 0.161 mm/a.

Keywords: refractory high-entropy alloys; laser cladding; microstructure; mechanical properties;
oxidation resistance

1. Introduction

Refractory high-entropy alloys (RHEAs) first appeared in public view in 2010 [1].
Thereafter, they aroused great concern from researchers at home and abroad. Research
has proved that RHEAs have excellent mechanical properties at high temperatures, even
surpassing the widely used nickel-based alloy [2–6]. RHEAs, with excellent mechanical
properties at elevated temperatures, are considered promising high-temperature applica-
tion materials, which are suitable for complex working conditions such as atomic energy,
aerospace, the military industry, advanced nuclear reactors, etc. Previous studies focused
on mechanical properties at high- and room-temperatures, but with little research and
analysis on high-temperature oxidation resistance [7–9]. The research shows that adding
the proper amount of Al, Cr, and Si elements into the refractory high-entropy alloy can form
a dense oxidation film on the surface of the alloy in a high-temperature environment, thus
improving the high-temperature oxidation resistance [10–13]. Unfortunately, elements Al,
Cr, and Si very easily form brittle intermetallic compounds with other refractory elements,
resulting in reduced mechanical properties of RHEAs [14–16]. As a “candidate” for new
high-temperature alloy materials, refractory high-entropy alloys still have top priority in
improving high-temperature oxidation resistance.

In recent years, W-based alloys have been widely used in the nuclear energy industry,
and W-Ta [17], W-V [18], W-Ti [19], W-Cr [20] have been studied. Research results showed
that some W-based binary alloys showed brittle behavior [21]. The reduction in ductility
makes it difficult for W-based binary alloys to be widely used in harsh working environ-
ments, which also urges us to shift our research focus to W- based high-entropy alloys,
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providing a new idea for the development of heat insulation and radiation protection
materials for nuclear reactors. W and Ta elements have adequate mechanical properties
and resistance to irradiation-induced embrittlement and swelling [22]. Ti plays a significant
role in improving the sintered density [19], whereas V aids in improving the strength
and hardness of refractory HEAs [23]. Another refractory metal, Cr was also chosen for
use, considering its ability for high-temperature oxidation [24–27]. The high-entropy al-
loys undergo segregation when prepared by melting, and embrittlement and porosity are
attributes of conventional sintering, whereas the low thickness of the final product is a
limit of the physical vapor deposition (PVD) approach [28]. In addition, electrodeposition
techniques lead to pores and microcracks in the coating [29]. With the progress of science
and technology and the continuous optimization of process technology, laser cladding
technology has gradually appeared in public view and has become a hot research topic [30].
Laser cladding, an advanced surface modification technology, cures metal powder into the
substrate or chosen material surface, utilizing a high-power laser [31–33]. Compared with
magnetron sputtering, PTA welding, and additive manufacturing, the research shows that
the cladding layer forms firm metallurgical bonds with the substrate, the heat-affected zone
of the coating is small, the deformation of the substrate is small, and the coating thickness
can reach the millimeter level [30]. Based on comprehensive consideration, W, V, Ta, Ti, and
Cr elements are used to develop a new refractory high-entropy alloy with both hardness
and high-temperature oxidation resistance. In this study, WVTaTiCrx RHEAs coating was
prepared on the 42-CrMo steel surface using laser cladding, and the trends in the coating
microstructure, hardness, high-temperature oxidation resistance, and corrosion resistance
were analyzed by varying the Cr content.

2. Materials and Methods

The 42-CrMo steel was selected as the substrate. The laser cladding powder was W,
V, Ta, Ti, and Cr, with the particle size of 45–105μm and powder purity of 99.9%. Table 1
shows the basic properties of the five elements. Five kinds of powder were mixed using
ball milling, in a specific proportion. The mass fraction of each element is shown in Table 2,
abbreviated as Cr0, Cr0.25, Cr0.5, Cr0.75, and Cr1 for the five alloy coatings. The powder was
mixed fully in a planetary ball mill. The rotating speed of the ball mill was 300 r/min, and
the ball-to-material ratio was 10:1. After 24 h of uninterrupted ball milling, the powder was
dried and stored under a vacuum.

Table 1. Basic properties of elements in WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating [34].

Element W V Ta Ti Cr

Atomic radius (Å) 1.37 1.32 1.43 1.46 1.25
Melting point (◦C) 3407 1890 2996 1660 1857

Table 2. The mass fraction of each element of alloy coatings (wt%).

Alloys Identification W V Ta Ti Cr

WVTaTi Cr0 39.65 10.99 39.03 10.33
WVTaTiCr0.25 Cr0.25 38.57 10.69 37.97 10.12 2.74
WVTaTiCr0.5 Cr0.5 37.55 10.40 36.96 9.78 5.31
WVTaTiCr0.75 Cr0.75 36.58 10.14 36 9.52 7.76
WVTaTiCr1 Cr1 35.66 9.88 35.09 9.28 10.08

This cladding experiment was completed on the LYHS series ultra-high-speed laser-
cladding machine tool, whose workbench can move the X-Y-Z three axes with multiple
degrees of freedom. In this experiment, the presetting method of coating was used, and
argon gas was used as a protective gas. After several parameter adjustments, the optimum
process parameters were as follows: the laser power was 1.4 kw, the scanning speed was
8 mm/s, the spot diameter was 6 mm, and the overlap rate was 30–40%.
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After cladding, the coating surfaces were polished with sandpaper, then corroded
with aqua regia (the ratio of concentrated nitric acid to the concentrated hydrochloric acid
solution was 1:3), and cleaned with absolute ethanol. A scanning electron microscope (SEM,
Phenom ProX, Phenom-World, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) and its accompanying energy
dispersive analyzer (EDS) were used to observe and measure the surface morphology,
metallographic structure, and chemical composition content of the coatings. The Smart Lab
X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) (anode Cu target, X-ray Kα, X-ray wavelength
0.1542 nm, and scanning rate ranging from 1◦/min to 20◦/min) was used for phase analysis
of the coating.

The hardness changes in the samples were analyzed with HXD-1000TMC microhard-
ness tester under a load of 1.96 N and a loading time of 15 s. Hardness tests were carried
out every 0.1 mm along the vertical direction of the interface between the substrate and
the cladding layer, and the hardness changes in the coatings were recorded. The original
quality of the sample was weighed with an electronic balance (accuracy 0.0001 g) and
recorded. The sample was put into the corundum ceramic boat, the ceramic boat was
placed in the center of the muffle furnace, and the heating rate set at 5 ◦C/min and the
target temperature at 800 ◦C. After taking out the sample every 10 h, it was air-cooled
quickly, weighed, and the quality change recorded. The whole high-temperature oxidation
experiment lasted 50 h. A dynamic polarization electrochemical test in the 3.5 wt% NaCl
aqueous solution was conducted with a potentiostat (Gamary Interface 1000, Warminster,
PA, USA) to evaluate the corrosion behaviors of the RHEA coatings. The cladding layer
was the working electrode, and the auxiliary and reference electrodes were platinum and
saturated calomel, respectively. The corrosion current density (Icorr), corrosion potential
(Ecorr), and corrosion rate (V) were determined using the Tafel analysis method.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure Characterization

WVTaTiCrx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) RHEA coatings were prepared under the optimum
process parameters, and the cladding condition of the coating cross section was observed
for WVTaTi(Cr0) as an example, and the results are shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1a, it is
observed that the thickness of the coatings is about 1 mm and the thickness of the heat-affected
zone (HAZ) is 0.3~0.5 mm. From Figure 1b,c, it is seen that the metallurgical bonding between
the 42CrMo steel and the coating is good, and there are no obvious cracks and pores near the
bonding zone (BZ). In addition, the typical dendrite structures are formed near the interface
between the coating and the substrate, and grow perpendicular to the boundary.

 

Figure 1. The cladding condition of the coating cross-section. (a) coating cross-section; (b) the binding
zone at low multiples; (c) the binding zone at high multiples.
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Figure 2 shows the microscopic morphology of different coatings. It can be seen from
the diagram that the structural morphology of the cladding layer changes obviously with
the change in element content. As shown in Figure 2a,b, when there is no, or only a small
amount of, Cr in the coating, the coating mainly consists of white petal-like dendrites and a
gray base. As the elemental Cr was added to the coating, the dendritic structure became
uniform. From Figure 2d, it can be seen that feather-like structures were generated in
the coating. In Figure 2e, it is observed that the structure of Cr1 refines and the area of
feather-like tissue increases, showing a network distribution within the dendritic region.

 

Figure 2. SEM of the cross-section of WVTaTiCrx refractory high-entropy alloy coating: (a) Cr0;
(b) Cr0.25; (c) Cr0.5; (d) Cr0.75; (e) Cr1.

Figure 3 shows the EDS element distribution of the WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating. The
figure shows that during the solidification process of the alloy powder, the distribution
of elements in the cladding layer is not uniform. Ta and W with high melting points are
first solidified and formed, and mainly distributed in the white dendrite area; there is a
high content of V and Cr elements in the gray area, and Ti is uniformly distributed in the
alloy. In addition, the minimum enthalpy of mixing (−7 KJ/mol) of Cr and Ta means that
during the solidification process, Cr and Ta are more easily combined to form intermetallic
compounds, which leads to the formation of Cr2Ta in the Laves phase. It is evident from
Figure 3e that the feathered Laves phase distribution forms a network with white dendritic
areas. In addition, the presence of Cr was also detected in Figure 3a. As the laser cladding
makes the 42-CrMo steel dilute, the Cr element in the substrate penetrates the coating.
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Figure 3. EDS of cross section of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating: (a) Cr0; (b) Cr0.25; (c) Cr0.5; (d) Cr0.75; (e) Cr1.

3.2. Phase Analysis

Phase analysis of five high-entropic alloy-coated samples with different contents of
the Cr element was carried out, and the phase in the alloy was relatively simple. The main
refractory metal elements are the BCC phase, so refractory high-entropy alloys are mostly
simple BCC solid-solution phase, and sometimes the second phase is precipitated [35].
As shown in Figure 4, the positions of the diffraction peaks of the four components are
approximately the same, consisting of the main peak of one (110) crystal plane and the
low peak of (200) (211) crystal planes, mainly concentrated at the diffraction angles of
44.484◦, 64.777◦ and 81.983◦. Compared with the PDF card (PDF#34-0396), WVTaTiCrx
RHEA coatings are based on the BCC solid-solution phase, and the addition of Cr promotes
the precipitation of the Laves phase (Cr2Ta), because the addition of Cr causes more severe
lattice distortion in the alloy, thus opening a path for atomic diffusion [36]. At the same
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time, the enthalpy of mixing formed between Cr and other refractory elements is small,
which reduces the enthalpy value in the alloy and the stability of the BCC phase, which
leads to the precipitation of the Laves phase. From the thermodynamic point of view, if the
enthalpy of mixing between the elements is positive, then the atoms of the two elements
tend to repel each other, whereas the atoms of the two elements tend to attract each other
to form a stable phase. The atomic radius of the Cr atom is the smallest and the easiest to
diffuse, and the enthalpy of mixing between Cr and Ta is −7 KJ/mol. The binding ability
between Cr and Ta is strong, and it is easier to form Cr2Ta, which can be precipitated as
the Laves phase. There are no other complex intermetallic compounds in the figure, so the
high-entropy effect effectively inhibits the precipitation of intermetallic compounds.

Figure 4. XRD of WVTaTiCrx high entropy alloy coating.

3.3. Hardness

Figure 5 summarizes the trend in hardness change of the cladding samples with
different Cr contents. Figure 5a depicts the hardness distribution of the cross-section of
high-entropy alloy coatings, and Figure 5b depicts the average hardness of high-entropic
alloy coatings. As can be seen from Figure 5a, the entire cross-section is divided into
three areas, namely, coating, heat-affected zone (HAZ), and substrate. The hardness of the
whole coating area is significantly higher than that of the substrate. This is mainly because
the laser cladding technology outputs a lot of heat momentarily through a high-energy
laser beam, and the pre-set coating melts and solidifies rapidly, which produces a large
supercooling degree during solidification, increases the nucleation rate, promotes a shorter
growth time for each dendrite, collides with other grains, and grows again. The effect of
grain refinement is significantly enhanced; thus, the hardness of the coating is generally
higher than that of the substrate. As can be seen from Figure 5b, with the increase in
Cr content, the average hardness of the coating also increases. According to previous
studies, the hardness value of alloys has a strong relationship with the elements and phase
composition. Combining XRD with SEM analysis, with the increase in Cr content, the Laves
phase precipitation in the alloy also increases, and the precipitation strengthening effect is
enhanced. In addition, with the increase in Cr content, the solid-solution strengthening
effect in the alloy is enhanced, which further increases the hardness.
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Figure 5. Hardness of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating: (a) cross-section hardness; (b) average hardness of
coating area.

3.4. Oxidation Resistance

Figure 6 summarizes the trend of oxide weight gain on different component coating
surfaces after 50 h continuous oxidation of laser cladding samples at 800 ◦C. It can be seen
from Figure 6 that, after adding the Cr element based on WVTaTi (Cr0), the oxide weight
gain decreases significantly. With the increase in oxidation time, the oxide weight-gain curve
has continuity, and the content of Cr in the coating will affect the overall high-temperature
oxidation resistance. In the first half of the experiment, the rate of oxidation weight increase
is very fast, while, on the contrary, the rate of oxidation weight increase is slow after 20 h.
Previous studies have shown that the high content of Cr in high-entropy alloys and the
slow diffusion effect of high-entropy alloys can improve the high-temperature oxidation
resistance of high-entropy alloys [12,37,38].

Figure 6. Weight increase of oxide on the surface of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating.

Weight gain (mg/cm2) and weight-gain rate (mg/(cm2·h)) of WVTaTiCrx RHEA
coating after oxidation at 800 ◦C for 50 h are shown in Table 3. When Cr is not added,
the weight gain and oxidation rate of the WVTaTi high-entropy alloy coating oxide are
10.41 mg/cm2 and 0.21 mg/(cm2·h), respectively. With the increase in Cr content, the
weight increases of oxide on the coating surface decreases. The addition of Cr resulted in
the smallest increase in oxidation weight of the Cr1 RHEA coating, with a mass increase
of 5.12 mg/cm2 and an oxidation rate of 0.10 mg/(cm2·h). According to the oxidation-
resistance rating standard of steel, superalloy, and high-temperature protective coatings
(HB5258-2000) [39], it can be seen that Cr1 RHEA coating belongs to the antioxidant alloys,
and Cr0.25, Cr0.5, and Cr0.75 belong to the sub-antioxidant alloys. In general, the proper
addition of the Cr element can effectively improve the oxidation resistance of the coating.
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Table 3. Weight gain (mg/cm2) and weight-gain rate (mg/cm2·h) of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating after
oxidation at 800 ◦C for 50 h.

Alloys Cr0 Cr0.25 Cr0.5 Cr0.75 Cr1

Δm/s 10.41 8.56 7.98 6.86 5.12
Δm/(s·t) 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.10

Figure 7 shows the surface micromorphology of the coating of WVTaTiCrx RHEA
after oxidation at 800 ◦C for 50 h. As can be seen from the figure, the coating surface
generates large areas of irregular polygonal blocky oxides, which are overlapped with
different sizes. To intuitively observe the distribution of elements, surface scanning analysis
was performed on the selected areas of the oxidized surface, and the results are shown
in Figure 8. From the figure, it can be seen that with the high-temperature oxidation in
the same environment, the elemental distribution on the surface of the five coatings is
approximately the same, and it can also be judged that the oxides on the surface are also
basically similar. EDS showed that the oxygen content in the dendrite was greater than the
interdendritic region, indicating that the oxidation resistance of the dendrites was weaker
than the interdendritic region. V, Cr, Ti, and O are enriched elements, mainly concentrated
in interdendritic regions; the proportion of W and Ta content on the entire surface is small.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 3a, the dilution of laser cladding technology allows Cr from
42CrMo steel to diffuse into the WVTaTi coating. However, due to the small amount of Cr
content, it cannot be detected after high-temperature oxidation.

 
Figure 7. SEM of surface oxidation of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating: (a) Cr0; (b) Cr0.25; (c) Cr0.5;
(d) Cr0.75; (e) Cr1.
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Figure 8. EDS element analysis of oxidation surface of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating: (a) Cr0; (b) Cr0.25;
(c) Cr0.5; (d) Cr0.75; (e) Cr1.

To explore the types of oxides, XRD analysis was performed on the surface of the
coatings after oxidation. As shown in Figure 9, the oxide mainly consists of CrTaO4, TiO2,
and Cr2O3; the Cr1 alloy has the highest oxide diffraction peak, indicating that more oxides
are generated, making the oxide film on the coating surface uniform and dense. The
dense oxide film inhibits the diffusion of oxygen atoms, reduces the oxidation rate, and
improves oxidation resistance. This conclusion is also consistent with the results presented
by the oxide weight-gain curve. The results show that adding Cr to the WVTaTi alloy can
effectively improve high-temperature oxidation resistance.
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Figure 9. Surface oxide XRD of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating.

Table 4 shows the standard Gibbs free energy of molar formation of the oxides of Cr,
Ta, and Ti at 800 ◦C. Due to the smallest Gibbs free energy of TiO2, it is first generated
and exists stably. The Gibbs free energy of Ta2O5 is −598 KJ/mol, which is the second
smallest, after the TiO2. Due to the atomic radius of Ta being slightly larger than Cr and
Ti, the diffusion rate is relatively slow. In addition, there is a lattice distortion effect inside
high-entropy alloys, and atomic diffusion needs to overcome varying resistance. This slow
diffusion effect makes it more difficult for Ta to generate oxides, so Ta2O5 does not appear
on the surface. Although the standard Gibbs free energy of molar formation of Cr2O3 is
greater than Ta2O5, the diffusion rate of Cr is faster than Ta, which also contributes to the
formation of Cr2O3. Research shows that the Cr and Ta elements have a strong binding
capacity with oxygen, so a small amount of CrTaO4 can also be generated. With the addition
of Cr, the internal lattice distortion effect of the WVTaTiCr alloy is the strongest, and the
diffusion rate of each atom is the slowest, resulting in a decrease in the binding speed with
external oxygen elements. This conclusion confirms the oxide XRD patterns and oxidation
kinetic curves. The addition of Cr makes atomic diffusion slow, and the oxidation rate
and weight-gain decrease, thereby improving the high-temperature oxidation resistance of
the alloy.

Table 4. Standard Gibbs free energy of metal oxidation products of Cr, Ta, and Ti at 800 ◦C.

Oxide Cr2O3 TiO2 CrTaO4 Ta2O5

ΔG (KJ/mol O2) −538 −713 −568 −598

3.5. Corrosion Resistance

The Tafel curves of each coating surface in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution are shown in
Figure 10. Table 5 summarizes the corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current density
(Icorr), and corrosion rate (V) in the Tafel curves of each coating. According to Figure 10,
the self-corrosion potential of the WVTaTi (Cr0) alloy is the lowest, and the self-corrosion
potential of the alloy gradually increases with the addition of Cr. Among these, the
WVTaCrTi (Cr1) alloy coating has the highest corrosion potential. The data can be derived
from Table 5; the corrosion potential and corrosion rate of WVTaTi (Cr0) are −0.7783 V and
2.959 mm/a, respectively, and the corrosion potential and corrosion rate of the WVTaCrTi
(Cr1) alloy coating are −0.3198 V and 0.161 mm/a, respectively. The addition of Cr can
promote the generation of the passive film on the surface of the alloy coating, while the
oxide deposition of Cr can fill the vacancy of the passive film, making the surface passive
film become denser and uniform, thus reducing the diffusion and penetration rate of ions
in the NaCl solution, decreasing the corrosion rate and improving the corrosion resistance
of the alloy surface coating.
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Figure 10. Tafel curve of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating in 3.5%wt NaCl solution.

Table 5. Tafel Curve Electrochemical Parameters of WVTaTiCrx RHEA coating.

Alloys Ecorr (V) Icorr (uA/cm2) V (mm/a)

Cr0 −0.7783 6.466 × 10−6 2.959
Cr0.25 −0.4005 6.848 × 10−6 2.545
Cr0.5 −0.4663 1.059 × 10−6 0.394
Cr0.75 −0.3692 1.972 × 10−5 7.329
Cr1 −0.3198 4.337 × 10−7 0.161

4. Conclusions

The WVTaTiCrx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) RHEA coating was prepared using laser
cladding on the 42-CrMo steel surface. The effect of the Cr content on the microstructure
and mechanical properties of the WVTaTiCrx (x = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) alloy was studied.
The analysis results are as follows:

(1) Laser-cladding-forming figures showed good metallurgical bonding between the
coatings and the substrate, a uniform and dense coating structure, and a coating
thickness of about 1 mm. The results indicate that laser cladding is feasible for the
preparation of RHEA coatings.

(2) The WVTaTi (Cr0) alloy coating consists of the BCC phase, and the addition of Cr
promotes the precipitation of the Laves, which is uniformly distributed in the structure.
The WVTaTiCr (Cr1) exhibits superior mechanical properties, particularly in terms
of its exceptional hardness, high-temperature oxidation resistance, and outstanding
corrosion resistance.

(3) The successful preparation of WVTaTiCr alloy coating compensates for the perfor-
mance shortcomings of some W-based binary alloys, providing a new idea for the
development of heat insulation and radiation protection materials for nuclear reac-
tors. The improved mechanical and oxidation properties of WVTaTiCr indicate the
potential for future use in fusion applications.
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Abstract: The profile of the laser beam plays a significant role in determining the heat input on the
deposition surface, further affecting the molten pool dynamics during laser-based directed energy
deposition. The evolution of molten pool under two types of laser beam, super-Gaussian beam (SGB)
and Gaussian beam (GB), was simulated using a three-dimensional numerical model. Two basic
physical processes, the laser–powder interaction and the molten pool dynamics, were considered in
the model. The deposition surface of the molten pool was calculated using the Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian moving mesh approach. Several dimensionless numbers were used to explain the underlying
physical phenomena under different laser beams. Moreover, the solidification parameters were
calculated using the thermal history at the solidification front. It is found that the peak temperature
and liquid velocity in the molten pool under the SGB case were lower compared with those for the GB
case. Dimensionless numbers analysis indicated that the fluid flow played a more pronounced role in
heat transfer compared to conduction, especially in the GB case. The cooling rate was higher for the
SGB case, indicating that the grain size could be finer compared with that for the GB case. Finally, the
reliability of the numerical simulation was verified by comparing the computed and experimental
clad geometry. The work provides a theoretical basis for understanding the thermal behavior and
solidification characteristics under different laser input profile during directed energy deposition.

Keywords: laser profile; thermal behavior; fluid flow; dimensionless number; cooling rate

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) technology is increasingly becoming a popular manu-
facturing technique for producing parts from various metals and alloys, such as stainless
steels, Ni-based superalloys, Al-alloys, etc. [1–4]. Among AM techniques, laser-based di-
rected energy deposition (L-DED) is considered as a promising manufacturing method due
to its unique merits, such as little heat affected zone, low dilution, and fine grain size [5,6].
It is widely used in material manufacturing, such as damaged parts repairing [7], metallic
coating [8], etc. During the process of L-DED, the metallic substrate absorbs the energy
of the laser beam and forms a small molten pool where powder particles are transported
through a powder delivery system. As the laser moves along together with the feeding sys-
tem, the solidified clad layer forms. Complex physical phenomena, such as laser–powder
interaction, mass addition, fluid flow and temperature changes, are usually coupled in the
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process [9]. Due to the highly transient process of rapid heating and cooling, experimental
measurement of those complex physical phenomena is difficult. As a result, an accurate
numerical model based on the physics, validated using the experimental data, can help us
understand the underlying theory of molten pool dynamics during L-DED processing.

A substantial amount of numerical model has been proposed based on reasonable
simplifications because of the complex physical phenomena involved in the L-DED process.
Dortkasli et al. [10] developed an efficient finite element model for thermal process to
predict the characteristics of the clad layer in the L-DED process. However, the fluid flow
of the liquid metal was not taken into account in the simulation. Sun et al. [11] established
a 3D numerical model to study the mass and thermal transport in a high deposition rate
laser cladding process. In this model, the interaction between powder particles and the
molten pool surface was considered. Gan et al. [12] proposed a self-consistent model,
which incorporated the fluid dynamics and multicomponent mass transfer. In this model,
mass transfer and fluid flow were coupled successfully and the solidification parameters
were also analyzed. Li et al. [13] developed a multi-physics model for DED process of
functionally gradient materials (FGMs) fabrication. This model can predict the solute
distribution and geometry of the manufactured FGMs. However, none of the above models
took the interaction between laser beam and powder flow into account directly.

The attenuation of laser beam by powder particles and the heat absorption of powder
particles are two key factors which dominate the energy input and further influence the
fluid flow throughout the L-DED process. Bayat et al. [14] established a multi-physics
numerical model to investigate the molten pool variation affected by different particle
velocities. In this model, the impingement velocity and temperature rise of powder particles
were taken into account. However, the model did not contain the influence of powder
streams on the laser intensity. Song et al. [15] created a numerical model for laser metal
deposition process and used various process parameters to compare with experimental
results. In this model, the attenuation of laser was calculated using a semi-empirical
model. However, the powder temperature distribution on the deposition surface was not
involved in this model. Wang et al. [16] developed a 3D numerical model for L-DED,
considering thermal-fluid transport and laser–powder interaction. Although the effect of
laser–powder interaction was considered, thermal convection and radiation of the powders
were ignored. Moreover, no detailed consequence of the attenuated laser intensity and
powder temperature rise were reported. Wu et al. [17] fabricated a 2D numerical model
to analyze the thermal-fluid transport inside the molten pool. In this model, whole-phase
laser–powder coupling and material deposition were comprehensively considered. Yet, the
analysis of the L-DED process is limited by the model dimension.

The process parameters determine the solidification conditions and further the quality
of the molten pool. Intensity profile of laser beam is a key parameter which plays a signifi-
cant role in the laser material processing. Gaussian, super-Gaussian and flat top profile are
three typical distribution of laser beam intensity. For a focused fiber laser beam, the beam
profile transforms from flat-top to Gaussian from the focal plane to the far field [18]. The
super-Gaussian function is used to describe the spatial profile of laser beam from Gaussian
profile to a flat-top profile. Several researches [18–23] have been proposed to explore the
effect of laser intensity on the laser-induced molten pool. Han et al. [19] used different
types of laser beam modes to study their influence on the molten pool and concluded that
the molten pool under Gaussian beam had the greatest depth. Ayoola et al. [20] claimed
that a Gaussian laser beam could result in deeper weld pool compared with that for a
laser beam with top-hat profile. Kaplan [18] indicated that a top-hat beam and Gaussian
beam would cause different, steep keyhole shapes during deep penetration laser welding.
Huang et al. [21] found that a top-hat laser beam was more suitable for manufacturing a
denser prototype compared with a Gaussian beam in laser powder bed fusion (LPBF). This
study showed that a lower aspect ratio and less keyhole porosities for the clad were ob-
served in the case using a top-hat laser beam. Yuan et al. [22] investigated the thermal-fluid
transport inside the molten pool under the laser beams with flat-top and Gaussian profile
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in LPBF. The results showed that these two laser beams had significantly different effect on
the clad appearance. Moreover, the flat-top laser showed great potential for controlling the
directed growth of grains. Wu et al. [23] compared the different phenomenon of thermal
behavior and fluid flow inside the molten pool under Gaussian and super-Gaussian beam
via a two-dimension model for the L-DED process. It was found that the beam with super-
Gaussian profile had less influence on the depth of the molten pool and had better stability
than that with the Gaussian distribution.

As seen from the above discussions, powder addition and laser intensity are influential
on mass input and heat flux input applied to the deposited surface, which would largely
affect the thermal-fluid transport. The research on mutual coupling influence of the laser
energy input and powder addition behavior is essential for a comprehensive understanding
of the L-DED process. There have been some studies [14–16] on the mutual coupling effect
of powder addition behavior and the laser intensity input with Gaussian distribution.
However, there has been few researches on the laser–powder interaction and corresponding
heat transport of powders under the laser intensity input with super-Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, in this paper, an improved thermal-fluid model including a laser–powder
interaction model and a metal deposition model was established to explore the thermal-
fluid transport and solidification characteristics under two types of laser beams (Gaussian
and super-Gaussian) during single-track L-DED process of Inconel 718. The moving mesh
method [12,15] was used to capture liquid/gas interface dynamically and the apparent
heat capacity method [16,17] was used to track the solid/liquid interface. Subsequently,
several dimensionless numbers were analyzed to explain the molten pool evolution during
the L-DED process using the calculated results. Furthermore, the solidification parameters
which are obtained from thermal history were used to reveal the solidification patterns and
grain morphology of the molten pool. Finally, the reliability of the model was verified by
comparing the morphology of the molten pool from calculations and experiments.

2. Experimental Procedure

To validate the consequence of the 3D transient thermal-fluid model, single-track
deposition experiments were carried out on a fiber laser system equipped with a coaxial
powder feeding nozzle. The schematic diagram and experimental setup for coaxial L-DED
process are plotted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram and experimental setup for coaxial L-DED process.
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The substrate supplied by Shanghai Linzhi Metal Materials Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China) and powder supplied by Jiangsu Vilory Advanced Materials Technology Co.,
Ltd. (Xuzhou, China) were both Inconel 718. The substrate with the dimensions of
100 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm was sanded using 40 #, 180 # and 400 # silicon carbide sand-
paper and washed with ethanol before experiments. Powder particle diameter is in the
range of 59–123 μm, as shown in Figure 2a, and the cumulative distribution is plotted in
Figure 2b.

Figure 2. (a) SEM image and (b) Cumulative distribution of Inconel 718 powder particles.

The wavelength of the fiber laser (YLS-10000-CUT, IPG Photonics Corporation, Oxford,
MA, USA) used in the experiments was 1070 nm. The spot radius of laser beam was set
as 1.6 mm. Both the carrier gas and the protective gas were argon with a purity of 99%.
A continuous coaxial powder feeding nozzle with two channels for shielding gas and an
annular wedge-shaped channel for powder and carrying gas was employed to provide
a protective atmosphere and the added powder material. The detailed structure of the
continuous coaxial powder feeding nozzle can be checked in our previously published
paper [24]. The movement of the laser cladding system was implemented and controlled
by a six-axis KUKA robot. More parameters used for experiments are presented in detail in
Table 1.

Table 1. Processing parameters used in L-DED experiments.

Processing
Parameters

Laser Spot
Radius (mm)

Powder Feeding
Rate (g/min)

Laser Power
(W)

Scanning Speed
(mm/s)

value 1.6 5 1500–2100 10

3. Mathematical Model

As stated in the Introduction section, L-DED of alloys is a very complex process. In
order to establish a model for the whole L-DED process, some reasonable assumptions are
as follows [9,25,26]:

(1) Liquid metal flow inside the molten pool is considered as Newtonian, laminar and
incompressible.

(2) The vaporization is ignored because the calculated peak temperature of the system is
lower than the boiling point of the material.

(3) The mushy zone whose temperature is between the solidus and liquidus is described
using a porous medium with isotropic permeability.

(4) The impact of shielding gas is not taken into consideration because of its minimal pressure.
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(5) The powder instantly melts when it gets in touch with the deposition surface and is
treated as a continuous and uniform phase.

3.1. Governing Equations

According to the above assumptions, the conservation equation of mass is:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1)

where, u and ρ denote the velocity and density of metal fluid, respectively.
The conservation equation of momentum is:

∂(ρ u)
∂t

+∇(ρ uu) = −∇p +∇(μ(∇u +∇uT)) + Fb + Fm (2)

where, p is the pressure, and μ is the dynamic viscosity. The second term on the right
hand of Equation (2) is related to viscosity shear stress. Fb is used to describe the force of
buoyancy using Boussinesq approximation [27], and its formula is given as,

Fb = (1 − β(T − Tre f ))ρg (3)

where, g is the gravity acceleration, β is the coefficient of volumetric expansion, and Tref is
the reference temperature. The last term on the right hand of Equation (2) represents the
damping force and it is given as [28],

Fm = −Amushy
(1 − fl)

2

fl
3 + ε

u (4)

where, Amushy is a huge constant (104 in this paper) related to the damping forces, and ε

is a positive constant (10−3 in this paper) to avoid the division by zero. fl represents the
fraction of liquid phase in the mushy zone, which could be given as:

fl =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 (0 < T < Ts)
T−Ts
Tl−Ts

(Ts < T < Tl)

1 T > Tl

(5)

where, T is the local temperature of the system. Ts and Tl denote the solidus and liquidus
temperature of the liquid metal, respectively.

The conservation equation of thermal energy is:

ρcp
∂T
∂t

+ ρcpu · ∇T = k∇2T (6)

where, cp and k represent the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the metal, respectively.

3.2. Heat Source Model

The laser heat source applied on the liquid/gas interface is assumed to be super-
Gaussian beam (SGB) and its spatial laser intensity profile can be expressed as [29]:

ISGB(x, y) =
41/N NP

2πrl
2Γ(N/2)

exp[−2(
(x − vst)2 + y2

rl
2 )

N/2

] (7)
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where, P is the input laser power and N represents the order of super-Gaussian. Γ denotes
the gamma function and Γ(N/2) is the SGB power distribution. The beam radius is related
to the axial propagation of the laser and it is given as [18]:

rl = r0

√
1 + (

z − z0

zR
)

2
(8)

where, zR is the Rayleigh range. While N = 1, there is a Gaussian profile for the energy
source, which is presented in Figure 3a. According to the high-power fiber laser used in
laser cladding experiments, the value of N is approximately 5. As shown in Figure 3b, the
heat source intensity looks like a top-hat and the total energy is divided equally within the
limited region.

Figure 3. Laser intensity under different super-Gaussian order of (a) 1, (b) 5 (laser power: 1500 W;
laser spot: 1.6 mm).

3.3. Laser–Powder Interaction

For laser–powder interaction in the L-DED process, two main physical phenomena are
involved: laser intensity attenuation and temperature rise of powders. The concentration
distribution of the coaxial powder stream is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution [30] and
it is given as:

N(r, z) =
2Mp

mpπvpRp2(z)
exp(− 2 · r2

RP2(z)
) (9)

where, Mp is the mass flow rate, Rp represents the equivalent Gaussian radius at each cross
section, vp denotes the powder velocity and mp is the mass weight of a single powder particle.

Due to the absorption and scattering of the powder stream, the attenuation of the laser
beam intensity can be calculated using Beer Lambert law [31]:

dI = −Qextπrp
2 I(r, z)N(r, z)dz (10)

where, Qext is the extinction coefficient. In this study, the average particle radius rp = 42 μm,
and laser wavelength λl = 1.07 μm. The laser wavelength is much smaller than the particle
size. Thus, it is assumed that the powder particles absorb most of the attenuated energy
and the extinction coefficient Qext = 1 [31].

By integrating Equation (10) along the z-direction, the attenuated laser beam intensity
Ia (r, zk) can be calculated using the following formula:

Ia(r, zk) =

{
ISGB(r, z0) k = 0

Ia(r, zk−1) exp(−Qextπrp
2N(r, zk−1)(zk − zk−1)) k ≥ 1

(11)

where, z0 is the initial interaction position of the laser beam and powder stream.
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The powder particle temperature starts to rise as it absorbs the laser energy. Moreover,
as it absorbs sufficient energy, phase changes could occur before reaching the liquid/gas
interface. The temperature rise for a single powder particle follows the heat balance
equation [17]:

mpcp
dTp

dt
= ηp Ia(r, z)πrp

2 − hp Ap(Tp − T∞)− εσAp(T4
p − T∞

4)− mpLm
d f
dt

(12)

where, ηp denotes the laser absorptivity, hp is convective heat transfer coefficient of the
powder, Ap is the surface area of the particle, T∞ represents the temperature of surrounding
gas, and Lm represents the latent heat of the particle material. The first term on the right
hand of Equation (12) represents the heat absorbed by powder particles. The second
and third term denote the convection and radiation between powder particles and the
environment, respectively. The last term is relative to the phase change of powder particles.

3.4. Phase Change

After the temperature of the heated metal exceeds the liquidus, a solid–liquid mixed
zone begins to appear. The thermal property of the mixed-region between solid and liquid
is determined using a linear equivalent treatment, the formula is as follows:

ρ = θsρs + θlρl (13)

k = θsks + θlkl (14)

where, θi, ρi and ki represent the volume fraction, density and thermal conduction of i
phase, respectively. The phase change in the molten pool is tracked using the apparent heat
capacity method and the related formula is expressed as [32]:

cp =
1
ρ
(θsρscps + θlρl cpl) + Lm

∂αm

∂T
(15)

where, αm is a distribution function of the latent heat which can be given as:

αm =
1
2

θlρl − θsρs

ρ
(16)

The thermal property of the material applied in the calculation is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties of Inconel 718 applied in calculation [33].

Property Value Unit

Density of solid, ρs 7676 kg/m3

Density of liquid, ρl 7400 kg/m3

Liquid viscosity, μ 0.006 Pa·s
Solid temperature, Ts 1533 K

Liquid temperature, Tl 1609 K
Latent heat of fusion, Lf 2.09 × 105 J/kg
Thermal conductivity, k 0.5603 + 0.0294T − 7.0 × 10−6 T2 W/(m·K)

Specific heat of solid, Cp,s 625 J/(kg·K)
Specific heat of liquid, Cp,l 725 J/(kg·K)

Surface tension coefficient, γ −0.00011 N/(m·K)
Thermal expansion coefficient, β 1.63 × 10−5 1/K

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ 5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2·K4)
Equivalent emissivity, ε 0.5 -
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3.5. Free Surface Tracking

The free surface is tracked explicitly using the Arbitrary Lagrange–Euler (ALE) method
and its normal velocity can be expressed as [12]:

VL/G = u · n + va · n (17)

where, n stands for the unit normal vector of the free surface and va is the related moving
velocity due to mass addition, which can be described as:

va =
2ηc Mp

ρpπRp2 exp[−2
(x − vst)2 + y2

Rp2 ]φs(T)ez (18)

where, φs (T) is a smooth function, which is defined as:

φs(T) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 T < Ts

0.5 + 0.5 sin(π T−(Tl+Ts)/2
Tl−Ts

) Ts < T < Tl

1 T > Tl

(19)

where, ηc is the capture efficiency of the powders. The smooth function is used to ensure
that the powder could only be captured by the melt metal. On the other hand, the powder
has no influence on the no-melting substrate whose temperature is below the melting point.

3.6. Boundary Conditions

Due to powder injection, the free surface grows into a curved surface which separates
the gas and liquid phases. Based on the previous assumption that as long as powders attach
to the molten pool, they melt instantly and mix with the liquid metal, the free surface is
treated as continuous media. Only half of the calculated domain is contained in this model
because of the symmetry during the L-DED process.

3.6.1. Momentum Boundary Conditions

The liquid/gas interface stress tensor can be divided into two temperature-dependent
parts in normal and tangential direction, which can be given as [7]:

FL/G = σκn − γ(∇T − (∇T · n)n) (20)

The first force is capillary force in normal direction pointing into the liquid metal. κ
represents the curvature of the free surface and σ denotes the surface tension, which are
expressed as follows [26]:

κ = ∇ · n (21)

σ = σre f + γ(T − Tre f ) (22)

where, Tref and σref represent the reference temperature and surface tension, respectively.
The second force of Equation (20) is the Marangoni force in the tangential direction which
is related to variation of the surface tension. γ denotes the surface tension coefficient.

Due to the symmetry of the surface conditions, the fluid velocity is limited on the
symmetry surface, which means that y-direction flow is forbidden in the plane, thus, the
law of limited fluid flow is given as:

u · nsp = 0 (23)

where, nsp is the normal phasor of the plane.
Accordingly, the stress boundary conditions in the symmetric plane can be expressed as:{

μ[∇u + (∇u)T ]
}

nsp − ((
{

μ[∇u + (∇u)T ]
}

nsp) · nsp)nsp = 0 (24)
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3.6.2. Thermal Boundary Conditions

The heat flux applied on the free surface can be expressed as:

−k
∂T
∂n

= ηl Ia − qp − hc(T − T∞)− εσ(T4 − T∞
4) (25)

where, Ia represents the attenuated laser power intensity which is calculated using Equation (11).
ηl is the laser absorptance of the substrate. qp is a source term carried by the heated powders
and it can be expressed as:

qp =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Mp ′′ [Lm + cp,s(Ts − Tp) + cp,l(T − Tl)]φs(T) Tp < Ts

Mp ′′ [(1 − fl)Lm + cp,l(T − Tl)]φs(T) Ts < Tp < Tl

Mp ′′ cp,l(T − Tp)φs(T) Tp > Tl

(26)

where, Tp is the powder temperature on the liquid/gas interface which is also obtained
from the laser–powder couple model. M′′

p is the mass flux due to powder addition and it is
given as follows:

M′′
p =

2ηc Mp

πRp2 exp[−2
(x − vst)2 + y2

Rp2 ] (27)

The third and fourth term of Equation (25) are the heat loss due to the thermal
convection and environment radiation, respectively.

The symmetric plane is an adiabatic boundary, which indicates that heat flux could
not pass through the plane. The formula of the adiabatic boundary condition is given as:

k∇T · nsp = 0 (28)

The bottom and side surfaces are considered as imaginary surfaces, for which the heat
convection is employed as [34]:

−k
∂T
∂n

= −hcs(T − T∞) (29)

where, hcs represents the heat transfer coefficient, with an estimate value of 1250 W/(m2·K),
based on the findings of Khandkar et al. [35].

3.7. Numerical Procedure

The three-dimensional heat transfer model was used to conduct nonlinear transient
simulation based on the commercial software COMSOL v5.4 Multiphysics. The model
was built using three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate. The positive x-axis direction
was consistent with the laser moving direction, the y-axis was the cross-section direction
and the positive z-axis was the deposition direction. The domain with the dimension of
9 mm × 3 mm × 2 mm (x × y × z) was divided into free tetrahedron mesh, as shown in
Figure 4. To calculate the temperature field, fluid dynamics and free surface moving of
the molten pool accurately, finer meshes were employed near the laser scanning path. The
corresponding minimum and maximum grid space were 40 μm and 100 μm, respectively,
and the number of grids was about 200,000. Moreover, a time-dependent solver with
adaptive time stepping was used in the model.
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Figure 4. Schematic illustrations of computational domain.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Heat Transport of Powders

As the attenuated laser beam reaches the liquid/gas interface, the total intensity loss
was calculated from the sum of the intensity loss along z direction, and the formula can be
given as:

Iloss(r, z) =
z

∑
z=z0

Ia(r, z)[1 − exp(−Qextπrp
2N(r, z)Δz)] (30)

where, Ia represents the attenuated laser intensity. Figure 5a,b depict the total intensity loss
(TIL) when the laser reaches the deposition surface. The intensity loss has a peak value in
the central region, which is attributed to the higher powder stream concentration. The peak
value of the TIL for the SGB case is approximately 37.3% lower than that for the GB case
and the corresponding maximum values are 3.54 × 106 W/m2 and 5.65 × 106 W/(m·K),
respectively.

Figure 5. Total intensity loss after the laser reaches deposition surface under (a) GB, (b) SGB. (laser
power: 2100 W; powder feeding rate: 5 g/min; laser spot: 1.6 mm; scanning speed: 10 mm/s).

Total power loss (TPL) after laser passes through the powder stream can be calculated
by integrating the TIL over the entire deposition surface and the corresponding results are
shown in Figure 6. It is found that TPL grows linearly with the increase in laser power for
both cases and the TPL for the SGB case is approximately 2.0% higher than that for the
GB case.
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Figure 6. Total power loss under different laser power for the GB and SGB cases (powder feeding
rate: 5 g/min; laser spot: 1.6 mm; scanning speed: 10 mm/s).

The temperature of heated powder particles on the deposition surface for the GB and
SGB cases are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. It is clearly seen that the temperature has
a similar distribution with the original laser intensity and it does not exceed the melting
point, which indicates that the powder has a cooling effect for the molten pool. Moreover,
the peak temperature of powder is located around the laser beam center and the value is
749.4 K for the GB case while it is 581.1 K for the SGB case.

Figure 7. Powder temperature on the liquid/gas interface under (a) GB and (b) SGB (laser power:
1500 W; powder feeding rate: 5 g/min; laser spot: 1.6 mm; scanning speed: 10 mm/s).

Figure 8 shows the peak temperature of powders under different laser power for the
GB and SGB cases. It is found that the peak temperature grows linearly with the increase in
the laser power for both the cases. However, the peak temperature is always lower for the
SGB case and the rising speed is also slightly lower.
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Figure 8. Peak temperature of powders under different laser power for the GB and SGB cases (powder
feeding rate: 5 g/min; laser spot: 1.6 mm; scanning speed: 10 mm/s).

4.2. Temperature and Velocity Field

To understand the evolution of temperature field in the L-DED process, the peak
temperature of the molten pool under different times has been plotted in Figure 9. The
peak temperature sharply rises in the initial stage before it exceeds the solidus temperature.
After the molten pool forms, the temperature rises with a slower rate and gradually attains
a quasi-steady state. Compared with the GB heat source, the temperature rising rate for the
SGB case is slower and there is a 20 ms delay for the molten pool temperature to exceed
the solidus temperature. It is found that the peak temperature has an obvious deviation
after 200 ms and the calculated maximum temperature for the SGB case is 90 K lower than
that for the GB case. It is indicated that the peak temperature of the system can be reduced
using the SGB heat source.

Figure 9. Evolution of maximum temperature in the molten pool.

Figure 10 shows the temperature and velocity field of the molten pool at 500 ms after
the molten pool is stabilized. Corresponding laser power (P), scanning speed (vs) and
powder feeding rate (Mp) are 1500 W, 10 mm/s and 5 g/min, respectively. Temperature
is indicated by the contour, as shown in the figure, and the arrows represent the fluid
flow direction. The black isotherm of 1533 K represents the solid temperature, and three
blue isotherms are set at 1700 K, 1900 K and 2100 K, respectively. The denser isotherms
indicate a greater change in temperature while sparser isotherms mean that temperature
is more uniform. According to Figure 10a,b, the sparse isotherm behind the laser beam
center indicates that heat accumulation occurs at the rear side while the dense isotherm
at the front side indicates that the temperature is nonuniform in this region. An outward
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flow is spotted around the free surface of the molten pool, which is caused by the thermal
capillary force that drives the liquid metal from low surface tension region to high surface
tension region. Moreover, the fluid is more active for the GB case compared with that for
the SGB case and the corresponding maximum fluid velocity are 0.32 m/s and 0.28 m/s,
respectively.

Figure 10. Temperature and velocity field at 500 ms for (a) GB and (b) SGB.

Figure 11 shows the temperature and velocity field at 500 ms at xz plane (y = 0). Two
opposite vortices are found at the two sides of the reference line and the magnitude of the
rear one is bigger. The fluid in the center of the vortex is at a standstill which means that no
fluid motion occurs in this region. Moreover, the peak magnitude of vortices (∇ × u) for
the GB case is approximately 1.5 time that for the SGB case.

Figure 11. Temperature and velocity field under (a) GB and (b) SGB at xz plane(y = 0).

In order to analyze the temperature and fluid distribution on the free surface, Figure 12a,b
show the local temperature on the deposited surface for line 1 and line 2 at 500 ms, re-
spectively. The deviation of the local temperature in the solid zone (temperature below
1533 K) for the GB and SGB cases is less than 3% behind the laser beam center, while a
slight difference is observed in front of the center of laser beam. According to Figure 12b,
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temperature slightly decreases along y direction around the beam center while it decreases
rapidly when it is close to the boundary. The calculated length and width under the SGB
condition are 0.17 mm and 0.19 mm wider than the GB case, respectively. Figure 12c,d
exhibit the fluid velocity on the free surface for the GB and SGB cases, respectively. The
fluid velocity has two peak values at two sides of the laser beam center and the deviation
between the rear and front side is less than 5% for the SGB case while it is larger for the GB
case. Based on Figure 12d, the fluid velocity starts to increase from the laser beam center
and it decreases sharply when it is close to the molten pool boundary.

Figure 12. Temperature and velocity distribution along different line at 500 ms (a) temperature along
line 1, (b) temperature along line 2, (c) velocity along line 1, (d) velocity along line 2.

To estimate the uniformity of temperature distribution of molten pool, the temper-
ature non-uniformity δT is calculated. The formula of temperature non-uniformity is as
follows [10]:

δT =

∑
i

Vi| Ti−Tave
Tave

|
∑
i

Vi
(31)

where, i deontes the ith cell and Vi represents the cell volume. Tave is the average tempera-
ture of the molten pool and is calculated using volume averaging method.

It should be noted that the temperature non-uniformity is calculated inside the molten
pool whose temperature is above the solid temperature. The greater uniform temperature
inside the molten pool leads to the smaller value of δT. The calculated temperature non-
uniformity is 0.073 and 0.072 for the SGB and GB cases, respectively. Even though the
distribution of energy input is quite different, temperature field inside the molten pool for
these two cases is almost the same. Additionally, the calculated temperature non-uniformity
is used to help explain the fluid motion in next section.
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A parametric study has been performed to investigate the influence of the laser power
on the evolution of temperature and velocity in the molten pool. Two different cases under
the SGB energy input have been analyzed here and the input power is 1800 W, and 2100 W,
respectively. Figure 13a,b shows the temperature and velocity field under different laser
power after the molten pool is stabilized, respectively. It is found that the increase in molten
pool size is due to the increase in heat input. Moreover, a more melting volume above
2300 K is observed as the laser power increase.

Figure 13. Temperature and velocity field under different laser power for the SGB case at 500 ms
(a) 1800 W, (b) 2100 W.

Based on the simulated results, the melting volume, peak temperature, peak velocity
and temperature non-uniformity have been presented in Table 3. It is clearly seen that the
melting volume, peak temperature and peak velocity are larger due to the increase in laser
power. The increase in fluid velocity can be attributed to less uniform temperature, which
is consistent with the calculated temperature non-uniformity.

Table 3. Melting volume, peak temperature, peak velocity and temperature non-uniformity under
different laser power.

Case Melting Volume (m30)
Peak Temperature

(K)
Peak Velocity

(m/s)
Temperature

Non-Uniformity (-)

SGB1500 1.32 × 10−9 2149 0.28 7.29 × 10−2

SGB1800 2.05 × 10−9 2322 0.34 8.56 × 10−2

SGB2100 2.86 × 10−9 2481 0.39 9.60 × 10−2

4.3. Dimensionless Analysis

Thermal conduction and convection are two mechanism of heat transfer in the L-DED
process. To find which one is dominate, a non-dimensional Peclet number (Pe) is used to
evaluate the relative importance and it is defined as the ratio of momentum and energy
diffusion term. The related formula is as follows:

Pe =
ρCpULc

k
(32)

where, U is the average fluid velocity within the molten pool, and it is calculated by using
volume average method and the formula is expressed as:

U =

∑
i

Viui

∑
i

Vi
(33)
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Lc is the equivalent molten pool radius which is calculated by converting the molten
pool volume to the equivalent hemisphere and the formula is given as:

ra =
3

√
3Vm

2π
(34)

The average liquid velocity within the molten pool and calculated Peclet number
(Pe) have been plotted in Figure 14. The fluid velocity is zero in the initial stage because
the material does not reach the melting point and it is kept at a certain level after the
system reaches a stabilized condition. Moreover, the average liquid velocity under the GB
condition is approximately 16% higher than that for the SGB case, which means that the
entire fluid motion is more active for the GB case. Based on Figure 14b, the Pe number
has the same tendency with the average velocity. Except for the beginning stage, the value
of Pe exceeds the unit, underlining that thermal convection dominated the mechanism of
heat transfer. The calculated melting volume for the SGB case is 1.32 × 10−9 m3, while it is
1.19 × 10−9 m3 for the GB case, indicating an almost 10% bigger melt volume for the SGB
case, which results in a larger apparent molten pool radius. Although the characteristic
length under the SGB condition is about 3.4% wider than the GB case, the calculated Pe
number under the GB condition is larger (Figure 14b), which is attributed to the larger
magnitude of fluid velocity. It is noted that the Pe number for the GB case is approximately
12% larger than that for the SGB case at 500 ms, meaning that the thermal convection has a
larger influence on heat transfer compared to thermal conduction.

Figure 14. Average liquid velocity (a) and the Pe number (b) against time for the GB and SGB cases.

Thermal capillary force results in the fluid flow on the free surface is known as
Marangoni–Benard convection. Buoyancy results in the fluid flow in the entire molten pool
is known as Rayleigh–Benard convection.

Marangoni number (Ma) is defined as the ratio of surface shear stress and viscous
shear stress which evaluates the Marangoni shear stress of the metal fluid. It is given as [6]:

Ma =
ρΔTmaxLc|γ|

μα
(35)

where, ΔTmax represents the deviation between the melting point and peak temperature
inside the molten pool. α is the thermal diffusivity.

Rayleigh number (Ra) is used to express the relative strength of buoyancy and viscous
force within the molten pool and it is given as [36]:

Ra =
ρβgΔTmaxLc

3

μα
(36)
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Figure 15a,b show the variation of Marangoni and Rayleigh number with time within
the molten pool under the GB and SGB conditions, respectively. It should be noticed that
the Marangoni number is much larger than the unit, meaning that the thermal capillary
force is much larger than the viscous force for both cases. From Figure 15a, it is found
that the Marangoni number under SGB condition is always lower than that under the GB
condition which is caused by the uniform energy. Moreover, thermal capillary for the GB
case has more significant influence on the molten pool dynamics, which is caused by the
non-uniform heat input on the deposited surface. From Figure 15, it is found that the Ra
number is approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than the Ma number, which is
mainly due to the small characteristic length (of the order of 10−3 m) of the molten pool. In
this respect, Marangoni effect dominates the fluid flow pattern in the L-DED process.

Figure 15. Plot of Ma number (a) and Ra number (b) against time for the GB and SGB cases.

It is worth mentioning that the Prandtl number (Pr = μcp/k), which is closely related
to the location of vortices, has a significant influence on the fluid dynamics and further on
the appearance of the molten pool [37]. Pr number is used to describe the boundary layer
during the molten pool evolution. The calculated Pr number (in this case Pr = 0.14) is less
than unit, which indicates that the momentum dissipation is the primary mechanism.

The Fourier number (Fo) is a dimensionless number which is related to the two
opposite mechanisms of heat dissipation and heat accumulation. A high Fourier number
indicates that the heat within the molten pool can be dissipated more easily and the formula
can be expressed as [6]:

Fo =
α

vsLc
(37)

For the GB and SGB cases, the calculated Fourier numbers are 0.544 and 0.526 at
500 ms, respectively. The former is approximately 3.4% larger than the latter, which is
attributed to the bigger melting volume. Thus, less Fo number indicates that the molten
pool for the SGB case has a weaker heat dissipation capability, and on the other hand,
more heat is accumulated inside the molten pool rather than dissipated to the no-melting
region. To explain this process, the thermal transfer towards the no-melt region has been
calculated on three selected planes, as shown in Figure 16. Here, the net output power
(NOP) is defined as the integration of heat flux through the selective plane, the formula can
be expressed as:

NOP = ∑
i

Aiqi (38)

where, Ai represents the area of ith cell in the selective plane and qi denotes the heat flux
through the selective plane. Based on Figure 16, although the predicted NOP has the
same tendency in the two cases at three planes, an obvious difference can be discovered at
plane A and B while its difference is less than 3% at plane C. Hence, the heat dissipation
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capability is weaker for the SGB case due to its relatively lower fluid velocity, as shown
in Figures 12 and 14. It is also found that fluid flow will significantly influence the heat
transport between the molten pool and the no-melt region in LPBF [38].

Figure 16. Net output power calculated on a plane versus time (a) x = −1.5 mm, (b) y = 2 mm,
(c) z = −1 mm.

For further analysis of the thermal-fluid transport inside the molten pool, the relevant
non-dimensional numbers have been calculated and presented in Table 4. It can be found
that Pe number is directly related to the heat input and an increase in laser power will
strength heat convection. Moreover, an increase in Ma and Ra number indicates that
both Marangoni and buoyance effect are strengthened by higher laser power. In addition,
because the ratio of Ma number and Ra number is on the order of 100, Marangoni effect is
the main physical mechanism dominating the driving forces for liquid flow. From Table 4,
it is evident that the Fo number decreases as the heat input increases, which indicates that
the heat dissipation capability is weaker when the laser power rises.

Table 4. Dimensionless numbers under different laser power.

Case U (cm/s) Pe Ra Ma Fo

SGB1500 2.4 31.8 26.9 2146.8 0.526
SGB1800 3.0 46.2 53.6 3184.9 0.454
SGB2100 3.4 58.8 89.8 4271.8 0.407

4.4. Solidification Characteristics

Grain morphology of metals during the L-DED process depends on solidification
parameters. Temperature gradient (G) is a solidification parameter and its direction is
normal to the solidification front. The model in this paper is based on the Cartesian
coordinate system, thus G is expressed as:

G = (
∂T
∂x

,
∂T
∂y

,
∂T
∂z

) (39)
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Growth velocity R is another solidification parameter which is normal to the liquid/gas
interface and its magnitude can be expressed as:

R = vs · ∂T
∂x

/G (40)

The solidification parameter G × R is related to the grain size, representing the instan-
taneous cooling rate on the solidification front. G/R is another solidification parameter
which has important relevance to the microstructural morphology [39]. G and R along
line 1 for the GB and SGB cases are shown in Figure 17a,b, respectively. It is found that G
first decreases then a slight increase is observed around the top surface for both the cases.
The maximal magnitude of G is located at the bottom region and the corresponding value is
8.1 × 105 K/m and 8.4 × 105 K/m, respectively. The slight increase in G at the top region is
mainly due to the thermal exchange, including convection and radiation with the external
environment. Growth velocity of the solidification front increases from 0.51 mm/s and
0.50 mm/s at the bottom region to 9.8 mm/s and 10 mm/s at the top region for the GB and
SGB cases, respectively. The top region in the center has a growth velocity which is almost
the same with the scanning speed, meaning that the local growth direction is consistent
with the laser moving direction. However, R at the bottom region is approximately 3% of
that at the top for both cases. G and R along line 2 are plotted in Figure 17c,d, respectively.
The variation tendency of G and R along line 2 is similar to those along line 1. However,
temperature gradient along line 2 is always higher for the SGB case, and the growth velocity
in the central region for the SGB case is larger than that for the GB case, while it is almost
the same on two sides.

Figure 17. Temperature gradient and growth velocity under the laser power of 1500 W for the GB
and SGB cases along different path: (a) temperature gradient for line 1, (b) growth velocity for line 1,
(c) temperature gradient for line 2 and (d) growth velocity for line 2.
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Figure 18a,b show the change in G × R at the line 1 and line 2, respectively, with
the relative height of the solidification front and the corresponding laser power is 1500 W.
G × R increases from 412 K/s to 5264 K/s from the bottom region to the top region for the
GB case while it increases from 420 K/s to 5069 K/s for the SGB case. From Figure 18a,
G × R is lower at the top region for the SGB case, while it is larger in the middle region.
However, the relative difference is less than 5%. According to Figure 18b, G × R increases
with the increase in relative height and it reaches 4455 K/s and 4561 K/s for the GB and
SGB cases, respectively. Moreover, it can be found that G × R along line 2 is higher for the
SGB case, which indicates that the grain size could be smaller for the SGB case. The higher
magnitude of G × R is attributed to the higher temperature gradient and growth velocity
according to Figure 17c,d.

Figure 18. Cooling rate under the laser power of 1500 W for GB and SGB cases along different path:
(a) line 1 and (b) line 2.

Figure 19a,b show the morphology factor (G/R) along the line 1 and line 2, respectively.
It is found that with the increase in relative height, the morphology factor rapidly first
decreases, after that, it decreases with a slower speed until reaching the molten pool surface.
Thus, it can be predicted that columnar growth appears more likely at the bottom region for
both the cases. The relative error in this region for the two lines is less than 5%. Comparing
the morphology factor along the different paths, it is found that G/R is larger along line 2,
which is mainly caused by the higher magnitude of G and R according to Figure 17. Based
on Figure 19a, the maximum value of the solidification parameter G/R is located at the
bottom region and the corresponding values are 1.59 × 109 K·s/m2 and 1.68 × 109 K·s/m2

for the GB and SGB cases, respectively.

Figure 19. (a) Morphology factor under the laser power of 1500 W for GB and SGB cases along
different path: (a) line 1 and (b) line 2.
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Figure 20 shows the G and R along line 1 plotted on a reference solidification map,
indicating the influence of laser power on grain size and morphology [40]. The arrows
indicating “finer grain” correspond to the direction of increasing cooling rate, which
indicates that the grains can be refined by lowering the heat input. It is evident that grain
morphology along line 1 under different laser power is columnar especially for the bottom
region, which is mainly caused by the smaller R and higher G.

Figure 20. Predicated temperature gradient and growth velocity along line 1 plotted on reference
solidification map [40] under different laser power.

To further analyze the solidification parameters under different cases, the average
solidification parameters are calculated using the area-weighted average method and its
formula is as follows:

f =

∑
i

Ai fi

∑
i

Ai
(41)

where, Ai represents the area of ith cell of the solidification front and fi denotes the solidifi-
cation parameter. In this equation, fi should be replaced by G, R, G × R and G/R.

The calculated average solidification parameters are presented in Table 5. It is found
that the average cooling rate is 11.1% higher for the SGB case under the laser power of
1500 W, which means that the grains could be finer for the SGB case in the L-DED process.
Moreover, as the laser power increases from 1500 W to 2100 W, the average cooling rate
decreases from 2.40 × 103 K/s to 1.71 × 103 K/s, which indicates that the average grains
size in the clad layer would become larger with the increase in the energy input.

Table 5. Calculated average of the solidification parameters.

Case
Temperature

Gradient (K/m)
Growth Velocity

(m/s)
Cooling Rate

(K/s)
Morphology

Factor (K·s/m2)

GB1500 7.72 × 105 3.16 × 10−3 2.16 × 103 6.16 × 108

SGB1500 7.98 × 105 3.36 × 10−3 2.40 × 103 6.60 × 108

SGB1800 7.76 × 105 2.93 × 10−3 1.99 × 103 1.66 × 109

SGB2100 7.38 × 105 2.69 × 10−3 1.71 × 103 1.72 × 109

Inconel 718 is a typical alloy that has large solidification ranges due to its several
alloying elements [41]. During the solidification process, the undercooled region is formed
and several crystal structures, such as stable planar crystals, unstable cellular crystals and
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dendrites, may be produced in this region. [39]. Research by previous scholars [15,16]
have revealed that the solidification morphology of Inconel 718 during rapid solidifica-
tion processes might be either cellular or dendritic, which depends on the experimental
parameters. The transformation of columnar to equiaxed transition (CET) is dependent on
the constitutional supercooling (CS) [42], which is usually described by the solidification
parameter G/R. Lower magnitude of G/R results in more CS in the solidification front,
which brings more possibility for the equiaxed grain growth. As the undercooling in the
solidification front exceeds the required subcooling of the nucleation, equiaxed crystals can
precede columnar nucleate.

In considering multi-component solute systems of Inconel 718 alloy, the constitutional
tip undercooling is related to the solute concentration [43].

ΔTc =
n

∑
i=1

mi(C0,i − C∗
l,i) (42)

where, mi is the slope of the liquidus. Additionally,C0,i is the nominal concentration of
the alloys and C∗

l,i denotes the concentration at the tip in the liquid. The thermodynamics
and kinetics of the CET are simplified by using an empirical relation, as presented by
Gäumann et al. [43]:

Gn

R
= a

[
3

√
−4πN0

3 ln(1 − φ)

1
n + 1

]n

(43)

where, a and b are constants related to the alloy, N0 denotes the nucleation density, and φ is
the volume fraction of equiaxed grains which is also called stray grains (SGs). According
to Hunt’s research [42], the system can be considered fully columnar growth when the
volume fraction of the SGs is below 0.66%. While the volume fraction exceeds 49%, the
system is considered as fully equiaxed growth. Between these two regions, there is mixed
columnar/equiaxed grain growth. In this respect, the pattern of grain growth can be
predicted by calculating G and R.

The fraction of the SGs can be calculated by rearranging Equation (43).

φ = 1 − exp

{
−4πN0

3

(
1

(n + 1)(Gn/aR)

)3
}

(44)

It is observed that the fraction of the SGs depends on the material and solidification
parameters. The constants associated with alloys and nucleation density are using the
parameters reported by Gäumann et al. [43] for a similar nickel-base superalloy while
the solidification parameters are calculated in the 3D numerical model. The average
volume fraction of the SGs is calculated using the same method as the average solidification
parameters and it is given as [44]:

φ =

∑
i

Aiφi

∑
i

Ai
(45)

Three predicted volume fraction maps of the SGs under different laser power are
presented in Figure 21. It is shown the formation possibility of the SGs and the value of φ
in the central-top region is the maximum for three different cases. Moreover, the predicted
maximal volume fraction of the SGs reaches 0.3 for the SGB1500 case, while it reaches 0.47
the SGB2100 case. Thus, it can be predicted that φ could increase as the heat input increases.
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Figure 21. Predicted volume fraction of the SGs on the solidification plane for the SGB case under
different laser powers (a) 1500 W (b) 1800 W (c) 2100 W.

The calculated average volume fraction of the SGs under different laser powers is
plotted in Figure 22. It is found that the predicted average fraction of the SGs is 5.6% with a
laser power of 1500 W, while it increases to 6.6% with a laser power of 2100 W. Thus, low
heat input conditions are helpful to avoid the formation of the SGs and promote directional
grain growth.

Figure 22. Predicted average volume fraction of the SGs under different laser powers.

4.5. Validation of the Model

The cross-sectional morphology of the clad layer, derived from experiments and com-
putation, is plotted on Figure 23. The results show that predicted geometry by numerical
simulation matches well with the experiment results.
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Figure 23. Experimental and computed cross-sections of the clad layer for the SGB case at different
laser powers: (a) 1500 W, (b) 1800 W and (c) 2100 W.

Table 6 shows the comparison of geometric parameters for cross-section of the clad
layer between the experimental and simulated results. It is found that the width and depth
of the cladding layer increase as the heat input increases. However, the deposition height
is almost the same for three cases. This phenomenon is due to two opposite factors, the
flow of metal liquid and the “catch” efficiency of the liquid metal. On one hand, increasing
the heat input leads to a larger molten pool size which could catch more powder particles,
thus the deposition height is larger. On the other hand, the flow of metal liquid is also
strengthened with the increase in heat input, causing liquid metal from the center to flow
towards the edge.

Table 6. Experimental and computed geometric parameters.

Case
Clad Width (mm) Penetration Depth (mm) Deposition Height (mm)

Exp. Sim. Error (%) Exp. Sim. Error (%) Exp. Sim. Error (%)

SGB1500 1.46 1.45 0.6% 0.32 0.30 6.3% 0.35 0.34 2.3%
SGB1800 1.57 1.62 3.2% 0.39 0.40 1.8% 0.34 0.36 4.7%
SGB2100 1.88 1.78 5.4% 0.46 0.47 2.0% 0.34 0.36 7.0%

The results show that the prediction error of the clad width is less than 5.4%, pene-
tration depth error is less than 6.3% and deposition height error is less than 7.0%, which
means that the prediction of the numerical simulation is good. From the validations, it is
observed that the computed results have some differences with the experimental results,
which can be attributed to many factors, such as neglect of shielding gas and vaporization.

5. Conclusions

The thermal-fluid transfer behavior and solidification characteristics under two types
of laser beam, the GB and SGB, are analyzed utilizing an improved three-dimensional
numerical model. Based on the numerical simulation, the following specific conclusions
can be drawn:

1. The total attenuation of laser intensity has a Gaussian-like shape for both cases.
During the laser–powder interaction, the temperature of the heated powder particles
is lower than the melting point of the metal. Moreover, the particle temperature on
the liquid/gas interface has a similar distribution with its original laser intensity.
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2. The laser beam profile has a significant influence on the temperature field and fluid
flow in the molten pool. Compared with the GB case, the peak temperature for the
SGB case is approximately 90 K lower, and the average liquid velocity within the
molten pool is about 14% lower.

3. The main heat dissipation mechanism in the molten pool is convection rather than
conduction, because Pe number is much larger than the unit. The Peclet number for
the GB case is approximately 12% larger than that for the SGB case, meaning that the
fluid flow has a greater effect on heat transfer compared with thermal conduction.
Moreover, thermal capillary force is the main driving force for the GB and SGB cases.

4. The average temperature gradient and cooling rate are both higher for the SGB case
which indicates that the grains could be finer for the SGB case in the L-DED process.
Additionally, the higher magnitude of morphology factor for the SGB case means that
it has more possibility for columnar growth.
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Abstract: Primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) is a crucial microstructural feature in nickel-based
superalloys produced by laser cladding. In order to investigate the effects of process parameters
on PDAS, a multi-scale model that integrates a 3D transient heat and mass transfer model with
a quantitative phase-field model was proposed to simulate the dendritic growth behavior in the
molten pool for laser cladding Inconel 718. The values of temperature gradient (G) and solidification
rate (R) at the S/L interface of the molten pool under different process conditions were obtained
by multi-scale simulation and used as input for the quantitative phase field model. The influence
of process parameters on microstructure morphology in the deposition layer was analyzed. The
result shows that the dendrite morphology is in good agreement with the experimental result under
varying laser power (P) and scanning velocity (V). PDAS was found to be more sensitive to changes
in laser scanning velocity, and as the scanning velocity decreased from 12 mm/s to 4 mm/s, the
PDAS increased by 197% when the laser power was 1500 W. Furthermore, smaller PDAS can be
achieved by combining higher scanning velocity with lower laser power.

Keywords: multi-scale simulation; primary dendrite arm spacing; phase field method; laser cladding;
temperature gradient; nickel-based superalloy

1. Introduction

Nickel-based superalloys are widely used as a key material in aircraft structures due
to their high fracture resistance and excellent corrosion resistance at a high temperature [1].
However, repairing or replacing damaged superalloy components using conventional
production processes can be expensive. Laser cladding technology offers a cost-effective
alternative for component repair or rapid manufacturing [2]. Laser cladding technology
involves complex physical processes, including solid–liquid phase change, fluid flow and
latent heat of melting, and is influenced by various process parameters such as laser power,
scanning velocity, powder feeding rate and laser beam diameter. The choice of parameters
significantly impacts the final microstructure morphology and mechanical properties [3].
Among them, primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) is an important parameter for charac-
terizing microstructure, and can influence the performance of components, especially in
laser processing. Due to the high temperature gradient and rapid cooling in laser cladding,
the microstructure of the alloy produced by this process differs from that produced by
conventional directional solidification. Additionally, PDAS size can effectively control
microsegregation, which is directly related to the formation of delta phase in nickel-based
superalloys. During both forging and cladding processes, excessive phase aggregation
is a major cause of cracking [4,5]. Therefore, it is helpful to understand the relationship
between process parameters and PDAS.

The microstructure of the laser cladding layer is a topic of ongoing interest in the
field of laser cladding [6–8]. Numerous studies have shown that the microstructure and
mechanical properties of laser cladding parts are primarily controlled by the real-time
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thermal characteristics of molten pool and the corresponding solidification parameters
(temperature gradient G and solidification rate R) [9]. Microstructure characteristics can
be effectively predicted by associating process parameters with the real-time thermal char-
acteristics and solidification parameters [10]. Conventional theoretical methods estimate
PDAS using solidification parameters: λ1 = AGmRn [11], where A is the alloy constant and
m and n are the model correlation indices. However, due to the complexity of the diffusion
field around dendrites at high solidification rates, these approximate methods have large
errors when applied to laser cladding [12].

Currently, high-temperature thermography and high-speed camera systems are used
to monitor the solidification process of the molten pool [13–15] and measure the solidifi-
cation parameters such as surface temperature and cooling rate. This allows analysis of
the influence of solidification parameters on solidification structure size. However, on-site
measurement of solidification conditions is challenging due to the high melt temperature
and small size of the molten pool. Measured solidification parameters (such as tempera-
ture and fluid flow) are limited to the surface of the molten pool or thin melt layer, and
experiment results are easily influenced by the working conditions [16–18].

Advances in computational ability and numerical methods have made computer
simulation a popular tool for studying solidification problems. Many researchers have de-
veloped numerical models to analyze the evolution of solidification conditions in additive
manufacturing processes and their impact on solidification microstructure characteris-
tics [19,20]. The distribution of the macro-scale temperature field caused by the moving
heat source is the key to determining solidification parameters. From this, solidification
parameters such as the temperature gradient G and the solidification rate R at the S/L
interface of the molten pool can be calculated. For micro-scale simulation, the cellular
automata (CA) method and phase field (PF) method are commonly used to predict the
solidification microstructure [21,22]. The phase-field method, in particular, is based on
the thermodynamics of partial differential equations and explicitly tracks the interface,
allowing the effective simulation of a complex S/L interface [23–25].

Currently, most multi-scale simulations of laser cladding use the finite element method
with birth-death elements. However, this approach does not account for changes in the
free surface or fluid flow in the molten pool and latent heat of melting. As a result,
simulated solidification parameters may be inaccurate, leading to errors in predicting
primary dendrite arm spacing in microscopic simulations [26].

The aim of this study is to link laser cladding process parameters with transient local
thermal characteristics and solidification parameters to rapidly predict the solidification
microstructure. Regarding Inconel 718 as the research object, a 3D transient laser cladding
heat and mass transfer model was adopted to calculate the temperature gradient G and
solidification rate R at the S/L interface of the laser cladding molten pool under different
process parameters. Then, this was combined with a quantitative phase field model to
further calculate the PDAS at the top of the molten pool. To validate the model, laser
cladding experiments were carried out to analyze the integrated influence of process
parameters on microstructure.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Macroscopic Heat and Mass Transfer Model

During the laser cladding process, the laser beam moves continuously and the solid-
ification front keeps pace with the heat source, as shown in Figure 1. The macroscopic
temperature distribution caused by the moving heat source is the key to determining the
solidification parameters. A 3D macroscopic heat and mass transfer model is established to
simulate the temperature field, velocity field and molten pool morphology. The temper-
ature gradient G and solidification rate R along the normal line of the S/L interface are
further calculated. As the interface for the solid phase grows, each point at the solidifi-
cation front grows in a direction perpendicular to the S/L interface at the corresponding
R rate. R = Vcosθ, where θ is the angle between the laser scanning direction and the
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normal solidification interface direction of the solidification interface in terms of molten
pool geometry.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of laser cladding.

The simplified assumptions are as follows [27,28]:

(1) Liquid fluid flow in the molten pool is Newtonian, laminar and incompressible;
(2) The mushy region is assumed as a porous medium with isotropic permeability;
(3) Heat flux from heated powder and heat loss due to evaporation are neglected;
(4) The effect of shielding gas, powder feeding gas and powder on the surface of the

molten pool is ignored.

The continuity equation is:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1)

Due to the existence of S/L phase change in the laser cladding, the influence of latent
heat on melting should be considered in the heat transport equation; the energy equation
is [29]:

ρcp

(
∂T
∂t

+ u · ∇T
)
= ∇ · (k∇T)− ∂H

∂t
− ρu · ∇H (2)

In the above equation, the second and third terms on the right side represent unsteady
terms of phase change enthalpy and the phase change enthalpy due to convection, respectively.

Where ρ is density, cp is specific heat, T is temperature, t is time, k is heat conduction
dilution, ΔH is melting latent enthalpy capacity, and ΔH = LFl, L is latent heat of melting.
The liquid mass fraction Fl is defined as,

Fl =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, T > Tl
T−Ts
Tl−Ts

, Ts < T ≤ Tl

0, T < Ts

(3)
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The incompressible Navier–Stokes equation describes the liquid metal in the molten
pool. Since velocity in the solid phase region is 0, a source term in the momentum equation is
introduced to suppress velocity field in the solid phase region. In this study, the time source
term in the liquid phase region is set to 0, leaving the momentum equation unchanged. In
the solid phase region, however, the source term is infinite, and the remaining terms of the
momentum equation become infinitesimally small. In the transition region, the equation
degenerates to Darcy’s law relating porosity and pressure. Only pressure and source terms
remain in the equation, while other terms become infinitesimally small.

ρ
∂u
∂t

+ ρ(u · ∇)u = ∇ · (μ∇u)− ∂p
∂x

+ K0
(1 − Fl)

Fl
3 + B

u (4)

where μ is the viscosity, p is the pressure, and the third term on the right side of the
Equation (4) represents the momentum dissipation term in the mushy region, which
is based on the Carman–Kozeny Equation [30], K0 is a constant related to the mushy
region, and B is a very small number to prevent the denominator from being zero. Linear
interpolation is used to interpolate the thermophysical parameters of the mushy region.

The laser heat flow input at the liquid/gas interface is as follows:

Q(x, y, t) =
2Pηl
πrl

2 exp(
−2((x − X(t))2 + (y − Y(t))2)

rl
2 )− hc(T − T0)− σbε(T4 − T4

0 ) (5)

where P is the laser power, X(t) and Y(t) are the x and y coordinate values of the laser center
with time, ηl is the absorption rate of the laser energy, rl is the radius of the laser source, hc
is the heat transfer coefficient, σb is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, ε is the emissivity, and
T0 is the ambient temperature.

The boundary condition of the momentum equation of the gas–liquid interface is [29],

FL/G = σn∗κ −∇sT
dσ

dT
(6)

The two terms in Equation (6) represent capillary force and thermal capillary force,
respectively. σ is the surface tension, n* is the surface normal, and κ is the surface curvature.

The description of the surface geometry of the molten pool is achieved through the
moving mesh of the Lagrangian–Euler method (ALE). Two velocities are considered at
the liquid/gas interface: fluid flow velocity and boundary movement velocity, caused by
powder addition. They can be expressed as [31]:

VL/G = un∗ − Vp · n∗ (7)

where u is the flow velocity of the fluid of the liquid–gas interface, Vp represents the moving
velocity of the liquid–gas interface, and the calculation formula of Vp is

Vp(t, x) =
2m f ηm

ρmπr2
p

exp

⎛
⎝−2

(
(x − X(t))2 + (y − Y(t))2

)
r2

p

⎞
⎠ (8)

In the above formula, mf is powder feeding rate, ηm is powder capture rate, ρm is
powder density, rp is the radius of the laser source, X(t) and Y(t) are the moving track of the
laser head with time, respectively.

2.2. Microscopic Phase-Field Model

The phase field model adopts the quantitative alloy phase field model proposed by
Echebarria et al. [32], which is established under the thin interface limit to eliminate the
dependence of the interface thickness, so as to describe the (non-conserved) phase field
φ and (conserved) the solute field c during the solidification of dilute binary alloys. An
inverse solute diffusion term is introduced into the model to avoid the solute diffusion
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effect at the diffusion interface at lower solidification rates. Inconel 718 is simplified as a
Ni-Nb binary system containing only FCC γ phase and liquid phase with a mass fraction of
5% Nb. The scalar phase field parameter φ indicates whether a point in the two-dimensional
field is liquid (φ = −1), solid (φ = 1), or a solid–liquid interface (−1 < φ < 1).

Ignoring the influence of latent heat effect, the freezing temperature approximation
is adopted.

T = T0 + G (z − Rt) (9)

where T0 (z = 0, t = 0) is a reference temperature, G is the temperature gradient along the
Z direction, and R is the pulling velocity.

The governing equations of phase field and supersaturated concentration field in a
two-dimensional system,

τφ(n̂, z) ∂φ
∂t = W2

0

{
∇ ·

[
αs(n̂)

2∇φ
]
+ ∂x

(
|∇φ|2αs(n̂)

∂αs(n̂)
∂(∂xφ)

)
+ ∂z

(
|∇φ|2αs(n̂)

∂αs(n̂)
∂(∂zφ)

)}
+φ − φ3 − λ

(
1 − φ2)2

(
U + z−Rt

lT

) (10)

(
1 + k

2
− 1 − k

2
φ

)
∂U
∂t

= ∇ ·
[

Dl
(1 − φ)

2
∇U +

→
j at

]
+ [1 + (1 + k)U]

1
2

∂φ

∂t
(11)

where τφ(n̂, z) = τ0(αs(n̂))
2
[
1 − (1 − k) (z−Rt)

lT

]
, which is the temperature-dependent re-

laxation time. αs(n̂) = (1 − 3δ)
[
1 + 4δ

1−3δ

(
n̂4

x + n̂4
z
)]

, which represents the two-dimensional

fourfold anisotropy in the system, δ is strength of the surface tension anisotropy. lT = |m|c∞(1/k−1)
G

is the thermal length, where c∞ ≡ c (z = +∞) is an initial alloy concentration (wt.%) far
from the solidification front, m is liquid line coefficient, k is equilibrium partition coef-
ficient, Dl is the diffusivity of solute in liquid, n̂ = ∇φ

|∇φ| , which is the unit vector nor-

mal to the interface. U = 1
1−k

[
ck/c∞

(1−φ)/2+k(1+φ)/2 − 1
]
, generalized supersaturation field.

→
j at =

1
2
√

2
W0[1 + (1 − k)U]

∇φ
|∇φ|

∂φ
∂t , anti-solute interception term. The anti-trapping cur-

rent is given by Karma [33]. W0 is the value of setting interface thickness. λ is used as a
parameter for the numerical convergence of the control model. τ0 stands for relaxation
time. The interface thickness W0 = d0λ/a1 and the relaxation time τ0 = (d0

2/D)a2λ3/a1
2 are

interrelated from a thin interface analysis, where a1 = 0.8839, a2 = 0.6267, and λ is treated as
a parameter to control the numerical convergence of the model.

2.3. Model Parameters

The high-temperature physical properties of the Inconel 718 were calculated using
J-mat pro and are presented in Table 1. A continuous laser with a radius of 1.1 mm was
used. The powder mass flow rate is 10 g/min, with a capture efficiency of 0.9 and a flow
density of 8.19 g/cm3.The powder flow radius was set to 2.3 mm. The values of these
parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 1. Physical parameters of Inconel 718.

Parameter Value

Solidification spacing, ΔT 60 K
Melting point of pure nickel, Tm 1726.15 K

Inconel 718 liquidus, TL (calculated by J-mat pro) 1635.14 K
Inconel 718 solidus, TS (calculated by J-mat pro) 1489.63 K

Fluid Diffusion Coefficient, D (calculated by J-mat pro) 0.7 × 10−9 m2/s
Gibbs-Thomson Coefficient, Γ 1.8 × 10−7 Km
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Table 2. Macro simulation parameters.

Process Parameters Value

Radius of beam, rl 1.1 mm
Powder feeding rate, mf 10 g/min
Powder flow radius, rp 2.3 mm

Powder capture efficiency, ηm 0.9
Energy absorption efficiency of powder, ηp 0.22

Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient, hc 10 W/(m2·K)

The simulation model is a 10 mm × 20 mm × 5 mm cuboid with the cladding surface
on the upper surface, serving as the input boundary for both the energy and mass transfer
equations and the lifting surface for the ALE dynamic mesh. Mesh displacement is deter-
mined by the rise of the free surface due to powder addition and the influence of molten
pool flow velocity on liquid surface advancement.

The phase field and concentration equations are solved on uniform meshes with a
width of 50 μm in the x direction, and phase field parameters are listed in Table 3. The phase
field governing equation φ is solved using a finite difference separation dispersion scheme,
while the saturation concentration field U is solved using a finite-volume method with zero
flux boundary conditions on both boundaries. The mesh spacing Δx = Δy = 0.005 μm, and
the time step Δt = 0.02τ0, while the value of W0 is about 10 times smaller than the dendrite
tip radius calculated by the sharp interface model.

Table 3. Phase field parameters.

Parameter Value

Initial alloy mass fraction, c0 5%
Equilibrium Partition Coefficient, ke 0.48

Liquidus Slope, ml −10.5 K%−1

Equilibrium Freezing Range, T 57 K
Anisotropy Strength, δ 3%

Capillary Length, d0 8.0 × 10−9 m
Liquid Diffusion Coefficient, Dl 3 × 10−9 m2 s−1

Solid Diffusion Coefficient, Ds 10−12 m2 s−1

The maximum phase field interface thickness W0 = 0.01 μm, λ = 1.377 initializes the
simulation along the bottom domain (at y = 0), and the S/L interface is randomly perturbed
by small amplitude.

3. Experimental Materials and Scheme

Inconel 718 powder with a particle size of 45–105 μm and good flow characteristics
was used in the experiment. The powder was dried at 100 °C for 2 h in a blast dryer prior
to use. The elemental composition of powder elements is shown in Table 4:

Table 4. Inconel 718 powder element content (wt.%).

Element Ni Co Mo Al Nb C Cr

Content 52 0.1 2.94 0.53 5.16 0.037 18.7

A CO2 laser with a maximum power output of 4000 W was utilized in our experiment.
Our team’s previous research indicated that laser power below 1500 W resulted in partial
melting of the track due to powder deposition. Conversely, laser power above 2300 W caused
powder vaporization and substrate melting due to splashing. Energy accumulation led to
powder vaporization and substrate melting at scanning speeds below 4 mm/s. At higher
scanning speeds (12 mm/s), partial melting of the trajectory was observed due to insufficient
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energy to melt the powder. So, laser power (1500 W, 1900 W, 2300 W) and scanning velocity
(4 mm/s, 8 mm/s, and 12 mm/s) were selected for the orthogonal experiment, with a shielding
gas flow rate of 10 L/min. The substrate was a 20 × 10 × 5 mm forging.

After wire cutting, surface oxide layers and stains were removed using an iron brush
to prevent interference with cladding. Three cross sections perpendicular to the scanning
direction were taken, and samples were ground and polished (using sandpaper grits of
240#, 600#, 800#, 1200#, and 2000# followed by polishing with W3.5 and W2.5 pastes).
Samples were etched for 25 s using a solution of HCL, H2SO4 and CuSO4.Geometrical
morphology was observed using an optical metallographic microscope and analyzed.

This study focused on dendrite growth in the deposited zone rather than the remelting
zone. To ensure consistency in point positions across different process parameters, dendrite
arm spacing was measured in an area below 0.2 mm from the top and near the centerline.
The statistical method is to select three random-shaped ranges in the target area, and the
area of the shape as S, and the number of dendrites is N. (Regions with less than 50%
coverage at the boundary were marked as 0 and those with more than 50% coverage were
marked as 1).

Three sections were taken from each sample and three positions were randomly
selected within the target area for each cross-section. The cladding process was found to be
quasi-steady-state, with G and R remaining unchanged for different x-coordinate values
as long as y and z positions were consistent. Data from different cross-sections under the
same process parameters were used to increase accuracy.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Solidification Characteristics of Molten Pool

Nine cladding processes were simulated according to the orthogonal test. As energy
is continuously input, the temperature in the molten pool increased until it exceeded the
solidus temperature and a molten pool formed due to solid–liquid phase change. Figure 2a
shows the temperature field at 0.5 s for a scanning velocity of V = 8 mm/s and laser power
of P = 1900 W.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) The cross-section temperature field at 0.5 s, (b) Liquid phase temperature isotherm.

A quasi-steady-state is achieved after 0.5 s with an essentially unchanged isotherm
shape. The back edge of the melt pool represented the solidification front and, after reaching
quasi-steady-state, solidification parameters remained constant for all positions along the
front. The longitudinal section of the molten pool (t = 1593 K) is taken as contour lines in
Figure 2b, with the left part representing the solidification front.

As the laser source moves, a 3D solidification front surface also moves. Solidification
parameters for all positions along the front are projected onto the cross-section of the
deposition track to analyze molten pool characteristics (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Computed contours of solidification characteristics: (a) temperature gradient G, (b) solidifi-
cation growth rate R, (c) G/R, and (d) G × R.

As shown in Figure 3a, G increases from 1.6× 103 K/m along the periphery to 2.2 × 103 K/m
at the center of the cross-section, before decreasing sharply in the middle of the molten
pool, and the temperature gradient G is smallest at the top of the pool.

The R value is shown in Figure 3b, and it is 8 mm/s at the top of the molten pool,
which is the same as the scanning velocity, and decreases gradually to 0.2 mm/s at the
surface of the deposited track.

Figure 3c,d show the contour of G/R and G × R over the projective plane, respectively.
Higher G/R and lower G × R are observed at the bottom of the solidification front, while
lower G/R and higher G × R are observed at the top. The G/R ratio governs the solidi-
fication mode, while G × R controls the scale of the solidification microstructure. In this
study, microstructure scale is coarser at the bottom of the deposited track, and finer at the
top. Solidification mode may transform from planar to cellular, columnar dendritic, and
equiaxed dendritic as G/R decreases.

The values of G were calculated for each direction, and compared with the cladding
layer obtained by the microstructure experimentally. As shown in Figure 4, G[001] in the
direction of [001] and R[001] are dominant in region A, while G[100] in the direction of [100]
is dominant in region B, and G[010] in the direction of [010] is dominant in region C.

The simulation results agree well with the experimental results. Columnar crystals
grew vertically from the bottom of the molten pool and the dendrites deflected at positions
where G[001] is less than G[100],forming a cross shape in the cross-section.

Dendrite deflection is shown in Figure 5, with Figure 5a,b showing enlarged views of
regions A and B in Figure 4, respectively, and Figure 5c showing a longitudinal section. A
clear boundary line for dendrite growth direction can be observed in Figure 5c, with the
dendrite growth direction at the top of the deposition area above the boundary differing
from that at the bottom. Dendrites at the bottom of the deposition layer were thicker
columnar crystals, while the microstructure at the top was more refined and smaller in size
than dendrites at the bottom of the molten pool.
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Figure 4. Comparison of dendrite growth direction between test and simulation; (A) G[001] dominant
region; (B) G[100] dominant region; (C) G[010] dominant region.

 
Figure 5. (a) Local enlarged drawing of Figure 4A; (b) Local enlarged drawing of Figure 4B; (c) the
longitudinal section diagram.

In this study, the microstructure of nine process parameters is considered, and G and
R values are calculated as the comparative data in Table 5.

Table 5. Nine process parameters and G, R values.

No. P (W) V (mm/s) G (K/m) R (m/s)

1 1500 4 4.42 × 105 1.47 × 10−3

2 1500 8 6.09 × 105 3.21 × 10−3

3 1500 12 6.48 × 105 6.23 × 10−3

4 1900 4 4.65 × 105 1.68 × 10−3

5 1900 8 5.41 × 105 3.95 × 10−3

6 1900 12 5.69 × 105 6.38 × 10−3

7 2300 4 4.76 × 105 1.77 × 10−3

8 2300 8 4.85 × 105 4.03 × 10−3

9 2300 12 4.98 × 105 7.80 × 10−3

4.2. Simulation of Microstructure

G and R values for each process parameter were obtained and input into the phase
field model. After the initial transients, Mullins–Sekerka instability rapidly developed
at the solid–liquid interfaces, resulting in cellular structures that merged or split during
growth. As solidification continue, the number of dendrites in the simulation region
remain constant after a certain stage, with dendrite tips growing at a constant rate equal to
the solidification rate, and average distance between neighboring γ-cells tips remaining
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constant. Steady-state dendrite morphology for various processes is shown in Figure 6.
Mean PDAS is estimated from simulated cellular patterns by counting the number of cells
along the system width (perpendicular to growth direction) and dividing by system width.
The mean steady-state PDAS is between 5 μm to 12 μm in this case.

 
Figure 6. Steady-state cellular growth fronts for nine different solidification conditions.

Figure 6 illustrates significant variations in Nb composition in the liquid ahead of tips,
between cells, and across solid cells. Growing cells reject niobium into the liquid, enriching
intercellular regions. Solidification of Inconel 718 consistently results in the formation of an
Nb-rich phase. Related test results indicate that niobium is concentrated in the delta phase
region, which is relatively brittle and prone to cracking [5]. Thus, simplification as a Ni-Nb
binary alloy is plausible for describing major solidification behavior.

4.3. Influence of the Processing Parameters on the PDAS

A comparison of the PDAS test and simulation results for Inconel 718 with nine process
parameters is shown in Figure 7. Data comparison revealed a maximum error of 9.58%
for process parameters 2300 W and 8 mm/s. Little difference is observed between PDAS
values measured by simulation and experiment. The PF simulation was two-dimensional
and solidification geometry may change slightly under solidification conditions in reality.
However, the trend of simulation and experiment changing with scanning velocity and
laser power was generally consistent, verifying model accuracy. Primary dendrite spacing
decreased significantly with increasing laser scanning velocity and increased gently with
increasing laser power.
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Figure 7. Variation trends of the PDAS with P at different V, OM image showing the transverse
section of the laser track processed for nine different solidification conditions.

To analyze the trend of PDAS with process parameters, it is necessary to reveal the
relationship between solidification conditions and process parameters as PDAS is directly
determined by specific alloy solidification conditions. Higher cooling rates resulted in
smaller dendrite spacing, consistent with simulation results showing that G decreased
with increasing P for a given V. This trend is similar to previous studies and is due
to decreased heat flux from larger pools produced by higher P. The effect of process
parameters on solidification rate R is more complex, with R increasing with increasing P
at lower power and higher scanning velocity but P having no significant effect at higher
scanning velocity. These comparisons show that the selection of characteristic solidification
conditions primarily affects PDAS size but does not significantly change PDAS evolution
trends. As long as suitable solidification characteristic conditions are selected, PDAS does
not change during solidification.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that when laser power increases from 1500 W to 2300 W at
a scanning velocity of 4 mm/s, PDAS increases from 5.79 μm to 6.51 μm. Increasing laser
power increased molten pool energy input and heat accumulation, decreasing the molten
pool cooling rate and leading to dendrite structure coarsening.

Scanning velocity (V) had a greater influence on PDAS than power. At constant
power, PDAS increases significantly with decreased scanning velocity. At 1500 W power,
increasing the scanning velocity from 12 mm/s to 4 mm/s increases PDAS by 197%.
Scanning velocity changes affect both laser-molten pool interaction time and molten pool
energy input. Increasing the scanning velocity decreases laser energy input and interaction
time, reducing molten pool heat accumulation and increasing the substrate quenching
effect. This significantly increases the molten pool cooling rate and refines the dendrite
structure. Scanning speed is the most readily controllable process parameter and can be
adjusted in real-time to achieve a desired microstructure.

It is generally accepted that low-energy input refines the solidification microstructure.
Decreasing the laser power or increasing the scanning velocity directly decreases line
energy input, increasing the molten pool cooling rate and refining the dendrite structure.
Scanning velocity plays a leading role in the molten pool cooling rate and solidification
structure, consistent with results reported by Muvvala [15].
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Figure 8. Combined effects of P, V on the PDAS (in μm).

5. Conclusions

In this study, a numerical model for predicting the PDAS of Inconel 718 laser cladding
was established by combining a macroscopic transient 3D heat and mass transfer model
with a quantitative phase field model. Solidification behavior in the molten pool under
different process parameters was simulated, and the calculated results agreed well with the
experimental values.

Simulated laser cladding showed that different positions within the cladding layer
experienced different temperature histories and generated different dendrite morphologies.
Finer equiaxed grains were obtained at the top of the cladding layer.

PDAS increased with increasing power and scanning velocity. Increased canning ve-
locity resulted in an increase in monotonic PDAS with increasing power. Scanning velocity
had a more pronounced effect on PDAS than power, with PDAS increasing significantly
with increased scanning velocity. At 1500 W power, increasing the scanning speed from
12 mm/s to 4 mm/s increased PDAS by 197%. A finer microstructure could be obtained by
combining a higher scanning speed with lower laser power.

The results showed that the multi-scale model provided better PDAS prediction for
different processes, aiding the control and optimization of the laser cladding dendrite structure.
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Abstract: The carbon fiber-reinforced composite (CFRP) has the properties of a high specific strength,
low density and excellent corrosion resistance; it has been widely used in aerospace and automobile
lightweight manufacturing as an important material. To improve the CFRP cutting quality in the
manufacturing process, a nanosecond laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was applied to cut holes
with a 2-mm-thick CFRP plate by using laser rotational cutting technology. The influence of different
parameters on the heat-affected zone, the cutting surface roughness and the hole taper was explored,
and the cutting process parameters were optimized. With the optimized cutting parameters, the
minimum value of the heat-affected zone, the cutting surface roughness and the hole taper can be
obtained, which are 71.7 μm, 2.68 μm and 0.64◦, respectively.

Keywords: carbon fiber reinforced composites; nanosecond laser; laser cutting; heat affected zone;
surface roughness; hole taper

1. Introduction

Carbon fiber-reinforced composite (CFRP) has the advantages of a high specific
strength, low density and light weight, and has become an important material for aerospace
and automobile lightweight manufacturing [1,2]. Due to the great difference in physical
properties between carbon fibers and the resin matrix in CFRP, problems such as delam-
ination, fiber pull-out and tool wearing often occur when using traditional mechanical
machining methods to cut CFRP. As a non-contact advanced processing technology, laser
machining technology shows great potential in composite materials’ cutting [3]. However,
due to the thermal machining process, the ablation of resin matrix materials easily occurs
during laser cutting, leading to problems such as a heat-affected zone (HAZ), delamination
and fiber pull-out, which seriously affect the processing quality of CFRP [4,5]. In order
to improve the quality of CFRP laser cutting, a large number of investigations have been
carried out on CFRP laser cutting in recent years.

Jiang cut a 5-mm-thick CFRP plate with lasers, and he found that the HAZ gradually
increased with an increase of power and that the HAZ reached the minimum value when
the laser power was 60 W. He also found that the HAZ decreased with an increase of the
laser scanning speed and that it reached the minimum value when the scanning speed
was 10 m/s [6]. Ye used a 532 nm wavelength laser to make holes in CFRP, and compared
the effects of cross filling, parallel filling and rotary scanning on the machining quality. It
was found that the cutting efficiency of laser rotary cutting was significantly higher than
that of the other two methods and that the HAZ was smaller [7]. Song found that adding
carbon black particles in CFRP can significantly improve the cutting effect and reduce the
occurrence of cracks and delamination [8]. Hua used a 500 W millisecond pulse laser to
cut CFRP underwater. It was found that the HAZ was greatly reduced when compared
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with that cutting in air [9]. Zhang used lasers with different wavelengths to make holes
in CFRP plates. It was found that the shorter the laser wavelength was, the higher the
cutting surface quality and the smaller the HAZ that could be obtained [10]. Bluemel found
that a continuous wave laser has a higher cutting speed than a pulsed laser but that the
nanosecond laser has a narrower slit and higher tensile strength [11]. Negarestani found
that when using mixed gas containing oxygen and inert gas as the auxiliary gas in CFRP
cutting, the HAZ could be greatly reduced [12]. Li found that the cutting speed is an
important factor affecting the HAZ, while the laser processing parameters have a limited
influence on the surface strain distribution during the tensile load [13]. Lau found that the
cutting direction of the laser affected the width of the HAZ and the cutting depth [14]. Jose
found that cutting CFRP with a high repetition rate resulted in a very short cooling time
and a large HAZ. To this end, a higher pulse duration and lower repetition frequency could
reduce the HAZ [15].

As mentioned above, parameters such as the wavelength, the frequency, the laser
mode (pulsed or continuous), the laser power and the cutting speed will influence the
cutting quality of CFRP. Compared with the continuous laser, the short-pulsed laser can
reduce the cutting HAZ and improve the cutting accuracy. Compared with the infrared
laser, a laser with a short wavelength has a smaller heat input and smaller taper when
cutting CFRP. Therefore, using a short-wavelength and short-pulsed laser to cut composites
has become a trend to improve the cutting quality of CFRP. However, relations between
the cutting quality, such as HAZ, surface roughness and the taper of the cutting hole,
and the pulsed laser parameters, such as laser power and laser scanning speed, are not
clear. It necessary to investigate them and make conclusions on the technical process,
which is helpful in getting a high CFRP cutting quality with short-pulsed lasers in industry
applications. To this end, in this paper, a nanosecond laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was
applied to cut holes in a 2-mm-thick CFRP plate. Twenty-five groups of experiments with
different cutting parameters were designed. The HAZ and the cutting surface roughness
was measured by using SEM and a laser confocal microscope, and the taper of the cutting
hole was calculated. The influence of different parameters (the laser power and the laser
scanning speed) on the HAZ, the surface roughness and the hole taper was explored, and
the cutting parameters were optimized, with the aim of laying a technological foundation
for high-quality CFRP laser cutting.

2. Materials and Methods

The size of CFRP is 2 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm, and the volume contents of the
carbon fibers and the epoxy resin are 68% and 32%, respectively. The fibers in the CFRP
are continuous fiber, and the diameter of the fiber is about 5 μm. The CFRP was produced
by Ningbo Institute of Materials technology and engineering. Additionally, the thermos-
physical parameters of CFRP are shown in Table 1 [16].

Table 1. The thermos-physical parameters of CFRP.

Material
Thermal

Conductivity
(W·m−1 ◦C−1)

Specific Heat
(J·kg−1·◦C−1)

Vaporization
Temperature (◦C)

Density
(g/cm3)

Epoxy resin 0.2 550 400 1.2
Carbon fibers 10.5 795.5 3300 1.76

A nanosecond laser is used to cut CFRP in this work. The laser wavelength is 532 nm,
the pulse duration is 150 ns, the maximum power is 35 W, and the repetition frequency
can be changed in the range of 50 KHz to 200 kHz. The parameters that can be set by the
machining system include the scanning speed, the laser power and the repetition frequency
of the nanosecond laser. The hole-cutting path and the cutting speed can be set by the
scanning galvanometer. Figure 1a is a diagram of the nanosecond laser machining system.
In the previous study, it was found that the cutting quality and efficiency of laser rotary
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cutting were higher than those of cross filling and parallel filling [16]. Therefore, the laser
rotary cutting technique was used to cut CFRP in this work (Figure 1b). Furthermore, the
spacing d was set at 0.1 mm and the radius r was set at 0.1 mm, and the radius of the cutting
hole R was 2.5 mm, which was optimized in our previous work [16].

 

Figure 1. (a) The nanosecond laser machining system; (b) cutting CFRP with the laser rotary cutting
technique [16].

In our previous research, it was found that the amount of energy (E) absorbed per unit
area per unit time was determined by the laser power P, the laser scanning speed V and
the laser spot diameter D, which is shown in Equation (1) [17]:

E = A × P
V × D2 (1)

where A is the constant coefficient, which is determined by the laser absorption coefficient
of the CFRTS.

In order to study the influence of different scanning speeds V and laser powers P on
the CFRP machining quality, an orthogonal experiment was designed in this paper. The
pulse duration was 150 ns, the repetition frequency was 60 KHZ, the laser power P was
set at 21 W, 24.5 W, 28 W, 31.5 W and 35 W, and the cutting speed V was set at 800 mm/s,
900 mm/s, 1000 mm/s, 1100 mm/s and 1200 mm/s, respectively. A total of 25 groups
of experiments were conducted, as shown in Table 2. During laser processing, nitrogen
with a purity of 99.99% is used as the protective gas, and the nitrogen flow rate is about
8 L/min. Nitrogen can play the role of cooling the CFRP plate, reducing the generation of
the HAZ, and blowing away the slag to improve the cutting efficiency. In order to observe
the roughness of the cutting surface under different parameters, the CFRP plate was cut
into 5-mm-wide strips. After cutting, the machining debris were removed by ultrasonic
cleaning. During the measurement, three different positions on the cutting surface were
measured, and the average value was calculated. The HAZ was measured by using a
microscope, as shown in Figure 2a. From this figure, it can be seen that there is a region
around the hole whose color is different from the CFRP matrix, and the width of this region
is defined as the HAZ. The surface roughness of the CFRP cutting profile was detected
by using the laser confocal microscope, as shown in Figure 2b. In this work, the size
of the scanned area for the roughness measurement was 1054 μm × 1406 μm, and the
average of Ra was chosen as the value of the surface roughness. After laser cutting, the
microstructure of the cutting profile, such as fiber fractures and interlaminar tears, was
detected by using SEM.
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Table 2. Experimental design of CFRP laser cutting.

Parameter 21 W 24.5 W 28 W 31.5 W 35 W

800 mm/s Sample 1-1 Sample 1-2 Sample 1-3 Sample 1-4 Sample 1-5
900 mm/s Sample 2-1 Sample 2-2 Sample 2-3 Sample 2-4 Sample 2-5
1000 mm/s Sample 3-1 Sample 3-2 Sample 3-3 Sample 3-4 Sample 3-5
1100 mm/s Sample 4-1 Sample 4-2 Sample 4-3 Sample 4-4 Sample 4-5
1200 mm/s Sample 5-1 Sample 5-2 Sample 5-3 Sample 5-4 Sample 5-5

 

Figure 2. (a) Measuring the HAZ around the cutting hole with the microscope; (b) measuring the
surface roughness with the laser confocal microscope.

The laser will produce a certain divergence angle during the actual operation. There-
fore, there will be a certain taper during laser processing, as shown in Figure 3. In this
experiment, the average value and standard deviation of the three tapers are calculated by
three measurements at the entrance and exit of the beam. The taper θ can be calculated by
the following formula:

θ = arctan
D1 − D2

2h
× 180◦

π
(2)

where D1 is the beam entrance size, D2 is the beam exit size, and h is the thickness of the
CFRP plate.

Figure 3. Hole taper during CFRP laser cutting.
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3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Cutting Holes in CFRP Plate with Nanosecond Lasers

The process parameters of CFRP laser rotary cutting include the rotation diameter,
the scanning space and the scanning speed. The focal length compensation speed of the
z-axis is directly related to the above parameters. The focal length compensation speed
should be matched with the material removal speed. The material removal ability with
the negative defocus will become weak, or there will even be no removal ability. If the
focal length compensation speed is too slow, it will affect the removal speed. Appropriate
mathematical models and multiple experiments should be established to determine the
appropriate calculation formula for the focal length compensation speed [7]. Finally, it is
determined that the focal length of the 2-mm-thick plate is 0.5 mm per minute and that
the time needed to punch through the hole is about 4 min. The holes of Sample 1-1 to
Sample 5-5, cut with the parameters shown in Table 2, are shown in Figure 4a, and the
setting diameter of the holes is 5 mm. As shown in Figure 4b,c, the inlet diameter is about
5.06 mm and the outlet diameter is about 4.96 mm when the laser power is 28 W, and the
scanning speed is 1200 mm/s (Sample 5-3). The hole taper can be calculated by using the
formula (2), as mentioned above, which is about 0.71◦.

 

Figure 4. (a) Cutting holes in CFRP plate with nanosecond lasers for Sample 1-1 to Sample 5-5;
(b) inlet of the CFRP laser cutting hole of sample 5-3; (c) outlet of the CFRP laser cutting hole of
sample 5-3.

To clarify the HAZ in the CFRP matrix during the laser cutting process, the HAZ
around the hole and the microstructure of the cutting profile were detected. Figure 5 shows
the HAZ and the microstructure on the CFRP hole cutting surface for Sample 5-3. From
Figure 5b, it can be seen that there is a circa 140-μm-wide HAZ around the inlet edge. With
the laser interaction, the CFRP material is removed from the hole inlet during the cutting
process, and the plasma produced during the cutting process goes away from the hole.
Because of the high plasma temperature, the hole surface is heated and ablated, and a HAZ
is generated. From Figure 5b, it can be seen that there are serrations around the hole inlet,
which is caused by the excessive rotation space d of the rotating laser beam, as shown in
Figure 1b. These serrations can be avoided by reducing the rotation space d. After cutting
holes with the nanosecond laser, the CFRP hole is cut along the center line by lasers, and the
hole profile is shown in Figure 5c,d. From this figure, it can be seen that the CFRP surface
for nanosecond laser cutting is smooth, and there is no delamination and fiber pull-out on
the cutting surface.
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Figure 5. (a) Cutting hole in CFRP plate; (b) HAZ around the cutting hole; (c) cutting profile;
(d) microstructure of the cutting profile.

The CFRP materials are vaporized due to the high energy of the pulsed nanosecond
laser, and hence there is no mechanical force and impact force during the cutting process.
There is no carbon fiber drawing and tearing compared with the mechanical cutting method.
The HAZ can be controlled well, the cutting surface has a low roughness, and the taper of
the cutting hole is about 0.71◦. With this CFRP laser cutting technique and the parameters
of Sample 5-3, holes with different shapes such as triangle and square can be drilled by
changing the laser beam path (Figure 6). It can be seen that the cutting profile is clean and
that there are no burrs and tears on the cutting surface.

 

Figure 6. CFRP laser cutting holes with different shapes.

3.2. CFRP Cutting Quality with Different Laser Parameters

The HAZ is the key factor affecting the cutting quality of CFRP. Figure 7 shows the
HAZ of the hole edge under different powers and cutting speeds. It can be seen from
the figure that when the laser power is 21 W, the HAZ first decreases and then gradually
increases with the increasing of the laser scanning speed. When the scanning speed is
900 mm/s, the HAZ decreases first and then increases when increasing the laser power, and
the minimum HAZ value of about 71.7 μm can be obtained when the laser power is 28 W.
For other scanning speeds such as 800 mm/s, 1000 mm/s, 1100 mm/s and 1200 mm/s,
nearly the same trend can be obtained, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The HAZ with different laser powers and scanning speeds.

The minimum value is 122 μm at a speed of 1000 mm/s (Sample 3-1), and the maxi-
mum value is 170.3 μm at a speed of 1200 mm/s (Sample 5-1). When the laser power is
24.5 W, the HAZ increases first and then decreases when increasing the scanning speed,
and the minimum value is 71.9 μm at a speed of 1200 mm/s (Sample 5-2). When the laser
power is 28 W, the minimum value of HAZ is 71.7 μm at a scanning speed of 900 mm/s
(Sample 2-3). In the experiment, the rotation radius and spacing of laser cutting can be
reduced to reduce the serration of cutting. Increasing the flow of nitrogen shielding gas to
cool the CFRP plate in a timely way could reduce the HAZ.

The surface roughness was measured by using a laser confocal microscope, and the
roughness was kept within 12 um for these 25 cutting samples, as shown in Figure 8.
From this figure, it can be seen that for a specific laser scanning speed, the cutting surface
roughness increases first and then decreases when increasing the laser power. The minimum
cutting profile roughness can be obtained when the laser power is 35 W and the scanning
speed is 900 mm/s (Sample 2-5), which is about 2.68 μm. From Figure 8, it also can be seen
that there is little change in the surface roughness with the change of the laser scanning
speed when the laser power is 35 W, and the minimum value can be obtained when the
speed is 900 mm/s. This means that a cutting profile with a low roughness can be obtained
when the laser power is 35 W.

On the other hand, there is no obvious law between the roughness and the laser
scanning speed. However, the minimum value roughness can be obtained under different
laser scanning speeds, such as a minimum roughness of 3.08 μm when the laser power is
21 W and the scanning speed is 800 mm/s (Sample 1-1), 3.22 μm when the power is 35 W
and the scanning speed is 1000 mm/s (Sample 3-5), 3.66 um when the power is 35 W and
the scanning speed is 1100 mm/s (Sample 4-5), and 5.06 μm when the laser power is 35 W
and the scanning speed is 1200 mm/s (Sample 5-5).

The hole taper can be calculated by measuring the diameter of the inlet and outlet of
the hole, as shown in formula (1). From Figure 9, it can be seen that the hole taper can be
controlled within 1.6◦ in the experiment. For a specific laser scanning speed, the hole taper
increases first and then decreases when increasing the laser power. When the scanning
speeds are 800 mm/s and 1200 mm/s, it can be seen that the hole taper decreases first and
then increases when increasing the laser power, and the minimum values, which are about
0.75◦ and 0.71◦, respectively, can be obtained when the laser power is 28 W. The minimum
taper can be obtained when the laser power is 24.5 W and the scanning speed is 1100 mm/s
(Sample 3-2), and it is about 0.64◦.
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Figure 8. The surface roughness with different laser powers and scanning speeds.

Figure 9. The hole taper with different laser powers and scanning speeds.

From this figure, it also can be seen that the difference between the minimum hole
taper under different powers is small, at 0.84◦, 0.64◦, 0.71◦, 0.88◦ and 1.20◦, when the laser
power is 21 W (Sample 4-1), 24.5 W (Sample 4-2), 28 W (Sample 5-3), 31.5 W (Sample 5-4)
and 35 W (Sample 5-5), respectively. To this end, it can be concluded that the hole taper is
less affected by laser power and that the taper is relatively stable. In later experiments, the
focal length of the laser can be further controlled to keep the focal length on the cutting
surface, which can further reduce the taper.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a 532-nm-wavelength nanosecond laser was used to cut a 2-mm-thick
CFRP plate. The effects of different laser powers and cutting speeds on the HAZ, surface
roughness and taper are investigated. The following conclusions can be obtained.

(1) Laser rotational cutting technique can improve the efficiency and quality of cutting,
but there will be small serrations, which can reduce the radius and spacing of laser
rotary cutting and reduce the serration of cutting.

(2) Together, the laser power and the laser scanning speed affect the HAZ. Additionally,
the amount of energy absorbed per unit area per unit time is determined by both of
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them. When the power is 28 W and the scanning speed is 900 mm/s, the minimum
value of the heat-affected zone can be obtained, and it is about 71.7 μm.

(3) The cutting surface roughness increases first and then decreases when increasing the
laser power for a specific laser scanning speed. The minimum value is 2.68 μm when
the scanning speed is 900 mm/s and the laser power is 35 W.

(4) The hole taper increases first and then decreases when increasing the laser power for
a specific laser scanning speed. The minimum taper is 0.64◦ when the laser power is
24.5 W and the scanning speed is 1100 mm/s.
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Abbreviations

P laser power
V laser scanning speed
E the amount of energy absorbed per unit area per unit time
A the absorption coefficient
D the diameter of the laser spot
D1 the diameter of the hole in the inlet
D2 the diameter of the hole in the outlet
h the thickness of CFRP plate
d the laser beam rotation distance
r the laser high-speed rotation radius
R the hole radius
θ the taper of the cutting hole
HAZ the heat-affected zone
Ra the cutting surface roughness
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Abstract: Due to the excellent properties of high hardness, oxidation resistance, and high-temperature
resistance, silicon carbide fiber reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composite (CMC-SiCf/SiC) is
a typical difficult-to-process material. In this paper, according to the relationship between the spatial
posture of dual beams and the direction of the machining path, two kinds of scanning methods were
set up. The CMC-SiCf/SiC grooving experiments were carried out along different feeding directions
(transverse scanning and longitudinal scanning) by using a novel dual-beam coupling nanosecond
laser, and the characteristics of grooving morphology were observed by Laser Confocal Microscope,
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS). The results show
that the transverse scanning grooving section morphology is V shape, and the longitudinal scanning
groove section morphology is W shape. The grooving surface depth and width of transverse scanning
are larger and smaller than that of longitudinal scanning when the laser parameters are the same. The
depth of the transverse grooving is greater than that of the longitudinal grooving when the laser beam
is transverse and longitudinal scanning, the maximum grooving depth is approximately 145.39 μm
when the laser energy density is 76.73 J/cm2, and the minimum grooving depth is approximately
83.76 μm when the laser energy density is about 29.59 J/cm2. The thermal conductivity of fiber has a
significant effect on the local characteristics of the grooved morphology when using a medium energy
density grooving. The obvious recasting layer is produced after the laser is applied to CMC-SiCf/SiC
when using a high energy density laser grooving, which directly affects the grooved morphology.

Keywords: ceramic matrix composite; dual-beam coupling; nanosecond laser; grooved morphology;
high-temperature oxidation

1. Introduction

Silicon carbide fiber-reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composite (CMC-SiCf/SiC)
has excellent mechanical properties and stable chemical properties [1]. It has a wide
application prospect in the fields of hypersonic aircraft [2], the nuclear energy industry [3],
and the national defense industry [4].

Because CMC-SiCf/SiC is a difficult-to-process material [5] and laser processing has
the advantages of non-contact, greening, and high precision, domestic and foreign scholars
have gradually paid attention to laser processing CMC-SiCf/SiC. Zhai et al. [6] used a
femtosecond laser to etch carbon fiber reinforced silicon carbide ceramic matrix composites
(CMC-Cf/SiC) and found that the laser removal mechanism could be changed from pho-
tothermal effect to photochemical effect by changing the laser parameters. Moreover, Zhai
et al. [7,8] found through further research that the femtosecond laser refracts and scatters
on the surface of the material when the surface of the material is uneven, resulting in the
narrowing or bending of the microgrooves. Nasiri et al. [9] think that the oxidation process
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of CMC-SiCf/SiC was related to temperature and time. The differences in the structure of
fiber composites and the properties of each component affect the laser removal mechanism
of fiber composites and the surface morphology [10]. Zhang et al. [11] used a millisecond
laser to ablate CMC-SiCf/SiC and found that the ablation area has problems such as fiber
fracture, interface–matrix debonding, interface–fiber debonding, and fiber hollowing. The
evolution mechanism is closely related to the internal stress caused by the temperature
gradient in the ablation region and the melting temperature difference of the material com-
ponents. Wei et al. [12] studied the removal mechanism of CMC-SiCf/SiC by underwater
femtosecond laser ablation and found that the removal mechanism of CMC-SiCf/SiC was
the decomposition of SiC; they believe that the SiC matrix was first removed, and the
interface layer was then removed, and the SiC fibers were finally removed. Du et al. [13]
ablated CMC-SiCf/SiC with oxygen-acetylene flame and found that the material removal
mechanism is dominated by the sublimation of the matrix and fibers, and the ablation
process is accompanied by mechanical spalling and material oxidation. Liu et al. [14] used
millisecond laser processing of CMC-SiCf/SiC and found that three kinds of tiny particles
with different diameters were attached to the surface of the recasting layer, spherical mi-
cro protrusion (20–48 μm), bubble particle (5–15 μm), and submicron particles (<1 μm),
respectively. Jiao et al. [15] used a nanosecond laser to remove CMC-Cf/SiC and found that
heat accumulation was the main factor in removing CMC-Cf/SiC; in addition, the heat was
mainly transferred along the fiber arrangement direction.

In addition to studying the mechanism of laser removal of ceramic matrix composite
(CMC), scholars also analyzed the characteristics of different types of laser-processed fiber
composite materials. Gavalda Diaz et al. [16] suggested that various types of lasers to
remove CMC would generate heat affected zones (HAZ), but the width of the HAZ could
be effectively reduced by using a laser with shorter pulse width. Takahashi et al. [17] used
Infrared (IR) and Ultraviolet (UV) lasers to groove carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)
and found that UV laser irradiation produced a narrower HAZ with better processing
quality compared to IR lasers. Therefore, the width of the HAZ can be reduced, and higher
processing quality can be obtained by selecting the laser parameters [18].

Domestic and foreign scholars have reported on beam-coupling laser removal mate-
rials. Chen et al. [19] proposed a new method for machining stainless steel using using
the dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser. Zhou et al. [20] coupled continuous laser and
pulsed laser at one point to polish S136H die steel with a free-form surface and obtained
lower surface roughness. Jiang et al. [21] used a three-beam coupling laser for cladding
experiments and achieved better results. Liu et al. [22] established a mathematical model
of the relationship between the three-beam coupling laser cladding process parameters and
the surface morphology of the cladding layer and obtained a cladding layer with better
surface morphology. Therefore, coupling laser processing has unique advantages.

In this paper, CMC-SiCf/SiC grooves were carried out along different feed directions
by using a new dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser in an air environment. The mech-
anism of CMC-SiCf/SiC dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser grooving was analyzed
based on the study of the change in the morphology characteristics of laser grooving. This
work expanded the process types of CMC-SiCf/SiC laser processing, which can provide
technical support for high-performance applications of CMC.

2. Materials and Methods

The CMC-SiCf/SiC workpiece (100 mm × 20 mm × 2 mm) was used for the dual-
beam coupling nanosecond laser grooving experiments. The CMC-SiCf/SiC workpiece
is composed of SiC fiber, SiC matrix, and interface layer; SiC fiber is arranged in vertical
and horizontal weaving manner to form a fiber preform, the interface layer is wrapped
on the surface of the SiC fiber, and the CMC-SiCf/SiC workpiece is prepared by chemical
vapor infiltration (CVI) process, as shown in Figure 1. The diameter of the SiC fiber is about
12–13 μm, and the thickness of the interface layer is approximately 0.4 μm. The preparation
process of CMC-SiCf/SiC mainly includes the CVI process, precursor impregnation and
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pyrolysis (PIP) process, and melt infiltration (MI) process. The advantage of the CVI process
is that there is basically no damage to the fibers, while the disadvantage is that the prepared
composites have high porosity.

 
Figure 1. The structure and the surface morphology of CMC-SiCf/SiC.

The schematic diagram of CMC-SiCf/SiC is processed by a nanosecond laser, as shown
in Figure 2. Processing equipment mainly includes a four-axis motion platform (Model:
D-200CNC, China), nanosecond laser, optical platform, optical path system components,
control system, etc., as shown in Figure 2a. The pulse width (τ) is 78 ns, the wavelength (l)
is 532 nm, and the beam quality (M2) less than or equal to 1.5. M2; is used to describe the
quality of the laser beam. The ideal beam quality M2; is 1, it can be greater than or equal to
1 in practice, and the beam quality of a laser source becomes worse as M2 increases.

 

Figure 2. Grooving experimental platform and grooving experimental parameters. (a) Laser process-
ing platform; (b) grooving experimental parameters.

The spot quality analyzer was placed at point “A” to analyze the beam quality of
the laser source, and the laser beam energy density distribution satisfied the Gaussian
distribution, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Energy density distribution in the spot of the experimental laser source. (a) Three-
dimensional energy density distribution; (b) two-dimensional energy density distribution.

The single beam was first split into two laser beams, and finally, the two beams
were coupled at point “E” by adjusting the angle of the two laser beams. The angles
of the two laser beams of the dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser in the y-0-z plane
were 1.09 degrees and 1.33 degrees, respectively, and the angle difference between the two
beams was 0.24 degrees. The angles in the x-0-z plane are 3.58 degrees and 9.97 degrees,
respectively, and the sum of the angles between the two laser beams is 13.55 degrees.
Because the focal lengths of the two optical focusing lenses used in the experiment are
equal, the two laser beams have the same focal position; that is, the two beams have the
same spot size in the beam waist plane of the single beam. However, since the incidence
angles of the beams in the x-0-z plane are not equal, the coupled poses of the two laser
beams in the x-0-z plane are shown in Figure 2. When the laser pulse energy emitted by the
laser source is constant, the pulse energy of the two laser beams is not equal, and the pulse
energy of the right laser beam is smaller than the left one.

Fiber composites have high thermal anisotropy in the direction parallel to and per-
pendicular to the fiber [23]. In the plane, the heat transfer is obvious along the direction
parallel to the fiber arrangement, and in space, the heat can be transmitted in multiple
directions, including the direction perpendicular to the fiber arrangement [24]. While the
substrate absorbs heat, it also transfers heat to the interface layer, which in turn transfers
heat to the fiber. In addition to the heat absorbed by the fiber itself from the laser, the fiber
also conducts heat from the interface layer. Due to the thermal conductivity of fibers, heat
is more easily conducted along the direction of fiber distribution [17].

In order to distinguish the intensity of laser energy density during the double-beam
coupling nanosecond laser grooving, the grooving energy region is divided into low energy
density grooving, medium energy density grooving, and high energy density grooving.
In a certain range of laser energy density, when the grooving track is discontinuous, it is
called low energy density grooving, and this range can be called the low energy density
region. When the grooving track is continuous, but the recasting layer cannot completely
cover the grooving surface, it is called medium energy density grooving, and this interval
can be called medium energy density region. When the grooving track is continuous, and
the recasting layer completely covers the grooving surface, it is called high energy density
grooving, and this interval can be called high energy density region.

Two groups of grooving experiments were carried out in two different regions of
the surface of the CMC-SiCf/SiC sample: experiments 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 2b.
The laser power was measured using the laser power meter at point “E” in Figure 2a.
In order to explore the influence of fiber thermal conductivity on grooved morphology,
grooving experiment 1 was carried out, as shown in Table 1. In order to explore the
influence of different scanning directions of dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser on
grooved morphology, experiment 2 was carried out on the basis of grooving experiment 1,
as shown in Table 2. In experiment 2, the purpose of changing the laser energy density was
achieved by changing the laser power when the laser repetition frequency was 10 kHz, and
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the laser repetition frequency was changed to achieve the purpose of changing the laser
energy density when the laser power was 14 W. The feed speeding (v) was 200 mm/min,
and the defocus amount was 0 mm in experiments 1 and 2.

Table 1. Experiment parameters of nanosecond laser grooving (experiment 1, medium energy
density grooving).

Parameter Numerical Value

Laser power, P/W 10
Repetition frequency, f /kHz 20
laser energy density,
ϕ/(J/cm2) 8.22

Scanning direction Longitudinal Transverse

Table 2. Experiment parameters of nanosecond laser grooving (experiment 2, high energy den-
sity grooving).

Parameter Numerical Value

Laser power, P/W 14 15 16 17 18
Repetition frequency, f /kHz 3 5 7 10 12
Scanning direction Longitudinal Transverse

The laser energy density is expressed as [25,26]:

ϕ =
P

π f ω2
0

(1)

where P is the average laser power (W), f is the laser repetition frequency (Hz), and ω0 is
the equivalent waist radius of 44 μm for a dual-beam coupling laser. According to Equation
(1), the laser energy densities corresponding to different laser repetition frequencies and
laser powers can be calculated as shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Table 3. The laser energy density corresponding to different laser powers when the repetition
frequency is 10 kHz.

Laser Power, P/W 14 15 16 17 18

laser energy density, ϕ/(J/cm2) 23.01 24.66 26.31 27.95 29.59

Table 4. The laser energy density corresponding to different laser repetition frequencies when the
laser power is 14 W.

Repetition Frequency, f /kHz 3 5 7 10 12

laser energy density, ϕ/(J/cm2) 76.73 46.04 32.88 23.01 19.18

After the grooving experiments of the two groups, the specimens were immersed
in a solution of 99.7% ethanol for 10 min for ultrasonic cleaning, and then the grooved
morphology was observed by Laser Confocal Microscope (Model: KEYENCE VK-X200K,
Japan), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, Model: QUANTA FEG 250, FEI, Hillsboro, OR,
USA 250), and Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS, Model: FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Analysis of Grooved Topographies of Medium Energy Density Grooving

In order to analyze the physical and chemical changes in the surface grooving regions,
the grooved morphologies of experiment 1 were observed under laser confocal microscopy,
as shown in Figure 4. Under the parameters of experiment 1 (ϕ = 8.22 J/cm2), grooves in
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different scanning directions are continuous. When the laser energy density is 8.22 J/cm2,
CMC-SiCf/SiC can be effectively removed, but the recast layer cannot completely cover the
groove surface, which is the grooves with medium energy density. When the nanosecond
laser acts on the surface of the material, the high temperature triggers a series of chemical
reactions, such as the formation of oxides, and finally, leads to the removal of CMC-SiCf/SiC
under the influence of various physical and chemical factors. In the process of nanosecond
laser grooving, there is an oxidation phenomenon, and the white solid particles produced
are SiO2 [27].

 

Figure 4. The grooved morphologies of different regions in experiment 1 (a-1–f-2).

It was found that the orientation of the fibers could affect the grooved morphology
under confocal microscopy, as shown in Figure 5, as it correlates with the thermal conduc-
tion velocity of the fibers being higher than that of the matrix and a large difference in the
removal temperature of each component of the composite [12,13]. After the light beam is
irradiated to the fiber, the fiber can conduct heat along the fiber arrangement direction so
that the groove surface morphology of the fiber arrangement area is different from that of
the matrix area. Therefore, the orientation and thermal conductivity of the fibers must be
considered when processing CMC-SiCf/SiC by nanosecond laser at medium energy density.

 
Figure 5. The morphologies of transverse scanning grooves in different regions. (a) Regions of matrix
and longitudinal fiber arrangement; (b) regions of matrix and transverse fiber arrangement.
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3.2. Analysis of Three-Dimensional Feature of High Energy Density Grooving
3.2.1. Three-Dimensional Feature of Grooves at Different Laser Energy Densities

The laser energy density can be increased by increasing laser power and decreasing
repetition frequency. It was found that when laser power is 14 W and the repetition
frequency is 12 kHz, the energy density ϕ is 19.18 J/cm2, and a large number of recasting
layers are accumulated on both sides of the grooving surface. CMC-SiCf/SiC removed by
fiber heat conduction is completely covered by the recasting layer (See Figure 6), which is
the high energy density grooving. The depth of the groove bottom on the left is significantly
larger than that on the right when the laser is longitudinal scanning, which is caused by
the unequal pulse energy of the two laser beams.

 

Figure 6. The grooved morphologies in different scanning directions under laser power of 14 W and
repetition frequency of 12 kHz. (a) Transverse scanning region; (b) longitudinal scanning region.

The values of grooving width of longitudinal scanning (GWLS), grooving width
of transverse scanning (GWTS), grooving depth of longitudinal scanning (GDLS), and
grooving depth of transverse scanning (GDTS) in the fiber longitudinal distribution region
(FLDR), fiber transverse distribution region (FTDR), and matrix region (MR) are shown
in Figure 7. It was found that the trough depth and width in each region are close to the
overall value, and the error of each set of parameters is small. This is because the recast
layer covers the grooved surface, and the width and depth of the groove are mainly affected
by the morphology of the recasting layer, while the second factor is the thermal conductivity
of the fiber. That is, when the energy density ϕ is greater than or equal to 19.18 J/cm2,
the morphology of CMC-SiCf/SiC dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser etching is less
affected by the thermal conductivity of fibers. The recasting layer produced by laser on
CMC-SiCf/SiC is obvious, which directly affects the grooved morphologies.
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Figure 7. Grooving depth and width in different regions under laser power of 14 W and repetition
frequency of 12 kHz.

Figure 8 shows the grooved section morphologies under different frequencies and
scanning directions when laser power is 14 W and defocus amount is 0 mm. It can be
seen that the groove shape in transverse scanning is a V shape and that in longitudinal
scanning is a W shape. Compared with longitudinal scan grooving, the depth (h) and
width (s) of transverse scan grooving are larger and smaller, respectively. This is because
the trajectory of the two laser beams incident from the cross-section of the grooving and
acting on the bottom of the grooving almost coincide when the laser beam is transverse
scanning. Therefore, a secondary grooving effect in space exists. Two laser beams incident
from two directions of the cross-section of the groove and act on both sides of the groove
simultaneously when the laser beam is longitudinal scanning. Therefore, there is no
secondary grooving effect in space.

 

Figure 8. The section morphologies of grooves in different scanning directions. (a) Transverse
scanning and repetition frequency of 5 kHz; (b) transverse scanning and repetition frequency of
10 kHz; (c) longitudinal scanning and repetition frequency of 5 kHz; (d) longitudinal scanning and
repetition frequency of 10 kHz.
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When the laser beam is transverse scanning, the grooving depth and grooving width
show a trend of first increasing, then decreasing, and finally increasing with the increase
in laser energy density. When the beam is longitudinal scanning, the grooving depth first
decreases and then increases with the increase in laser energy density, while the grooving
width first increases, then decreases, and finally increases with the increase in laser energy
density, as shown in Figure 9. The depth of the transverse grooving is greater than that of
the longitudinal grooving when the laser beam is transverse and longitudinal scanning, the
maximum grooving depth is approximately 145.39 μm when the laser energy density is
76.73 J/cm2, and the minimum grooving depth is approximately 83.76 μm when the laser
energy density is about 29.59 J/cm2 (See Figure 9a). The width of the transverse grooving
is smaller than that of the longitudinal grooving when the laser beam is transverse and
longitudinal scanning; the maximum grooving width is approximately 132.40 μm when the
laser energy density is about 29.59 J/cm2, the minimum grooving width is approximately
54.33 μm and when the laser energy density is about 19.18 J/cm2 (See Figure 9b).

Figure 9. The changes in grooving depth and width in different laser energy densities. (a) Grooving
depth; (b) grooving width.

3.2.2. Influence of Different Laser Powers on the Grooved Morphologies

The grooved morphology is shown in Figure 10 when the repetition frequency is
10 kHz, the laser power is 14 W, the feed speed is 200 mm/min, and transverse scanning.
Recasting layers with irregular morphology are generated on both sides of the groove
when the energy density is high; this is 23.01 J/cm2. This is because when the laser energy
density is high enough, CMC-SiCf/SiC melts and is removed. As CMC-SiCf/SiC cools and
solidifies in a very short time after the light beam leaves the material irradiation region, it
rapidly shrinks irregularly from a molten state to a solid state, forming a recast layer with
irregular morphology. Compared with the middle energy density grooves in Figure 5, the
recasting layer of high energy density grooves not only covers the grooves completely but
also covers some fibers on the material surface. The morphology changes caused by the
thermal conductivity of fibers cannot be observed under the confocal microscope at 200×,
400×, and 1000× magnifications. Therefore, it is further indicated that when the laser
energy density is high, the obvious recasting layer is produced after the laser is applied to
CMC-SiCf/SiC, which directly affects the grooved morphology.

When the laser power is 14 W and the repetition frequency is 10 kHz, that is, the energy
density in the spot is 23.01 J/cm2, the grooved morphologies of laser transverse scanning
processing in different regions are shown in Figure 11. The recasting layer completely
covers both sides of the grooved surface and presents a “zig-zag” structure along the laser
scanning direction, and there are “recessed ravines” on the surface of the recasting layer.
The material is in a molten state and is sprayed on both sides of the grooved surface under
the condition of high temperature and high pressure. As the temperature and pressure
decrease in the laser grooved region, the molten material cools rapidly to form a recasting
layer. Under the action of high pressure, the molten material near the laser irradiation
sputters around the laser irradiation point and forms a “gully” after cooling. The cooled
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products are stacked one after another to form a recasting layer. The recasting layer of
the grooved surface in the fiber transverse arrangement region and the fiber longitudinal
arrangement region presents a flocculent structure (See Figure 11(a-2,b-2)) and is in a fluffy
state (See Figure 11(a-4,b-4)). The recasting layer in the matrix distribution region presents
a cohesive structure (See Figure 11(c-2)), which is relatively flat compared to the recasting
layer in the fiber arrangement region. A small amount of material is removed from the
grooved border of the matrix distribution area.

Figure 10. The grooved morphologies with repetition frequency of 10 kHz and laser power of 14 W:
(a) 200×magnifications; (b) 400× magnifications; (c) 1000× magnifications.

Figure 11. The grooved morphologies in different regions during transverse grooving. (a-1–a-4) Fiber
longitudinal arrangement; (b-1–b-4) fiber transverse arrangement; (c-1–c-4) matrix distribution.

The incidence angle of the two laser beams [28] and the angle between the coupling
of the two laser beams can affect the element distribution of the recasting layer. Figure 12
shows the grooved morphology when the longitudinal fiber arrangement and laser trans-
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verse scanning region. The distribution of Si, O, N, C, and B element on the surface of the
recasting layer on the upper side of the grooved surface is denser than that on the lower
side. This is because the laser pulse energy irradiated on the material surface by the laser
beam with an oblique angle can be divided into three regions during grooving [25]. The
laser energy density on the side with the smaller angle between the laser beam and the
material surface is higher, resulting in more oxide distribution of the recasting layer on the
upper side of the grooved surface.

 

Figure 12. Distribution of different elements of fiber longitudinal arrangement and laser transverse
scanning region.

Figure 13 shows the grooved morphology when the fibers are transverse arrangement,
and the laser beam is longitudinal scanning. There is a bulge in the center of the grooving,
and the recasting layer in the depression in the center of the grooving has cracks under
the action of surface tension and residual stress. Because the pulse energy of the two laser
beams and the incidence angle in the x-0-z plane are not equal, the distribution of Si, C,
O and N elements in the grooved region 1 is denser than that of the grooved region 2.
Therefore, the grooved morphology can be changed by changing the pulse energy of the
two laser beams and the incidence angle of the laser beams.

The grooved morphologies corresponding to different laser powers are shown in
Figure 14 when the longitudinal fiber arrangement and laser transverse scanning. The
“serrated” tooth profile of the recasting layer becomes more pronounced as the laser power
increases. The two laser beams of the dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser are irradiated
obliquely on the material surface in the y-0-z plane, and the recasting layer on the upper
side of the grooved surface has a more obvious tooth shape.

The relationship between grooving depth and grooving width under different laser
powers is shown in Figure 15 when the repetition frequency is 10 kHz. It was found that
compared with longitudinal scanning (LS), transverse scanning (TS) has a larger depth
and smaller width. The grooving depths of the transverse and longitudinal scanning of
the laser beam first increased and then decreased with the increase in laser power. This is
because the plasma gradually increases with increasing laser power, resulting in a plasma
shielding effect [29]. The plasma shielding effect hinders the further action of the laser and
CMC-SiCf/SiC. However, the amount of recasting layer and oxide generated increases with
laser power, and these formations adhere to the grooved surface, ultimately leading to a
decrease in groove depth. The grooving width of the transverse and longitudinal scanning
of the laser beam first increased and then decreased with the increase in laser power, while
the groove width of the longitudinal scanning of the laser beam increased with the increase
in the laser power. It can be seen that when the laser beam is transverse scanning, the
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thickness of the recasting layer covering the grooved surface increases with the increase in
laser power, and the thickness of the recasting layer is the largest when the laser power is
18 W, resulting in the smallest grooving width.

 

Figure 13. The grooved morphologies corresponding to different magnifications and distribution of
different elements of fiber transverse arrangement (a1–a4) and laser longitudinal scanning region:
(a) 300× magnifications; (b) 600× magnifications; (c) 1200× magnifications; (d) 2400× magnifications.

Figure 14. The grooved morphologies corresponding to different laser powers: (a) 14 W; (b) 15 W;
(c) 16 W; (d) 17 W; (e) 18 W.
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Figure 15. The change in grooving depth and width with increasing laser power in different feeding
directions. (a) Grooving depth; (b) grooving width.

3.2.3. Influence of Different Laser Frequencies on the Grooved Morphologies

The grooved morphologies corresponding to different laser repetition frequencies are
shown in Figure 16 when the fiber longitudinal arrangement and laser transverse scanning.
The recasting layer of the grooved surface is relatively flat when the repetition frequency is
less than 10 kHz. The recasting layer of the grooved surface is more uneven, and the tooth
shape is obvious when the repetition frequency is greater than or equal to 10 kHz. The
recasting layer of the grooved surface is irregular, and a part of the fibers is not removed
when the repetition frequency is 12 kHz.

Figure 16. The grooved morphologies corresponding to different repetition frequencies: (a) 3 kHz;
(b) 5 kHz; (c) 7 kHz; (d) 10 kHz; (e) 12 kHz.

The fibers are cut by the laser beam from the side of the grooved surface, as shown
in Figure 17, when the repetition frequency is 12 kHz, laser power is 10 W, fibers are
longitudinal arrangement, and laser beam is transverse scanning (ϕ = 19.18 J/cm2). This is
because the fiber can be removed when the energy density in the laser spot is small, and
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the laser beam is directly irradiated on fiber, but the reflected laser cannot remove the fiber.
Compared to SiC matrix, SiC fibers are more difficult to be removed by laser.

 

Figure 17. The grooved morphologies corresponding to different magnifications: (a) 80× magnifica-
tions; (b) 300× magnifications; (c) 600× magnifications; (d) 200× magnifications.

The relationship between grooving depth and grooving width at different repetition
frequencies is shown in Figure 18 when the laser power is 14 W. It was found that transverse
scanning (TS) has greater depth and narrower width than longitudinal scanning (LS). When
the frequency is 3 kHz, the measurement deviation of transverse scanning depth is large.
This is because the repetition frequency is smaller so that the energy density in the unit
area is more concentrated, the number of pulses at the same time is smaller, and the
spacing and depth of pulse points at the bottom of the tank are larger. The fluctuation
range of measured values increases as the degree of unevenness increases (See Figure 5a).
Longitudinal scanning of the grooved morphology shows that the depth on both sides of
the bottom of the grooving is not equal (See Figure 5b). This is because when the beam
irradiates to the bottom of the grooving, it is already in a positive defocusing state, and the
energy density of the two laser beams from the beam splitter is not equal.

 

Figure 18. The change in grooving depth and width with increasing frequency in different feeding
directions. (a) Grooving depth; (b) grooving width.

4. Grooving Mechanism

The above analysis can provide theoretical support for the study of the CMC-SiCf/SiC
dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser grooving process. In the process of nanosecond laser
grooving, the thermal effect plays a major role and forms the laser action region. Heat
diffuses from the center of the laser action area to the periphery to form the HAZ [18].

When CMC-SiCf/SiC is melted at a high temperature, the material is oxidized to SiO2
and aggregates to form solids of granular. Under high temperature and high pressure, SiO2
particles are continuously sprayed outward from the laser action area and attached to the
grooving area under the action of gravity to form the grooving affected area. CO2, CO,
and other gases generated during the grooving process are diffused into the air. Under
medium energy density, the grooved morphology is significantly affected by the thermal
conductivity of fibers, and the grooved surface morphology is irregular. Under high energy
density, there is a difference between transverse scanning and longitudinal scanning in
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the grooving section morphology. Compared with the longitudinal scanning, the depth
h of the transverse scanning grooving surface is larger, and the width s is smaller. The
grooved morphology of transverse scanning is V shape, and that of longitudinal scanning
is W shape, as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Schematic diagram of CMC-SiCf/SiC by using dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, two groups of grooves of CMC-SiCf/SiC are carried out by using a
new dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser. The effects of processing parameters such as
scanning direction, laser power, and laser repetition frequency on the grooved morphology
were studied, and the material removal mechanism and grooved morphology in different
regions of CMC-SiCf/SiC were analyzed. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The thermal conductivity of fiber has a significant effect on the local characteristics
of the grooved morphology when using a medium energy density grooving, such as the
laser energy density is 8.22 J/cm2. The obvious recasting layer is produced after the laser is
applied to CMC-SiCf/SiC when using a high energy density laser grooving, which directly
affects the grooved morphology. The thermal conductivity of fiber has a significant effect on
the local characteristics of the grooved morphology when using a medium energy density
grooving, such as the laser energy density being greater than or equal to 19.18 J/cm2. When
the dual-beam coupling nanosecond laser irradiated to CMC-SiCf/SiC, a small portion of
solid CMC-SiCf/SiC was directly converted to gas and sublimated to remove, and most of
the solid CMC-SiCf/SiC was removed when heated;

(2) The depth of the transverse grooving is greater than that of the longitudinal
grooving when the laser beam is transverse and longitudinal scanning, the maximum
grooving depth is approximately 145.39 μm when the laser energy density is 76.73 J/cm2,
and the minimum grooving depth is approximately 83.76 μm when the laser energy density
is about 29.59 J/cm2. The plasma shielding effect affects the grooving depth of dual-beam
coupling nanosecond lasers. The fiber can be removed when the energy density in the
laser spot is small, and the laser beam is directly irradiated on SiC fiber, but the reflected
laser cannot remove the fiber. Compared to SiC matrix, SiC fibers are more difficult to be
removed by laser;

(3) The grooved morphology of transverse scanning is V shape, and that of longitudinal
scanning is W shape. In the transverse scanning of the dual-beam coupling nanosecond
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laser, the rejections of the two beams incident from the cross-section of the groove and
acting on the bottom of the grooves almost coincide, and one is in front of the other. This is
because of the existence of a secondary grooving effect in time. During the longitudinal
scanning, two laser beams of light incident from two directions of the cross-section of the
slot act on both sides of the slot and are synchronized simultaneously. This is because there
is no secondary grooving effect. Therefore, the grooving section morphology of transverse
scanning has a larger depth and smaller width than that of longitudinal scanning when the
laser parameters are the same.
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Abstract: In this study, the novel coaxial-annulus-argon-assisted (CAAA) atmosphere is proposed
to enhance the machining capacity of the water-jet-guided laser (WJGL) when dealing with hard-
to-process materials, including ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) and chemical-vapor-deposition
(CVD) diamond. A theoretical model was developed to describe the two-phase flow of argon and the
water jet. Simulations and experiments were conducted to analyze the influence of argon pressure on
the working length of the WJGL beam, drainage circle size, and extreme scribing depth on ceramic
matrix composite (CMC) substrates. A comparative experiment involving coaxial annulus and
helical atmospheres revealed that the coaxial annulus atmosphere disrupts the water jet proactively,
while effectively maintaining the core velocity within the confined working length and enhancing
the processing capability of the WJGL beam. Single-point percussion drilling experiments were
performed on a CMC substrate to evaluate the impact of machining parameters on hole morphology.
The maximum depth-to-width ratio of the groove and depth-to-diameter ratio of the hole reached up
to 41.2 and 40.7, respectively. The thorough holes produced by the CAAAWJGL demonstrate superior
roundness and minimal thermal damage, such as fiber drawing and delamination. The average tensile
strength and fatigue life of the CMCs specimens obtained through CAAAWJGL machining reached
212.6 MPa and 89,463.8 s, exhibiting higher machining efficiency and better mechanical properties
compared to femtosecond (194.2 MPa; 72,680.2 s) and picosecond laser (198.6 MPa; 80,451.4 s)
machining. Moreover, groove arrays with a depth-to-width ratio of 11.5, good perpendicularity,
and minimal defects on a CVD diamond were fabricated to highlight the feasibility of the proposed
machining technology.

Keywords: water-jet-guided laser; coaxial-annulus-argon-assisted atmosphere; machining capacity;
hard-to-process materials

1. Introduction

The aviation and aerospace industries are experiencing rapid development, which
has posed significant challenges for the performance of critical components. In response,
hard-to-process materials, such as CMCs and diamond, have emerged as viable alterna-
tives to conventional structural materials. However, owing to the distinctive mechanical,
thermal, and chemical properties, these materials can hardly be processed by conventional
mechanical drilling, grinding, electrical discharge machining, and laser machining with
both high efficiency and quality [1–3]. Ultrafast laser machining is a proper choice, but
its machining capacity is limited when dealing with a structure characterized by a large
depth-to-depth/diameter ratio. Hence, it is essential to discover a general and reliable
machine tool.
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Water-jet-guided laser (WJGL) processing was first introduced by Richerzhagen
through the approach of using a compact water jet as a multimode fiber to take advantage
of both water jetting and laser machining [4]. Since its invention, this technology has found
numerous applications in diverse fields, such as aviation, aerospace, semiconductor, and
medical industries. For instance, Sun et al. used a WJGL to cut carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastics substrate [5]. Through the multi-pass scanning, a sawtooth shape on the side
wall can be observed which results from the perturbance of jet flow induced by the kerf
shape. Although the formation of a heat-affected zone is suppressed, the cutting efficiency
is relatively low compared with laser machining. Drilling experiments on SiC-reinforced
aluminum metal matrix composites and thermal-barrier-coated alloy were put forward by
Marimuthu et al. [6,7]. The holes are characterized by a good entrance circularity and low
taper. By comparing the numerical and experimental results, it is indicated that when the
hole depth increases, the water layer deposited at the hole bottom and substrate surface
can induce the local breakup of the WJGL beam, resulting in the discontinuous interaction
between the WJGL beam and the substrate, as well as a reduced material removal rate. An
in-depth investigation of the surface-structure formation during the WJGL machining of a
718-nickel-based superalloy was carried out by Liao et al. [8]. Their discoveries indicate
that the deposited water and confined plasma plume can trigger the appearance of recast
layer, which can hardly be removed and further influences the mechanical property of the
substrate.

Although WJGL has proved its feasibility in handling some materials, its machining
capacity is still troubled by a typical technical bottleneck. Specifically, the water jet stability
is easily interrupted by the ambient and deposited water layer, leading to the breakage of
the water jet and leakage of the laser energy, which has a serious detrimental impact on the
ablation process. Our previous research attempted to solve this problem by using a coaxial
helical gas atmosphere [9]. The argon yields a longer working length for the WJGL beam
and has a better scribing quality compared to other gases, but the machining efficiency is
still limited.

In this paper, a novel coaxial annulus argon atmosphere is first introduced with the
purpose of protecting the velocity core of the WJGL beam and promoting its machining
capacity. The theoretical model describing the coaxial annulus argon atmosphere and water
jet two-phase flow is established. The influence and related mechanism of argon pressure
on the working length of the WJGL beam, drainage circle size, and extreme scribing depth
on the CMC substrate are revealed, while helical atmosphere is selected as the comparison
object. In this study, single-point percussion drilling experiments were carried out on a
CMC substrate to uncover the influence of machining parameters on structure morphology
and the extreme depth-to-diameter ratio of holes. In addition, through layer-by-layer
concentric-circle drilling experiments and tensile tests on CMC specimens, the mechanical
property of holes processed by the CAAAWJGL and ultrafast lasers was quantitatively
evaluated. On these bases, the CAAAWJGL was applied to scribe micro grooves on CVD
diamond, with a large depth-to-width ratio, good consistency, and limited defects.

2. Numerical Setup

The theoretical basis for characterizing the flow field of the CAAAWJGL is provided
in the Supplementary Materials [10–12]. A three-dimensional asymmetrical model is estab-
lished to demonstrate the argon–water-jet two-phase flow, as illustrated in Figure 1a. The
argon phase enters the outer chamber through a 1.5 mm diameter inlet and is subsequently
directed into the inner chamber through eight cylindrical channels, with a 45◦ angle be-
tween adjacent channels. Meanwhile, the water phase is introduced into the computational
domain through a nozzle with an 80 μm diameter. Finally, the argon phase is ejected from
the inner chamber, coaxially with the water jet, resulting in a two-phase argon–water-jet
flow. Both the water and argon inlets are defined as pressure inlets, and the bottom of the
computational domain is defined as the pressure outlet, while all other boundaries are
considered to be walls. The external pressure is set at atmospheric pressure. Additionally,
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unstructured meshes are automatically generated using the tetra/mixed method. To ensure
simulation accuracy and computational efficiency, the distance between the bottom of the
inside chamber and calculation domain is set as 60 mm. The meshes surrounding the water
inlet are refined due to the diameter of the water jet being within three orders of magnitude
shorter than the height of the calculation domain, as shown in Figure 1b. It is important to
note that the distance between the water inlet and the bottom of the inside chamber is set
to 8 mm, which is consistent with the dimension in the coupling device.

 

Figure 1. Calculation domain of water–argon two-phase flow: (a) three-dimensional structure and
(b) its mesh generation.

The simulation process is reasonably simplified based on the following assumptions:

(1) The dynamic viscosities and densities of water and argon phases are considered to be
constants.

(2) The absorption of laser energy during its transmission in the water jet is disregarded,
and the internal temperature of the calculation domain is held constant at 300 K.

(3) The non-slip boundary is applied between the fluids and the wall. Additionally, the
velocity gradient of fluids is assumed to be perpendicular to the wall.

(4) In the initial stage, the calculation domain is filled with ambient air, meaning that the
initial volume fractions of water and argon are both zero.

3. Experimental Setup

The laser source utilized for the experiments is a Nd:YAG nanosecond laser (Pulse
532-50-LP, Inngu Laser Co., Ltd., Soochow, China), and the main output parameters are
presented in Table 1. The schematic of the experimental setup for CAAAWJGL machining
is demonstrated in Figure 2. After beam expansion, the laser beam is focused onto the
diamond nozzle through an objective (Linos Focus-Ronar, f = 63 mm). The diameter of
the laser beam is 15 mm after beam expansion. The theoretical focal spot diameter can be
calculated based on Equation (1):

DC =
4 · λL · fO

π · dE
· M2 (1)

where λL is the emitted laser wavelength; f O is the focal length of the objective; dE is laser
beam diameter after expansion; M2 is the laser-beam quality factor; and DC is calculated
as 34.13 μm, which is far smaller than the nozzle diameter (80 μm). Therefore, a well-
distributed CAAAWJGL can be realized.
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Table 1. Main output parameters of applied laser source.

Parameter Wavelength
Pulse

Duration
Repetition

Rate
Average
Power

Pulse
Energy

M2

Value 532 nm 100–120 ns 50–100
kHz

50 W
(max) 1 mJ (max) 12

Figure 2. Schematic of the CAAAWJGL machining system.

The working liquid utilized in this study is deionized water (Watson). The argon
gas exhibits high purity levels of 99%, with a dynamic viscosity of 22.624 μPa·s. The
CMC substrates and specimens for tensile testing were obtained from the Manufacturing
Technology Institute of Aviation Industry Corporation of China (Beijing, China). The CMC
substrate’s thickness and porosity are 3.3 mm and 6.2%, respectively. The microscopic
cross-sectional morphology of the substrate is depicted in Figure 3.

 
Figure 3. The cross-sectional morphology of the pristine CMC substrate.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. The Influence of Coaxial Annulus Argon Atmosphere on WJGL Beam

Figure 4 presents the characteristics of the streamline and velocity of the argon phase
within the argon chambers at inlet pressures of 20 MPa and 0.1 MPa for the water and
argon phases, respectively. The streamline of water–argon two-phase flow on the central
top section of reference plane α is shown in Figure 5a. Notably, despite the unilateral and
oblique flow of the argon phase into the outside chamber, it exhibits a quasi-uniform flow
into the inside chamber through eight cylindrical channels, as displayed in Figure 4b. Upon
impinging the inner wall of the inside chamber, the velocity vector of the argon phase
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changes direction to become vertical, leading to a significant momentum loss, as depicted
in Figure 4c. Eventually, the argon phase is ejected from the chamber in an annulus-shaped
distribution that encircles the water jet, generating a shield, as shown in Figure 4d. Based
on Figures 4 and 5, the maximum value of M (relative description is provided in the
Supplementary Materials) is calculated as follows:

Mmax =
1.784 × 50.742

997 × 190.32 = 0.00013 (2)

 

Figure 4. (a) Demonstration of reference planes α and β; (b) the overall streamline of argon, velocity
vector distribution of argon on reference planes (c) α and (d) β.

 
Figure 5. (a) Streamline of water–argon two-phase flow in the central top section; (b) water jet
velocity along axis.

The velocity of the water jet along its central axis is displayed in Figure 5b, above,
exhibiting a gradual decrease to approximately 190.3 m/s. This velocity can be maintained
within the transmission length of 42.5 mm, thereby constraining the majority of the water
phase within a circular region. The surrounding argon atmosphere is effectively barred from
intruding into this region, enabling the laser beam to propagate along the water jet in a state
of total internal reflection without any leakage. Based on the aforementioned explanations
and the Mmax value, this section constitutes the optimal zone for WJGL machining and is,
hence, referred to as the working length. However, when the transmission length exceeds
42.5 mm, the water jet velocity experiences a sudden decline within 5 mm, followed by
a gradual reduction. This phenomenon indicates the initiation of water jet divergence,
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resulting in the gradual disappearance of the jet core beyond the working length. This
portion of the jet is unsuitable for WJGL machining due to its severe divergence and
unstable velocity.

Figure 6 presents the working lengths of water jet under various argon pressures, as
obtained from both numerical simulations and verification experiments. For the latter, a
laser power of 2.2 W is used to facilitate the visualization of the working length of the water
jet. Digital-camera images (captured by D90, Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) of typical
morphologies are shown in Figure 7. The end of the working length is defined as the point
at which the laser beam started to leak from the water jet. It should be noted that the length
of the empty region on the ruler is measured as 5 mm. The working length, defined as the
sum of the external stable length and the distance between the nozzle exit and bottom of
the coupling device (8 mm), was used for all experiments. Each experiment was repeated
five times to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the results.

 
Figure 6. Comparison of working length of water jet obtained via simulations and experiments.

Figure 7. Typical CAAAWJGL beam morphologies and external working-length measurement results.

Referring to Figures 6 and 7, above, there exists a non-negligible difference between
the numerical and experimental working lengths. This discrepancy can be attributed to
the following three factors: Firstly, due to the limitations of the processing technology,
the utilized diamond nozzle may exhibit defects such as notches, cracks, or burrs on its
entrance and inner surface. These imperfections can trigger disturbances in the water jet
as it is ejected from the nozzle. Secondly, the water in the coupling chamber is introduced
by the piston pump through the high-pressure pipeline, and this process inevitably brings
in impulses, causing certain turbulence. Moreover, impurities and air bubbles may be en-
trained into the water jet during its transmission and ejection. All of these factors contribute
to the reduction in the working length of the water jet obtained from the experiments.
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Furthermore, it is evident that the coaxial annulus argon atmosphere has a detrimental
effect on the working length of the WJGL beam. Furthermore, this effect becomes increas-
ingly significant with a higher argon pressure. This finding contrasts with our previous
research, which utilized a helical argon atmosphere [9]. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that
the annulus argon atmosphere can ensure that the water jet maintains its core velocity, as
compared to the helical atmosphere. To quantitatively characterize this phenomenon, the
concentration ratio of the water jet, Rjet, throughout the working length is introduced in
this paper, and it is defined as follows:

Rjet =
D0.85

Djet
× 100% (3)

where Djet is the water jet diameter at the end of working length, and D0.85 is the circle
diameter within which the water jet velocity exceeds 85% of the maximum value. The
comparison of Rjet under coaxial annulus and helical argon atmospheres calculated by the
numerical simulation is illustrated in Figure 8, with a fixed external working length and
inlet water pressure of 16 mm and 20 MPa, respectively.

Figure 8. Comparison of Rjet under different argon atmospheres obtained by numerical simulations.

Verification experiments are proposed to provide insight into the aforementioned
discoveries from two perspectives. Firstly, upon the incidence of the WJGL beam being put
onto the substrate, an accumulated water layer manifests in the proximity of the water jet.
The presence of coaxial argon atmosphere causes the rapid discharge of this water layer
around the water jet, leading to the formation of a drainage circle [9], the schematic of
which is demonstrated in Figure 9a. The diameters of the drainage circle under different
argon atmospheres are characterized and illustrated in Figure 9b. A single-side polished
silicon wafer is selected as the substrate to emphasize the morphology of the drainage circle.
Additionally, single-row scribing experiments were conducted to reveal the machining
capacity of the WJGL beam under different argon atmospheres. The scribing parameters
are listed in Table 2. The evolution of the groove depth, as well as the morphologies of the
groove at extreme depths, is demonstrated in Figure 10.

Table 2. Experimental parameters of WJGL single-row scribing.

Pulse Energy Repetition Rate Scribing Velocity Scribing Time

1 mJ 50 kHz 10 mm/s 200
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic of drainage circle formation. (b) Comparison of drainage-circle diameters
under different argon atmospheres.

 

Figure 10. (a) Evolution of groove depth under different argon atmospheres. Cross-sectional mor-
phology of groove at extreme depth under (b) annulus and (c) helical atmospheres.

Figure 8, above, clearly demonstrates that the assistance of annular argon atmosphere
can ensure the maintenance of the core velocity of the water jet when compared with
the helical atmosphere. This effect is particularly pronounced at higher argon pressures.
Figures 9 and 10, above, provide further evidence of this phenomenon. In Figure 9, coaxial
annular and helical argon atmospheres result in a noticeable increase in the drainage-circle
diameter, with the former showing a superior performance. In Figure 10, both coaxial
annular and helical argon atmospheres significantly enhance the machining capacity of the
WJGL beam. To quantitatively analyze the promotion level, the promotion percentage of
the groove depth, Pgd, is defined as follows:

Pgd =

(
HAr

Hair
− 1

)
× 100% (4)

where HAr and Hair are the groove depth obtained under argon atmosphere and ambient
air, respectively. The maximum Pgd under annulus and helical atmospheres is calculated as
57.84% and 32.96%, and the maximum depth-to-width ratio of the groove realized under
annulus atmosphere reaches up to 41.2. Additionally, a positive correlation is observed
between the promotion level and the argon pressure, but the rate of increase gradually
decreased, which is similar to Figure 8.
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To comprehensively analyze the numerical and experimental results, boundary layer
units at the interface between different fluids near the nozzle exit were selected. The
results showed that the argon phase formed a compact shield around the WLGL beam
immediately after its ejection. This shield was characterized as a low swirl flow, with a
maximum curl of 0.0382 in both atmospheres, based on the simulation results, indicating
that the entrainment of the argon phase into the WJGL beam is negligible throughout the
working length [13]. Figure 11 illustrates the velocity vectors of each phase over a very
short transmission distance in the presence of different forms of argon atmosphere. Here, V
represents the velocity; subscripts G and A represent the auxiliary argon and external air
phases, respectively; and subscripts x, y, and z denote the direction of the velocity vector. In
Figure 11a, the air phase adjacent to the WJGL beam and annulus argon shield is expelled,
while the external air phase acquires velocity vectors along the Y and Z directions. On the
other hand, in Figure 11b, the helical shield continuously interacts with the WJGL beam
and the external air phase, leading to the external air phase acquiring velocity vectors
along the X, Y, and Z directions. Since the velocities of the WJGL beam and argon near the
nozzle exit are nearly identical in both atmospheres, the friction and momentum exchange
between argon and the WJGL beam, as well as argon and ambient air, are much more
moderate under the annulus argon atmosphere. This, in turn, results in a smaller angular
deformation rate of the WJGL beam unit at the boundary layer, leading to a reduced viscous
force applied to the WJGL beam unit, in accordance with the Newtonian inner friction law.

 

Figure 11. Schematic of velocity vector distribution at the boundary layer units between different
fluids near the nozzle exit under coaxial (a) annulus and (b) helical argon atmospheres.

Therefore, the WJGL beam can maintain its initial morphology for a certain transmis-
sion length under an annular atmosphere, resulting in suppressed boundary breakage and
higher jet core velocity when compared to the helical atmosphere. Consequently, there is
minimal leakage of laser energy from the WJGL beam, and it impinges on the substrates at
a higher velocity, which leads to a larger drainage circle [14]. These phenomena promote
the machining capacity of the WJGL beam in two ways: (1) by increasing the laser energy
intensity impacting the substrate and (2) by improving the water-expelling ability and
reducing water deposition in the groove. The former increases the ablation volume of the
CMC substrate per laser pulse, especially when the groove remains shallow. The latter
provides an appropriate environment for continuous interaction between the WJGL beam
and the substrate, which benefits the extension of the groove depth. This tendency is even
more pronounced at higher argon pressures, as the annulus argon shield plays a more
significant role in enhancing these effects.

The annulus argon atmosphere not only serves as a shield but also proactively inter-
rupts the transmission of the WJGL beam, leading it to the transition section prematurely,
as shown in Figure 12. As referenced in [15], the boundary of the WJGL beam generates a
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surface wave when transmitting through the gas atmosphere. The interaction between the
argon and WJGL beam towards the end of the working length significantly amplifies the
amplitude of the surface wave. A disturbance with a wavelength of λs applied to the WJGL
beam boundary results in radial curvature variation, rs, and axial curvature variation, Rs.
While rs causes the WJGL beam to diverge more rapidly, Rs restores it to a steady state. The
combined effects of rs and Rs impede the smooth transmission of the WJGL beam, leading
to a notable reduction in the working length and leakage of laser energy. This phenomenon
is exacerbated under higher argon pressures.

 

Figure 12. Schematic of WJGL beam interruption by annulus argon atmosphere.

Based on the analyses presented above, the working length of the WJGL beam is
shorter under a coaxial annulus atmosphere than under a helical atmosphere. However,
the WJGL beam exhibits a stronger machining capacity within this reduced length. To
fully capitalize on the benefits of an annulus atmosphere, it is imperative to maintain the
working length within a reasonable range.

4.2. Single-Point CAAAWJGL Percussion Drilling Experiments

According to the results in Section 4.1, a coaxial annulus argon atmosphere working
at 0.7 MPa was employed to assist the WJGL beam machining of a CMC substrate. The ex-
ternal working length was set as 12 mm. Single-point percussion drilling experiments were
conducted to investigate the influence of machining parameters on the hole morphology.
The parameters are presented in Table 3. Each experiment was repeated five times. The
representative morphologies of the hole entrance are depicted in Figure 13. The statistical
results of the entrance and exit diameters of the holes are outlined in Figure 14.

Table 3. Experimental parameters of single-point percussion drilling.

Water Pressure/MPa Pulse Energy/mJ Repetition Rate/kHz Drilling Time/s

10, 15, 20, 25, 30 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
1.0 50 60
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Figure 13. Entrance morphology of holes processed by percussion drilling under water pressure of
20 MPa and pulse energy of (a) 0.1 mJ, (b) 0.2 mJ, (c) 0.4 mJ, (d) 0.6 mJ, (e) 0.8 mJ, and (f) 1.0 mJ.

Figure 14. (a) Entrance and (b) exit diameters of holes under different water pressures and pulse
energies.

Insufficient ablation occurs at the surface layer when pulse energies of 0.1 mJ and 0.2 mJ
are employed, resulting in an irregular boundary of the hole entrance and unsuccessful
drilling; thus, the corresponding hole diameters are excluded in Figure 14, above. To explain
this phenomenon, an experimental setup was built to measure the laser energy distribution
within the WJGL beam, as illustrated in Figure 15a. The WJGL beam was incident on the
BK7 glass, and the laser transmitted through the BK7 glass and attenuation lens and then
reached the CCD connecting to the beam quality analyzer (SP620U, Ophir-Spiricon, North
Logan, UT, USA). According to Figure 15b, the utilization of low laser energy levels leads
to a reduced ablation area that surpasses the substrate’s ablation threshold. Consequently,
the overall volume of ablation remains low, even with increasing numbers of laser pulses
and water pressures. When the laser pulse energy exceeds 0.6 mJ, a thorough hole forms
under all water pressures, yielding a maximum depth-to-diameter ratio of 40.7, an outcome
that is difficult to achieve using other machining technologies. This finding underscores
the crucial role of laser pulse energy in WJGL machining compared to other parameters.
Furthermore, the maximum value of the hole entrance’s diameter is smaller than that of
the WJGL beam’s diameter, as supported by Figure 15b. This result implies that the laser
energy is constrained within the water jet during the drilling process. Consequently, the
ablation is localized, reducing any extra damage on the hole’s side wall.
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Figure 15. (a) Schematic of experimental setup for measuring the laser energy distribution within
WJGL beam. (b) Measured result and schematic of ablation threshold corresponding to laser fluence.

Moreover, it is worth noting that the SiC fibers at different layers exhibit anisotropic
distribution, and the diameters of warp and weft fibers in different positions also deviate
from each other, as evidenced by Figure 3. When the laser beam interacts with these fibers
inhomogeneously during the CAAAWJGL drilling process, the porous structure within the
substrate may cause the laser beam to break up locally, resulting in the beam being reflected
to an unpredictable location instead of transmitting downwards. These phenomena pose
significant obstacles to achieving uniform ablation of the substrate and the formation of
circular holes.

4.3. Layer-by-Layer Inside-Out CAAAWJGL Concentric-Circle Drilling and Tensile Tests

The application of CMCs in aeroengine combustors requires microhole drilling that
satisfies three critical requirements: (1) a diameter in the range of hundreds of microns,
(2) a good mechanical property, and (3) limited machining defects. To address these
requirements, a layer-by-layer inside-out concentric-circle drilling strategy was proposed
in this study [16], as shown in Figure 16a. The drilling progress at different stages is
presented in Figure 16b–d, where a laser safety glass is used to enhance the clarity of the
drilling process. Vertical and inclined holes were fabricated on CMC specimens, using the
parameters listed in Table 4. Each experiment was repeated five times. The characteristic
dimensions of the holes are listed in Tables 5 and 6. The typical entrance, exit, and cross-
sectional morphologies of the holes are depicted in Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 16. (a) Schematic of layer-by-layer inside-out concentric-circle drilling path. Digital morphol-
ogy of drilling process, (b) drilling initialization, (c) hole penetration, and (d) end of drilling process.

Table 4. Experimental parameters of layer-by-layer inside-out concentric-circle drilling.

Parameter RE/μm d/μm r/μm l/μm Layer
Number

Value 210 30 30 505 6

Argon pressure
/MPa

Repetition rate
/kHz

External working
length
/mm

Pulse energy
/mJ

Path scanning
velocity/mm·s−1 Drilling time/s

0.7 50 12 1.0 10 67

Table 5. Characteristic dimensions of vertical holes.

Hole Number 1 2 3 4 5 Average

Entrance diameter/μm 493.5 487.8 491.1 490.7 488.9 490.4
Entrance circularity/μm 3.5 4.2 4.1 3.6 4.1 3.9

Exit diameter/μm 385.6 383.5 386.9 386.5 385.5 385.6
Exit circularity/μm 5.3 5.2 4.9 4.6 4.5 4.9

Taper 0.0163 0.0158 0.0158 0.0158 0.0157 0.0159
Depth-to-diameter ratio 6.69 6.77 6.72 6.73 6.75 6.73

Table 6. Characteristic dimensions of inclined holes.

Hole Number 6 7 8 9 10 Average

Entrance diameter/μm 498.5 499.3 498.1 497.9 498.7 498.5
Entrance circularity/μm 4.2 5.1 4.8 4.7 3.2 4.4

Exit diameter/μm 416.5 424.6 417.5 416.8 425.1 420.1
Exit circularity/μm 5.6 4.8 5.2 5.5 4.4 5.1

Taper 0.0124 0.0113 0.0122 0.0123 0.0112 0.0119
Depth-to-diameter ratio 6.62 6.61 6.63 6.63 6.62 6.62
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Figure 17. Typical vertical-hole morphology of CMC sample.

 

Figure 18. Typical inclined-hole morphology of CMC sample.

It is evident that both holes exhibit excellent circularity at the entrance and exit.
Machining defects such as fiber drawing, microcracks, delamination, and heat-affected
zones are nearly nonexistent in the cross-sectional view. Furthermore, the taper of the
inclined hole is smaller than that of the vertical hole. The morphological deviation can be
attributed to differences in the drainage channel. Specifically, when drilling the inclined
hole, the substrate is positioned at an angle. The combined effect of gravity and the argon
atmosphere facilitates the smooth expulsion of the water layer on the substrate surface
and within the hole, creating an optimal environment for the effective interaction between
the WJGL beam and the substrate, consequently resulting in a larger exit diameter. In
contrast, when drilling the vertical hole, the drainage of the water layer relies solely on the
argon atmosphere.

Tensile tests were carried out to quantitatively evaluate the mechanical property
of the microhole processed by the CAAAWJGL. A thorough hole with a diameter of
0.5 mm was fabricated on the center of the specimen according to GJB 6475-2008 (a China
a Chinese military standard) [17], using the parameters listed in Table 3, as illustrated in
Figure 19. To highlight the advantage of CAAAWJGL machining, picosecond-laser (GX-30,
Edgewave, San Diego, CA, USA) and femtosecond-laser (Pharos-15, Light Conversion,
Vilnius, Lithuania) machining were chosen as the contrast objects, and the parameters
are listed in Table 7. The same drilling strategy was employed. After hole drilling, the
specimens were cleaned ultrasonically for 5 min and left to stand for 24 h under room
temperature (300 K) and a humidity level of 65%. Then, periodic load was applied on the
specimens by an electronic tensile testing machine (AGXplus, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), as
shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 19. Morphology of CMC specimen for tensile test processed by CAAAWJGL.

Table 7. Experimental parameters of femtosecond and picosecond laser drilling.

Laser
Parameter RE/

Mm
d/
μm

r/
μm

l/
μm

Layer
Number

Wavelength/nm

Femtosecond 230 30 20 165 20 1030
Picosecond 230 30 20 165 20 343

Laser
Parameter Pulse

duration/fs
Pulse energy

/μJ
Repetition rate

/kHz
Path scanning

time
Path scanning

velocity/mm·s−1 Drilling time/s

Femtosecond 255 400 37.5 400 150 87
Picosecond 8500 75 300 1100 400 95

 
Figure 20. Periodic load applied to the CMC specimen in the tensile test.

The experimental results on the tensile strength and fatigue life of specimens pro-
cessed by different machining approaches are documented in Tables 8 and 9, respectively.
The characteristic morphologies of the specimens after the tensile tests are depicted in
Figure 21. The results indicate that the specimens processed by CAAAWJGL exhibit a
superior performance in terms of the tensile strength and fatigue life compared to those
processed by ultrafast lasers. The CAAAWJGL-machined specimens demonstrate minimal
instances of fiber stripping and microcracks.

Table 8. Tensile strength of CMC specimens processed by different machining approaches.

Machining
Approach

Specimen
1/MPa

Specimen
2/MPa

Specimen
3/MPa

Specimen
4/MPa

Specimen
5/MPa

Average
/MPa

CAAAWJGL 198 237 209 214 205 212.6
Femtosecond 212 182 177 202 198 194.2
Picosecond 183 217 206 185 202 198.6

Table 9. Fatigue life of CMC specimens processed by different machining approaches.

Machining
Approach

Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 Specimen 4 Specimen 5 Average

CAAAWJGL/s 90,854 87,621 91,215 89,541 88,448 89,463.8
Femtosecond/s 74,510 71,362 70,651 73,021 73,857 72,680.2
Picosecond/s 79,954 81,825 77,514 78,659 80,305 80,451.4
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Figure 21. Characteristic specimen morphologies after tensile tests processed by (a) CAAAWJGL,
(b) femtosecond laser, and (c) picosecond laser.

Based on the experimental outcomes and discoveries in the existing literature [18], the
CAAAWJGL machining technique demonstrates its superiority through its stronger ma-
chining capacity and better mechanical property compared to dry ultrafast laser machining.
The reasons for this can be elucidated as follows.

The CAAAWJGL machining process involves the simultaneous actions of scouring
and cooling via the modified water jet, whereby the debris and confined plasma plume are
swiftly expelled by the rapid water jets subsequent to its generation, avoiding the formation
of molten deposits on the machined surface. Consequently, the boundary between warp
and weft SiC fiber is distinct without any drawing, thereby preserving the mechanical
properties of the machined surface. Additionally, the CAA atmosphere effectively removes
the accumulated water layer at both the structure bottom and surface, creating a clean
environment for the subsequent machining process. Consequently, the WJGL beam can
continuously ablate the substrate, ensuring a constant machining capacity throughout the
machining process.

In contrast, the dry ultrafast laser machining relies on auxiliary gas to expel the
debris, thus demonstrating considerably lower efficacy compared to the high-speed water
jet, and it is prone to inducing residual deposition, fiber drawing, and an oxide layer.
These machining defects significantly impact the mechanical properties of the machined
surface [19]. Moreover, the shielding effect triggered by laser-induced plasma further
sets up obstacles for the interaction between laser and substrate, which can hardly be
suppressed by the auxiliary gas and leads to the sharp shrinkage of the machining capacity.

4.4. Further Application of CAAAWJGL on Scribing CVD Diamond

In order to extend the application of CAAAWJGL machining to the aviation and
aerospace industries, scribing experiments were conducted on 3.5 mm thick CVD diamond
(Shanghai Academy of Spaceflight Technology, Shanghai, China). This material is currently
employed in satellite heat sinks and is acknowledged as one of the most challenging
materials to machine. The scribing strategy is based on our previous research [20], and
the scribing parameters are listed in Table 10. The groove morphologies are depicted in
Figure 22 and Table 11, demonstrating good perpendicular sidewalls without any signs
of turning. Notably, the grooves exhibit a depth-to-width ratio of 11.5, with an average
width and depth of 175.8 μm and 2030 μm, respectively. Moreover, typical defects, such
as microcracks, edge breakage, carbonization, and large taper, are absent. These results
suggest that none of the existing machining technologies is capable of achieving such
high-quality and high-efficiency machining of CVD diamond.

Table 10. Experimental parameters of grooves scribing on CVD diamond.

Water
Pressure/MPa

Argon
Pressure

/MPa

Repetition
Rate
/kHz

External
Working
Length

/mm

Scribing
Interval on
the Same
Layer/μm

Scribing
Layer along

Depth

Pulse Energy
/mJ

Path Scanning
Velocity/mm·s−1

30 0.7 50 16 20 50 1.0 20
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Figure 22. (a) The overall, (b) top, and (c) cross-sectional morphology of grooves on CVD diamond.

Table 11. Characteristic dimensions of grooves on CVD diamond.

Groove Number 1 2 3 4 5 Average

Width/μm 177.8 173.4 173.7 176.8 177.3 175.8
Depth/μm 2030.5 2042.6 2035.8 2032.2 2008.9 2030.0

5. Conclusions

In this study, a coaxial annulus argon atmosphere was proposed to assist the WJGL
machining of hard-to-process materials with high quality and efficiency, including CMCs
and CVD diamond. The discoveries can be summarized as follows:

(1) The introduction of coaxial annulus argon atmospheres proactively interrupts the
water jet, leading to a decrease in the working length. Nevertheless, compared to the
utilization of a coaxial helical atmosphere, the CAAAWJGL beam exhibits superior
maintenance of its core velocity within the constrained working length, therefore
enhancing the processing capability. This enhancement is manifested in a single
row scribing depth-to-width ratio of 41.2, representing a noteworthy improvement
of 57.84% and 32.96% compared to ambient conditions and a helical atmosphere,
respectively.

(2) The modification of the CAAAWJGL beam improves the ablation capacity of single-
point percussion drilling on CMCs, obtaining a maximum depth-to-diameter ratio
of 40.7. Furthermore, by employing an inside-out strategy, the successful fabrication
of vertical and inclined holes is accomplished with exceptional circularity at both
the entrance and exit, minimal taper, and negligible fiber drawing and delamination.
The CAAAWJGL exhibits superior processing efficiency compared to femtosecond
and picosecond lasers, meanwhile achieving a better tensile strength and fatigue life.
Furthermore, the feasibility of CAAAWJGL machining is demonstrated through the
scribing of CVD diamond with good perpendicularity and minimal defects on CVD
diamond.

However, it should be noted that the reduced working length limits the machining
flexibility when dealing with components featuring complex curved surface features.
Future research will focus on exploring approaches to overcome this technical bottleneck,
such as optimizing the gas chamber’s structure and atmosphere composition.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ma16165569/s1, Theoretical basis for characterizing the
flow field of CAAAWJGL [10–12,21,22].
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Abstract: The electrostatic field-induced electrolyte jet (E-Jet) electric discharge machining (EDM) is a
newly developed micro machining method. However, the strong coupling of the electrolyte jet liquid
electrode and the electrostatic induced energy prohibited it from utilization in conventional EDM
process. In this study, the method with two discharge devices connecting in serials is proposed to
decouple pulse energy from the E-Jet EDM process. By automatic breakdown between the E-Jet tip
and the auxiliary electrode in the first device, the pulsed discharge between the solid electrode and
the solid workpiece in the second device can be generated. With this method, the induced charges on
the E-Jet tip can indirectly regulate the discharge between the solid electrodes, giving a new pulse
discharge energy generation method for traditional micro EDM. The pulsed variation of current and
voltage generated during the discharge process in conventional EDM process verified the feasibility
of this decoupling approach. The influence of the distance between the jet tip and the electrode,
as well as the gap between the solid electrode and the work-piece, on the pulsed energy, demonstrates
that the gap servo control method is applicable. Experiments with single points and grooves indicate
the machining ability of this new energy generation method.

Keywords: field-induced discharge; energy generation method; electrolyte jet electrode; discharge in gas;
micro EDM

1. Introduction

Micro EDM (electrical discharge machining) is a specialized machining method that
processes conductive materials by using the thermal energy produced by pulse discharges
between two electrodes, which melts and vaporizes the material from the workpiece as
well as the tool electrode. This method yields numerous benefits. For example, EDM does
not make direct contact between the electrode and the workpiece eliminating mechanical
stresses, chatter, and vibration problems during machining [1], and the hardness of the
tool electrode material may be lower than that of the workpiece material. It can process
materials that are difficult to deal with by traditional methods [2], and is particularly suited
for small and complex features in aviation [3], diesel engines [4], nuclear power plants [5],
and medical [6] and mold [7] manufacturing industries.

The discharge energy is significant because it is intimately related to material removal
rate, machining accuracy, and surface integrity. In micro EDM, the small pulse energy is
one of the prominent research topics. The major discharge energy generation methods are
the relaxation pulse generator [8] and the transistor-pulse generator [9]. Singh et al. [8]
verified that the relaxation pulse generator can generate low discharge energy by charging
and discharging the capacitor adopted in the main power loop. Ichikawa and Natsu [10]
further confirmed that the existing stray capacitance in the machine tool limited its ac-
cess to the minimal discharge energy with a short duration and high frequency, even if
removing the capacitors in the main power loop. That is, the ineliminable stray capaci-
tance plays a key role in reducing discharge energy. Ashwin and Muthuramalingam [9]
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claimed that a transistor-type pulse generator can generate high-frequency discharge energy.
Chu et al. [11] pointed out that the device response time spent in intricate detection, power
amplification, and complex control circuits in transistor-type pulse generator prevents
the pulse energy from further reducing. In principle, the existing pulse power generation
methods all have unavoidable problems in reducing the discharge energy. As a result,
new discharge energy generation theory has to be studied to reduce the discharge energy
per pulse to meet the needs of micro-EDM. On the other hand, high-speed rotation of the
tool electrode is commonly required in micro-hole machining to improve debris removal
and assure the hole’s roundness. The brush must be used to connect the stationary pulse
power supply to the rotatory tool electrode [12]. The delicate brush might be abraded or
destroyed due to the direct contact of pulse-type electricity to the conductive main spindle.
The greater the frequency and rotation speed, the larger the brush loss. This brings hidden
dangers to the use of high-frequency pulse in micro EDM. As a result, researchers began
to focus on new pulse power supply generation theory and the brushless energy transfer
method in micro EDM.

In terms of new discharge energy generation methods, Abbas et al. [13] and
Koyano et al. [14] presented a structure with a feed capacitor linked in series with a
circuit consisting of a pulse power supply, tool electrode, and workpiece. When the pulse
power supply is turned on, induced charges can be induced on the feed capacitor and the
tool electrode and the workpiece simultaneously. Breakdown and discharge can occur if the
tool electrode and the workpiece are sufficiently near to each other at this time. Then, the
pulse power supply’s two ends are immediately connected, allowing the feed capacitor to
serve as the pulse power supply, resulting in the reverse breakdown discharge between the
workpiece and tool electrode [13]. Furthermore, Yahagi et al. [15] employed a 50,000 rpm
spindle electrode as one plate of the feed capacitor, enabling the induced brushless power
supply. However, according to Zou et al. [16], the polarity effect dominates the micro-EDM
process. Although bipolar power supply machining improves deionization and discharge
stability [13], it is still detrimental to machining efficiency and electrode wear. Furthermore, the
feeding capacitor and the inter-electrode discharge gap must be precisely regulated, as must
the matching of the pulse on and short-circuit sequencing control across the power supply.

The electrostatic field-induced electrolyte jet EDM was proposed by Zhang et al. [17].
This approach removes material by plasma breakdown of a high-voltage DC electrostatic
field between the flexible jet electrode and the workpiece, and utilizes the induced charges
on the jet tip and workpiece as discharge energy. Zhang et al. [18] also confirmed that by
modifying the electrolyte concentration and electric parameters, the single pulse energy
can be lowered to less than 10 × 10−6 J. However, this pulse energy is difficult to transfer
to conventional EDM since it is tightly coupled with the jet electrode generation process.

This work proposes a structure and tries to decouple this energy from the jet electrode
to apply it into conventional micro EDM based on previous research [17,18]. The paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 constructs a decouple test platform; Section 3 explains
this decouple theory and the working principle of the machining process as well as the
equivalent circuit. The experimental results reveal the influence law of the E-Jet electrode
discharge on the discharge of the solid electrode side. The single-point and groove machin-
ing experiments in conventional EDM with the proposed method are completed to validate
its machining ability. Finally, the contents are summarized and conclusions are drawn in
the final section.

2. Construction of Test Platform

An experimental platform is established to apply the E-Jet discharge energy generation
method into conventional micro EDM, as shown in Figure 1. This platform is primarily
made up of four components: the E-Jet EDM component, the traditional EDM component,
the current and voltage sensing component, and the workpiece. This workpiece is made up
of two parts: the sacrificial one and the right one to be machined, which are joined together
by a conductive block. The first E-Jet EDM section is on the left side of the workpiece and
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consists primarily of a syringe with a flat pipe-like spray nozzle filled with the electrolyte,
as well as a 3D manual motion platform (A) used to adjust the position of the nozzle
relative to the sacrificial work-piece. One terminal of the high-voltage DC power supply is
connected to the syringe’s metallic needle. The conventional EDM section is on the right
side and is nearly a mirror image of the first component. The only difference lies in that the
syringe and flat-headed nozzle do not contain any electrolytes. Instead, a solid tungsten
needle with a diameter of 0.3 mm is placed inside the nozzle, extending out as the solid
electrode. By adjusting the 3D motion platform (B), the gap between the solid electrode
and the workpiece can be regulated. On this side, the other end of the high-voltage DC
power supply is connected to the solid tungsten needle. In the experiment, Spellman
SL60 (Spellman High Voltage Electronics Corporation, Hauppauge, NY, USA) module is
selected as the high-voltage DC power supply. The third sensing component, consists
of two differential voltage probes and a current sensor. The current sensor (Tektronix
current sensor TCP0030A, TEKTRONIX INC., Beaverton, OR, USA) measures the discharge
current, and the voltage between the electrostatic field-induced jet and the sacrificial electrode,
as well as the voltage between the solid electrode and the workpiece, is measured by two
Tektronix high voltage differential probes (P6015A, TEKTRONIX INC., Beaverton, OR, USA).
During the discharge process, the Tektronix oscilloscope (MDO3104, TEKTRONIX INC.,
Beaverton, OR, USA) is used to collect current and voltage signals online.

Figure 1. The experimental platform of the E-Jet discharge energy used in traditional EDM.

The schematic representation of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2.
The power supply is a high-voltage DC with a voltage range of 0–10 kV. It can generate
a strong electric field, which drags the electrolyte jet from the flat-headed nozzle toward
the sacrificial electrode without any pump [18]. With the electrolyte jet extending, the field
intensity increases and results in the plasma breakdown. Due to the series connection,
the discharges between the solid electrode and the workpiece and between the E-Jet and
workpiece almost occur in the meantime. Materials are removed on both sides of the
workpiece. Following the discharge, the surface tension can pull back the electrolyte jet
towards the nozzle, leading to the discharge interruption and forming a pulse interval.
As a result, periodic spontaneous discharges can occur.
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On the E-Jet EDM side, the discharge energy is generated by the induced charges
on the jet surface and the workpiece. The dynamic imbalance of the electric force of
the induced charges and electrolyte surface tension produces the electrostatic-induced
pulsed jet, which is used as the tool electrode. As a result, the generation of jet elec-
trodes and that of discharge energy are always tightly coupled. This E-Jet EDM varies
greatly from electrolyte jet machining (EJM), which uses a high-pressure pump to force elec-
trolytes onto components to remove material by electrochemical machining, as described by
Liu et al. [19]. Furthermore, it is also different from the electrochemical discharge machin-
ing (ECDM) proposed by Goud et al. [20] and Singh and Dvivedi [21], in which bubbles
generated by electrochemical reactions gather around the tool electrode, and the material is
etched by the discharge generated by the breakdown of the gas bubble.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of energy generation principle of micro EDM based on E-jet process.

In Figure 2, the pulsating discharge of the solid electrode and the workpiece in con-
ventional EDM can be controlled by the dynamical E-Jet EDM by joining the sacrificial
electrode to the workpiece. The pulsating discharge of the E-Jet EDM can be used to control
the traditional EDM process. The power source is a high-voltage DC voltage power supply
without any external other pulse power supply or pulse control circuit, and the spontaneous
periodic E-Jet discharge process can realize the periodic discharge on traditional EDM side.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. Equivalent Circuit Analysis of the Discharge Process

The electrolyte in the nozzle is connected to the positive terminal of the high-voltage
DC power supply in Figure 2, and the solid electrode is connected to the negative terminal.
The sacrificial workpiece and the connected workpiece between the nozzle and the solid
electrode are suspended in potential.

At first, the jet dragged from the nozzle is induced with positive charges on its surface
by the high-voltage DC electrostatic field, while the solid electrode induces with negative
charges. As shown in Figure 3a, the negative charges are induced on the surface of the
sacrificial workpiece opposite the jet end, while positive charges are induced on the surface
of the workpiece opposite the solid electrode. The total amount of generated positive and
negative charges on these two sides of workpiece should be identical, but the distributions
are different in space and polarity. The micro-E-Jet is emitted from the cone tip when the
electric field force of induced charges on the Taylor cone at the nozzle outlet exceeds the
liquid surface tension, which is similar to the phenomenon observed by Rosell-Llompart
et al. [22], causing the gap between the jet tip and the workpiece to narrow. The E-Jet
discharges with the sacrificial workpiece because the electric field strength between the
E-Jet tip and the workpiece is larger than the air breakdown voltage [17], as illustrated
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in Figure 3b. The jet and plasma appear to be connecting the nozzle to the workpiece at
this moment. The power supply voltage is then delivered between the solid electrode
and the workpiece, causing the charge distribution on the workpiece surface to rapidly
gather. As shown in Figure 3c, the inter-electrode voltage rises sharply, causing discharge
breakdown between the solid electrode and the workpiece, resulting in traditional EDM in
gas. At that point, both the discharges between the E-Jet and the workpiece and between
the solid electrode and the workpiece are active. If the plasma impedance is ignored, it
can be treated as if two ends of the power supply are connected. The discharge reduces
the induced charges on the jet surface quickly. The jet retreats to the nozzle outlet as the
electric field forces on it decrease and become less than the surface tensions. As shown in
Figure 3d, the discharge between the solid electrode and the workpiece begins to extinguish
at this point. Soon after, the cone, solid electrode, and surfaces on both sides of the
workpiece resume charging in the strong electric field. As a result, the electrostatic field-
induced jet, solid electrode, and workpiece surface discharge spontaneously to form a
periodic continuous discharge process. As a consequence, the usage of the E-Jet EDM
energy generating technology in conventional EDM can be realized indirectly. Because the
field jet’s discharge energy may potentially be regulated to a very tiny scale [18], it can
circumvent the discharge energy constraint in conventional micro EDM with the relaxation
pulse generator [10] and the transistor-pulse generator [11]. This technology may provide
an innovative method of pulsating discharge energy to micro EDM. Furthermore, this
non-contact indirect electrostatic induction method provides a new solution to brushless
energy transmission to high-speed spindles in micro-EDM.

Figure 3. Decomposition schematic diagram of E-Jet energy generation method in micro EDM:
(a) the initial electric field distribution state; (b) the equivalent electric field distribution after an E-Jet
discharge generation; (c) the equivalent electric field distribution when both sides of dis-charges are
active; (d) the equivalent electric field distribution when the E-jet retreats with only solid electrode
discharge remaining.

3.2. Factors Affecting Discharge Energy

Before using the field-induced jet discharge energy, the voltages and currents on the
E-Jet electrode side and solid electrode side should be considered. Moreover, to disclose
the induced discharge mechanism of the solid electrode side and verify the equivalent
circuit built in the last section, the sequency of these two discharges should be taken into
consideration. Furthermore, to control the EDM process, the distance between the solid
electrode and the workpiece, as well as the distance between the E-Jet electrode and the
workpiece, should be studied, which can build a foundation for gap servo control during
the EDM process.
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3.2.1. Discharge Waveforms Analysis

The key to distinguishing these serials’ structure discharges process is to study the
waveforms of currents and voltages. To observe these discharges, a higher open circuit
voltage is used to make them more visible and severe. During the discharge process,
the voltage between the E-Jet nozzle and the sacrificial electrode has experienced a sharp
breakdown drop to the lowest point, a stable maintaining discharge process, a slow charging
rise, and a rapid exponential charging rise to the open circuit voltage, as shown in Figure 4.
However, the voltage between the solid electrode and the workpiece rises from zero to
400 V and then gradually falls back to zero. The inter-electrode current rises sharply
during the discharge period, then decreases and stays in a plateau for a short period before
returning to zero after the discharge.

Figure 4. The voltages and currents waveforms during the discharge processes.

When compared to the experimental results of Ashwin and Muthuramalingam [9]
and Kunieda et al. [23], this discharge current waveform appears to be a conventional
pulse discharge waveform. Because the breakdown involves a time lag in which the initial
electrons are accelerated to form the electron avalanche, Kunieda et al. [23] noticed that
the discharge happens after the ignition delay period. When the induced charges are
consumed, the current quickly drops to zero, causing a decrease in electric field forces and
the jet to roll back, resulting in the discharge being extinguished. However, the discharge
voltage differs from that measured in classical EDM [24]. During the E-Jet discharge process,
a very sluggish voltage rising process has emerged. This is mostly due to the back-off period
following the discharge of the E-Jet tip. In this process, the surface tension forces outweigh
the electric field forces, leading to retreating of the jet. Some induced undischarged charges
remain on the jet surface during this period; nonetheless, the charges on the E-Jet surface
do not increase throughout this whole retreating phase. Simultaneously, the opposite
remaining induced charges of the same magnitude are still on both sides of the workpiece,
gradually approaching balance. As a result, the voltage between the solid electrode and the
workpiece decreases gradually to zero in the meantime. Moreover, the time it takes for the
voltage to slowly rise between the E-Jet and the workpiece is the same as the time it spends
for the voltage to slowly fall between the solid electrode and the workpiece.

3.2.2. Discharge Sequence Analysis

Two types and eight groups of experiments were designed to capture the waveform
of a single discharge and count the sequence of discharges in order to understand the
relationship between the discharges on both sides. the gap between the E-Jet nozzle and the
sacrifice workpiece surface was fixed at first, and the distance between the solid electrode
and the workpiece randomly adjusted. The discharge signals were sampled at four-level
distances. In the second group, the distance between the solid electrode and the workpiece
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was fixed, and the distance between the nozzle and the sacrifice workpiece randomly
regulated. All discharge signals are collected and a histogram was created, as shown in
Figure 5. The abscissa represents the leading time difference of the E-Jet electrode EDM
and the solid electrode EDM.

Figure 5. Time difference of discharge process between E-Jet EDM and solid electrode EDM.

The discharge at both ends occurred almost simultaneously during the experiment.
However, according to the sampling data analyzed by Matlab software, as shown in
Figure 5, the E-Jet electrode EDM is mostly ahead of 1–2 discharge sample units before the
solid electrode EDM, that is, about (4–8) × 10−6 s. This occurrence sequence is independent
of the control mode, regardless of whether the solid electrode or the E-Jet nozzle is adjusted.
This reveals that the E-Jet EDM process induces the discharge of solid electrode. Moreover,
if retaining the distance between the E-Jet and the workpiece, adjusting the position of
the solid electrode relative to the workpiece can result in discharge. Furthermore, if fixing
the distance between the solid electrode and the workpiece, adjusting the gap between
the E-Jet nozzle and the workpiece can also result in discharge. As a result, this method
supports two types of gap servo control.

3.3. Influence of Distance on Discharge Energy

The gap servo control is the primary selected method in the traditional EDM to
ensure stable continuous processing. As a result, the influence of the distance on the
discharge energy should be considered. Because of the high-frequency noises in the high-
voltage discharge process, it is difficult to calculate the discharge energy accurately and
directly. We use a windowed filter to deal with high-frequency signals before calculating
the discharge energy. Because the discharge energy is roughly equal to the heat generated
during the discharge process [25], it can be expressed as follows:

Ee =
∫ te

0
ue(t)·ie(t)·dt (1)

where Ue denotes the discharge voltage, Ie denotes the discharge current, and te denotes
the discharge duration. If described more precisely, this formula can be rewritten as:
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Ee =
te/Δt

∑
0

ue(t)·ie(t)·Δt (2)

where Δt is the sampling interval.

3.3.1. Influence of the Gap on Solid Electrode Side on Discharge energy

At first, the distance between the E-Jet nozzle and the sacrificial workpiece was set to
0.5 mm and the distance between the solid electrode and the workpiece surface to 0.195 mm.
The concentration of the electrolyte (NaCl) was 5% by weight. Then, 2.8 kV was applied
between the E-Jet electrode and the solid electrode. All other machining parameters were
maintained as constant, and the distance between the solid electrode and workpiece was
changed progressively by manually adjusting the 3D platform (B) knob in Figure 2 from
0.195 mm to 0.18 mm at 0.005 mm intervals and prohibiting the discharge from arcing or
breaking off. The EDM discharge energy on the solid tool electrode side was calculated by
recording the voltage and current at various discharge sites. The sacrificial workpiece and
the workpiece in the experiment were both silicon, allowing the machining features to be
visible to the naked eye.

When the distance between the jet nozzle and the workpiece stayed constant, as
illustrated in Figure 6a, the discharge duration time decreased with increasing distance
between the solid electrode and the workpiece. The discharge current dropped as the
distance between the electrodes increased, as illustrated in Figure 6b, ranging from 0.1 A
at 0.18 mm to 0.04 A at 0.195 mm. The gap voltage between the solid electrode and the
workpiece steadily grew at a low level throughout the discharge process while the gap was
less than 0.185 mm, but it quickly increased from 0.185 to 0.19 mm, from dozens of volts to
230 V, as shown in Figure 6c.

The discharge energy may be computed indirectly using Equation (2). The discharge
energy between the solid electrode and the workpiece, as well as the discharge energy
between the E-Jet and the workpiece, decreased steadily as the gap distance between the
solid electrode and the workpiece increased, as shown in Figure 7. On the jet side, the
discharge energy was always larger than that on the solid electrode side. The narrower
the gap distance between the solid electrode and the workpiece, the bigger the discharge
energy difference between the jet electrode side and the solid side.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Analysis of the discharge duration (a), gap current (b), and gap voltage (c) changes with
the variation of the distance between solid electrodes and workpiece.

Figure 7. The discharge energy changes with the variation of the distance between solid electrodes
and workpiece.
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These might be caused by the reasons that in the discharge process, the capacity
between the solid electrode and the workpiece can be treated as the feed capacity to that be-
tween the jet end and the sacrificial electrode, which in turn impacts the discharge between
the solid electrode and workpiece. Changing the distance between the solid electrode and
the workpiece entails changing the voltages between the jet end and the workpiece, as well
as between the workpiece and the solid electrode. When the distance between the solid
electrode and the workpiece is reduced, the capacitance between the solid electrode and
the workpiece rises. Although the capacitance between the jet nozzle and the workpiece
remains constant, the total capacitance between the jet nozzle and the solid electrode in-
creases. At this stage, the strength of the electric field rises. The charge density on the
cone surface increases as the electric field intensity increases, resulting in an increase in
electrostatic repulsion forces at the cone tip, causing the cone angle to expand. In addition,
the cone at the nozzle outlet begins to recede, resulting in a shorter cone. Meanwhile,
the increased repulsive force causes the jet to expand in diameter. Heikkilä et al. [26]
claimed that reducing the tip-to-collector distance can alter the form of the cone/jet in the
nanofiber spinning process by the changes of the electric field. The electrolyte jet, on the
other hand, can be regarded as a conductor in the E-Jet EDM process, allowing for discharge
rather than continuous spinning. The higher the intensity charge density, the longer the
discharge duration (Figure 6a) and the higher the current (Figure 6b). As the distance
grows, the surface charge density falls gradually, the electrostatic repulsion on the cone’s
surface lowers gradually, the cone’s length increases gradually, the cone angle decreases
gradually, and the initial diameter of the jet decreases gradually. A drop in surface charge
density and a small diameter of the jet result in a very short duration, and a minor charge
depletion leads to a decrease in electric field forces and results in jet retraction. Because the
interelectrode voltage is directly connected to the plasma characteristics during the dis-
charge process, the greater the maintenance voltage, the larger plasma discharge gap [27].
Simultaneously, lowering the charge density and jet diameter decreases the strength of the
discharge between the jet and the workpiece, causing the voltage to progressively rise as the
electrode moves away from the workpiece, as shown in Figure 6c. Furthermore, when the
discharge distance of the solid electrode jet electrode increases, the surface induced charge
density of the two electrodes progressively decreases, which explains why the discharge
energy reduces with increasing distance.

As shown above, when the distance between the jet electrode and workpiece is fixed,
the gap servo control of classical EDM may be modified in real-time to create steady EDM.
At the moment, the pulsating jet electrode serves as a pulse power switch for the solid
electrode discharge.

3.3.2. Influence of E-Jet EDM Gap on Discharge Energy

In the experiment, fixing the distance between the solid electrode and the workpiece, the
influence of E-Jet discharge on the discharge energy of solid electrode EDM was explored by
adjusting the distance between the jet nozzle and the workpiece. The electrolyte content was
5% by weight. The voltage was 2.8 kV. Gradually, the distance between the jet nozzle and the
workpiece was reduced from 0.69 mm to the workpiece surface at 0.02 mm intervals. The knob
of the motion platform (A) was adjusted to achieve 0.69 mm, 0.67 mm, 0.65 mm, and 0.63 mm,
as illustrated in Figure 1. the changes in voltages and currents at various discharge sites were
recorded, ensuring that both ends can discharge. It was explored how the distance between the
jet nozzle and the workpiece influences the current, voltage, discharge duration, and energy
distribution between the solid electrode and the workpiece.

The graph in Figure 8a demonstrates that the duration of the jet discharge gradually
reduced as the distance between the jet end and the workpiece surface rose, meaning that
the discharge pulse width decreased as the distance increased. At the same time, as seen
in Figure 8b, the discharge current steadily diminished. The voltages between the E-Jet
nozzle and the workpiece gradually rose as the distance between the E-Jet nozzle and the
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workpiece grew, as illustrated in Figure 8c. The voltage on the solid side is much lower
than the voltage on the E-Jet side.

Figure 8. Analysis of the discharge duration (a), gap current (b), and gap voltage (c) change with the
variation of the distance between E-Jet nozzle and workpiece.

The discharge energy on these two sides may be estimated using Equation (1). It is
revealed that the discharge energy on the E-Jet side reduces as the distance between the
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nozzle and the workpiece increases. Meanwhile, as seen in Figure 9, the discharge energy
on the solid side declined extremely slowly.

In this process, the jet end and the workpiece were utilized as a feed capacitor when
the distance between the solid electrode and the workpiece was maintained constant and
the distance between the jet nozzle and the workpiece was adjusted to discharge. The jet
nozzle and the workpiece can be treated as a variable capacitor at this point, whereas the
solid electrode end and the workpiece were a fixed capacitor.

The field intensity in between steadily increased as the distance between the jet
nozzle and the workpiece decreased. At this point, the jet’s surface charge density rose,
causing the jet cone angle to rise, the cone length to fall, and the initial jet diameter to rise.
Increasing charges and jet width caused a strong discharge, which increased discharge
duration (Figure 8a) and discharge current (Figure 8b). This procedure is similar to that
when changing the solid electrode to initiate the discharge shown in Figure 6a,b. As the
distance grew, the surface charge density fell, resulting in a decrease in discharge energy, as
shown in Figure 9. As the distance decreased, the larger E-jet diameter and the intensive
charge density resulted in the violent plasma, gradually leading to the decrease of the
maintaining voltage between the solid electrode and workpiece and the E-jet tip and the
workpiece, as shown in Figure 8c.

Figure 9. The discharge energy change with the variation of the distance between E-Jet nozzle
and workpiece.

It can be seen from these two control approaches that the discharge between the solid
electrode and the workpiece may be controlled independently of the relative distance between
the jet end and the solid electrode or the distance between the solid end and the workpiece.

3.4. Machining Experiments

Experiments using single-point and groove machining were carried out to confirm the
processing capacity of this technology. The solid electrode was a tiny tungsten electrode
machined by electro-chemical etching method proposed by Kang and Tang [28], and the
E-Jet electrolyte was a 5 wt.% NaCl aqueous solution. Polished silicon (Guangzhou Fangdao
Semiconductor Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China) was chosen as the workpiece due to its
semiconducting properties, and the mirror surface allowed the machined crater and groove
to be roughly observed by the naked eye before using a high magnification microscope,
which is suitable for initial machining capability verification experiments.

The distance between the nozzle that generates the E-Jet and the sacrificial workpiece
during the discharge process was 0.62 mm, and the distance between the solid electrode
and the workpiece was 0.18 mm. The applied voltage was 2.8 kV between the nozzle and
the solid electrode. Table 1 lists the machining parameters. After 1 min of processing, a
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point feature on the workpiece surface could be found by the naked eye. The cave could
be observed through a microscope (VHX-6000 microscope, KEYENCE CORPORATION,
Osaka, Japan) after being ultrasonically cleaned for 20 min and dried, as shown in Figure 10.
It was discovered that a pit with a diameter of 20 μm and a depth of 9 μm could be
machined. On the bottom of the pit, it was possible to see a discharge erosion phenomenon.
This demonstrates that the energy generation method can be used in the solid electrode
discharge process and that the materials can be removed. At the same time, the pit’s shape
differed a little from that of the cylindrical solid electrode with a tip in conventional EDM.
This is primarily due to the fact that the solid electrode did not rotate, and the gap distance
reached 0.18 mm, which is significantly greater than that in traditional EDM in gas observed
by Wang and Shen [29]. Furthermore, due to the large gap, plasma drift occurred during
discharges, resulting in the irregular shape of the machined pit [30].

Table 1. Machining parameters.

Parameters Value

Solid electrode Tungsten
Electrolyte jet electrode 5 wt.% NaCl

Workpiece Polished silicon
Voltage 2.8 kV

E-Jet gap distance 0.62 mm
EDM gap distance 0.18 mm

Figure 10. Analysis of the pit morphology machined by EDM in gas using solid electrode.

The machining parameters, solid electrodes, and workpieces used in the groove
machining experiment were the same as that in previous pit etching process. The discharge
gap between the jet electrode and the sacrificial workpiece remained constant, as did the gap
between the solid electrode and the workpiece. The only difference was that the manual
platform (B) under the solid electrode was slowly moved in the horizontal plane, and
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perpendicular to the electrode direction, to test the method’s continuous groove processing
feasibility. Figure 11 depicts the finished groove observed by VHX-6000 microscope. It was
discovered that a regular groove with a depth of 4μm and a width of 30 μm could be
processed. Although the width of the groove was fairly uniform, it was still significantly
larger than the diameter of the solid electrode. This is primarily due to the plasma deflecting
in a wider gap in the gas.

The experiments above show that the E-Jet EDM-based periodic discharge energy
generation strategy can be decoupled and applied into the traditional EDM process.
Periodic discharge can be generated automatically without the use of a traditional RC-type
or transistor-type power supply. Furthermore, if the solid electrode rotates, the uncontacted
E-Jet induced discharge used in traditional EDM can provide a solution for pulse power
supply in micro EDM without the use of brushes.

Figure 11. Continuous groove produced by EDM in gas using solid electrode.

4. Conclusions

By incorporating the E-Jet EDM energy generation method into the solid electrode
EDM process, a new non-contact discharge energy generation method for traditional micro
EDM was developed. This method has a wide range of potential applications in the EDM
process. The study yielded the following useful findings:

1) The electrostatic induction discharge energy can be decoupled from the E-Jet EDM
process to realize its application into the traditional EDM by connecting the electrical
field-induced electrolyte jet EDM and the traditional EDM in series in structure.

2) It was discovered that the discharge on the E-Jet EDM side is 1–2 sampling units
ahead of the discharge on the solid electrode EDM side, proving that the discharge
process is induced by the E-Jet process.

3) The discharge signals analyzed demonstrated that the solid electrode EDM can be
controlled by adjusting the gap between the solid electrode and the workpiece with
the pulse discharge energy controlled by E-Jet EDM method. If fixing the distance
between the E-Jet and the workpiece, the discharge energy per pulse will decrease
with the increasing distance of the solid electrode from the workpiece.
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4) The discharge energy of the solid electrode EDM can also be controlled by adjusting
the gap between the E-Jet electrode and the workpiece surface, allowing the energy to
be indirectly used in the solid EDM process. The discharge energy decreases with the
increasing the distance between the E-Jet and the workpiece.

5) Experimental results show that this method can process a pit with a diameter of
20 μm and a depth of 9 μm and groove with a depth of 4 μm and a width of 30 μm on
silicon wafers, and the results demonstrate the method’s effectiveness.

The method of decoupling pulse energy from the E-Jet EDM process using two discharge
devices connecting in serials proposed in this study can be applied to the energy supplying of
traditional micro EDM. It can provide discharge energy by means of electric field induction
without using brushes. In this way, the rotation speed of the micro electrode can be set higher,
and there is no friction or contact resistance in the power supply circuit. The experimental
platform will be established, and related studies will be carried out in the future.
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Abstract: The effect of ultrasonic vibration on the fluidity and microstructure of cast aluminum
alloys (AlSi9 and AlSi18 alloys) with different solidification characteristics was investigated. The
results show that ultrasonic vibration can affect the fluidity of alloys in both solidification and
hydrodynamics aspects. For AlSi18 alloy without dendrite growing solidification characteristics,
the microstructure is almost not influenced by ultrasonic vibration, and the influence of ultrasonic
vibration on its fluidity is mainly in hydrodynamics aspects. That is, appropriate ultrasonic vibration
can improve fluidity by reducing the flow resistance of the melt, but when the vibration intensity
is high enough to induce turbulence in the melt, the turbulence will increase the flow resistance
greatly and decrease fluidity. However, for AlSi9 alloy, which obviously has dendrite growing
solidification characteristics, ultrasonic vibration can influence solidification by breaking the growing
α (Al) dendrite, consequently refining the solidification microstructure. Ultrasonic vibration could
then improve the fluidity of AlSi9 alloy not only from the hydrodynamics aspect but also by breaking
the dendrite network in the mushy zone to decrease flow resistance.

Keywords: ultrasonic casting; aluminum alloy; fluidity; fluid simulation; dendrite growth

1. Introduction

The demand for lightweight materials in the machinery industry has led to the
widespread use of aluminum alloys. However, as the structure of aluminum castings
becomes increasingly complex to meet application requirements, the production of high-
quality castings faces significant challenges. To address this, many efforts have been made
to improve traditional casting technology. One promising method is ultrasonic-assisted
casting, which can refine the grain size of alloys and improve the quality and mechanical
properties of castings [1,2].

In the past, most of the ultrasonic-assisted casting process was in the form of directly
inserting an ultrasonic horn into the melt [3–6]. However, due to the attenuation of
ultrasonic energy, this method is not suitable for castings with complex structures and is
more commonly applied in semi-continuous casting processes [7–9]. Aiming to overcome
this disadvantage, attempts have been made in recent years to use an ultrasonic horn
as part of the mold cavity. For example, Mukkollu et al. applied ultrasonic vibration to
stainless steel molds and combined ultrasonic with slope casting to obtain ingots with
finer microstructures and higher performance [10]. Peng Yin et al. used a steel clamp to
fix sand molds and applied ultrasonic vibration to the resin sand mold through the clamp
to refine the microstructure of aluminum casting [11]. If elaborately schemed, ultrasonic
vibration applied to molds theoretically can be suitable for any complex casting, which
is an important direction in realizing the application of ultrasonic vibration to complex
shape castings. For castings with complex shapes and structures, the casting quality not
only involves microstructure determined by solidification but also depends greatly on
the casting ability related to flow, mold filling, and shrinkage [12–14]. However, previous
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studies on ultrasonic-assisted casting mainly focused on its role in refining microstructure
and rarely involved the effects regarding the flow and filling properties of the casting.

It has been found that wall vibration can change the velocity field of the fluid near
the wall and affect the flow characteristics of the fluid [15–18]. However, excessive vi-
olent vibration can excite turbulence and consequently increase flow resistance signifi-
cantly [19,20]. Ultrasonic vibration, a type of mechanical wave with a frequency exceeding
20 KHz, inevitably affects the flow field changes during the filling process of the melt.
In addition, unlike pure fluids, the flow of melt is also significantly influenced by so-
lidification factors [21,22]. In particular, ultrasonic vibration can break dendrites during
solidification [23,24]. Although there are few reports, this dendrite fragmentation effect
can theoretically also promote the fluidity of castings [25]. Therefore, changes in alloy
fluidity under ultrasonic vibration are influenced by both solidification and hydrodynamics
factors. However, there is currently limited research in this area, especially regarding the
relationship between the two factors, which is not yet clear.

In order to promote the application of ultrasonic vibration in improving alloy fluidity
and enhancing casting quality, in the present work, uniform ultrasonic vibration of mold
walls was achieved through resonance. Based on this, the effect of ultrasonic vibration
on the fluidity and solidification structure of cast aluminum alloys (AlSi9 and AlSi18
alloys) with different solidification characteristics was investigated. Furthermore, the
impact of ultrasonic vibration on the flow field during the molten metal filling process
was analyzed using fluid simulation software (ANSYS-FLUENT). Based on solidification
structure analysis and fluid simulation, the mechanism by which ultrasonic vibration affects
the fluidity of cast aluminum alloys was studied from two perspectives: the impact on
dendritic growth during solidification and hydrodynamic factors.

2. Experimental Procedure

Binary hypoeutectic AlSi9 and hypereutectic AlSi18 alloys were selected to investigate
the influence of ultrasonic vibration on their fluidity in the casting process. The alloys were
prepared from pure aluminum (99.9 wt.%) and Al-20 wt.% with Si master alloys according
to the nominal composition.

The ultrasonic vibration system used in the present work consisted of a support
ultrasonic generator (TL-1200 × 3, infinitely adjustable power 0–1200 W), a 24,000 Hz
ultrasonic transducer, a Ti6Al4V horn, and a metal mold (4Cr5MoSiV1), as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Ultrasonic vibration system: (a) experimental setup; (b) metal mold.

To ensure efficient vibration of the mold cavity under resonance mode, the mold’s over-
all structure was specially designed based on modal analysis conducted using COMSOL
Multiphysics software, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Fluidity test mold: (a) main view; (b) left view; (c) top view; (d) isometric view.

Figure 3 displays the vibration modal shape of the mold in the half cycle (phase shift
0–3.14) under ultrasonic excitation, as simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics software.
The material properties utilized for the simulation are listed in Table 1. The results reveal
that the mold vibration takes the form of elastic volume deformation, primarily along the
Z axis perpendicular to the bottom of the cavity.

Figure 3. Simulated resonance vibration of the fluidity test mold in the half vibration cycle: (a) phase
shift 0; (b) phase shift 3.14.

Table 1. Material properties used in numerical simulation.

Materials Density (kg·m−3)
Young’s Modulus

(GPa)
Poisson’s Ratio

Structural steel 7850 200 0.30
Aluminum 2700 70 0.33
Ti-6Al-4V 4510 113 0.34

H13 7000 140 0.30

Vibration of the mold cavity is the primary factor influencing the fluidity of the melt.
Consequently, the displacement of the mold cavity surface was extracted and is depicted
in Figure 4. The results indicate that the surface displacement of the mold cavity was
relatively uniform and increased gradually with the rise in input power. The maximum
surface displacement of the mold cavity (which represents the vibration intensity) can reach
approximately 20 μm with an input ultrasonic power of 1080 W. The upper cover plate,
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which was integrated with the sprue and riser of the mold, was constructed of graphite and
was not rigidly connected to the mold to avoid influencing the vibration mode, as depicted
in Figure 1b.

Figure 4. Vibration of mold cavity under different ultrasonic powers: (a) vibration mode of the mold
cavity; (b) distribution of vibration amplitude along the blue line segment A–B in subfigure (a).

Aluminum alloys AlSi9 and AlSi18 were melted using a crucible resistance furnace
(SG2-5-10) and subjected to slag removal and degassing before being held at 973 K and
1003 K, respectively. Prior to casting, the mold must be preheated to 473 K, connected to
the ultrasonic horn, and then positioned on the bracket. The level of the mold was adjusted
using a level gauge, and ultrasonic vibration was activated while pouring the aluminum
alloy melt into the mold to evaluate its liquidity. After pouring, the ultrasonic vibration
was turned off until solidification was complete. To assess fluidity, the cavity of the bending
part in the middle of the mold was obstructed, allowing the melt to flow only through the
straight sections on both sides, as shown in Figure 2. The length of the two straight sections
of the fluidity sample was measured, and the average value was calculated to determine
its fluidity.

To explore the impact of ultrasonic power on the fluidity and microstructure of alloys
with distinct solidification modes, binary hypoeutectic AlSi9 and hypereutectic AlSi18 were
chosen as the experimental materials, considering their different solidification temperature
ranges. To this end, a comparative experimental plan was developed, as illustrated in
Table 2.

Table 2. Schemes for the application of ultrasonic vibration.

Schemes Alloy
Solidification
Temperature

Range (K)

Pouring
Temperature

(K)

Theoretical
Degree of

Superheat (K)

Ultrasonic
Power (W)

1

AlSi9 865–807 973 108

0
2 600
3 840
4 1080

5

AlSi18 934–850 1003 69

0
6 600
7 840
8 1080

The analysis of ultrasonic vibration on the solidification structure was carried out on
the designated position of the casting samples marked by the blue dotted box in Figure 4.
After polishing, the samples were etched using Keller’s reagent (2.5% HNO3 + 1.5% HCL +
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1% HF + 95% H2O), and their microstructures were analyzed using Leica DM2700M mi-
croscopy (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) and Oxford Nordy Max3 electric backscatter diffusion
(EBSD) (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Ultrasonic Power on Alloy Fluidity

The impact of ultrasonic power on the fluidity of AlSi9 alloy is depicted in Figure 5.
The results indicate that the fluidity of the alloy increased initially with an increase in
ultrasonic power until it reached a peak and then decreased. The flow length of AlSi9
alloy substantially improved from 92.9 ± 4.5 mm to 182.0 ± 9.8 mm by applying 840 W
ultrasonic vibration. However, upon further increasing the ultrasonic power to 1080 W, the
flow length of the alloy started to decline, akin to the effect induced by 600 W power.

Figure 5. The influence of ultrasonic power on the fluidity of AlSi9 alloy.

In Figure 6, the effect of ultrasonic power on the fluidity of AlSi18 alloy is illustrated.
The results indicate that as the ultrasonic power increased, the fluidity of AlSi18 alloy
followed a similar trend of initially increasing and then decreasing. However, when
compared to AlSi9 alloy, the influence of ultrasonic vibration on the fluidity of AlSi18
alloy was significantly weaker, as evidenced by a maximum flow length increase of only
26.2 ± 12.9 mm under 840 W ultrasonic vibration.

Figure 6. The influence of ultrasonic power on the fluidity of AlSi18 alloy.
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3.2. Effects of Ultrasonic Vibration on the Solidification Microstructure of Alloys

Based on the above results, it is evident that the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the flu-
idity of AlSi9 alloy is significantly higher than that of AlSi18 alloy, which may be attributed
to their distinct solidification characteristics. To further investigate the influence of ultra-
sonic vibration on the solidification structure of both alloys, a comparative microstructure
analysis was conducted at the same position indicated by the blue dotted box in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 7, the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the microstructure of
hypoeutectic AlSi9 alloy was analyzed. In the absence of ultrasonic vibration, primary α

(Al) exhibited a typical dendritic morphology, and coarse needle-like eutectic silicon was
distributed between the dendrites. Upon the application of ultrasonic vibration, the α (Al)
dendrites tended to break into short rods, and the degree of breaking was proportional to
the ultrasonic power. Moreover, the secondary dendrite spacing at the sampling position
decreased significantly with the increase in ultrasonic vibration power, as demonstrated in
Table 3.

Figure 7. Effects of ultrasonic vibration on the solidification microstructure of hypoeutectic AlSi9 alloy:
(a) no ultrasonic vibration; (b) ultrasonic power 600 W; (c) ultrasonic power 840 W; (d) ultrasonic
power 1080 W.

Table 3. Influence of ultrasonic vibration on secondary dendrite spacing of AlSi9 alloy.

Ultrasonic Power (W) Average Secondary Dendrite Spacing (μm)

0 12.45 ± 0.33
600 9.64 ± 0.34
840 8.42 ± 0.17
1080 7.55 ± 0.34

Different from AlSi9 hypoeutectic alloy, the primary crystalline phase of hypereutectic
AlSi18 alloy is the Si phase. The effect of ultrasonic vibration on its microstructure is
illustrated in Figure 8, which indicates that ultrasonic vibration had no significant impact
on the morphology and size of primary silicon and the eutectic structure.
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Figure 8. Effect of ultrasonic vibration on the solidification microstructure of hypoeutectic AlSi18 al-
loy: (a) no ultrasonic vibration; (b) ultrasonic power 600 W; (c) ultrasonic power 840 W; (d) ultrasonic
power 1080 W.

Previous studies have demonstrated that ultrasonic vibration can disrupt the growth of
dendrites during solidification through cavitation and acoustic flow mechanisms [23,24,26],
which can ultimately enhance the fluidity of the alloy [25]. In this regard, the acoustic pres-
sure distribution in the alloy melt was calculated, assuming that the cavity was completely
filled with melt without any solidification. The density and sound velocity of liquid alloy
at a temperature of 973 K were 2.35 × 103 kg·m−3 and 5.496 × 103 m·s−1, respectively.
Figure 9 illustrates that the maximum acoustic pressure in the melt ranged from 3–8 MPa
at different input powers, which exceeds the reported cavitation threshold of 1 MPa in
aluminum alloy [1]. It is noteworthy that all the ultrasonic power levels used in this experi-
ment could theoretically generate cavitation effects in the melt near the mold cavity wall.
However, during solidification, when the shell begins to form, the actual ultrasonic power
propagates to the melt adjacent to the solidification front, and it will subsequently weaken.
Therefore, it is necessary to further investigate whether cavitation can occur in the actual
melt during solidification.

As discussed above in Figure 7, the dendrites of AlSi9 alloy were effectively broken
by ultrasonic vibration, consequently helping to improve the fluidity of the alloy. The
dendrites here may be broken by ultrasonic cavitation or ultrasonic mechanical vibration.

It has been proven that high-energy ultrasonic vibration can promote the heteroge-
neous nucleation of primary silicon and effectively refine the primary silicon of AlSi18
alloy [27]. However, in the present work, the size and morphology of primary silicon
in AlSi18 alloy shown in Figure 8 were not influenced by ultrasonic vibration. This may
indirectly verify that due to the high solidification rate and fast formation of the solidified
shell, ultrasonic vibration attenuates when it passes through the interface between the so-
lidified shell and the mold. Therefore, the ultrasonic intensity transmitted to the melt at the
solidification front is not enough to produce a cavitation effect, and the solidification front
is then only affected by the mechanical ultrasonic vibration and acoustic flow effect. Under
this condition, the effect of ultrasonic cavitation promoting the heterogeneous nucleation of
primary silicon by improving the wettability of nucleation particles [28] has not occurred
here. In addition, the crystallization of primary silicon is in the form of non-dendritic
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and faceted growth, so the mechanical vibration and acoustic flow caused by ultrasonic
vibration also cannot break the growing primary silicon. Therefore, the effect of ultrasonic
vibration on refining grain by promoting heterogeneous nucleation and broken dendrites
is not reflected in hypereutectic AlSi18 alloy. However, even in the absence of cavitation
phenomena within the melt, forced convection generated by ultrasonication can fragment
the coarse dendritic grains [5]. The hypoeutectic AlSi9 alloy used in this study also has
well-developed α (Al) dendritic structures, and its dendritic structure was significantly
refined under the action of forced convection (as shown in Figure 8). For AlSi9 alloy with a
well-developed α (Al) dendritic structure, the continuously growing dendrites during so-
lidification will form a net-like structure, thereby increasing flow resistance inside the melt.
When subjected to ultrasonic vibration of the mold, the well-developed dendritic structure
inside the melt is destroyed, reducing the flow resistance of the mushy zone, which is very
beneficial for promoting the fluidity of the melt. Since hypereutectic AlSi18 alloy does not
have an obvious dendritic structure during solidification, the ultrasonic vibration of the
mold cannot reduce the flow resistance inside its melt by destroying dendrites, thereby
improving the fluidity of the alloy. Therefore, in this study, the promoting effect of mold
ultrasonic vibration on the fluidity of AlSi9 alloy was much better than that of AlSi18 alloy.

Figure 9. Simulated acoustic pressure (root mean square) in the melt.

The grain size and distribution of both AlSi9 and AlSi18 alloys were analyzed further
using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), as presented in Figures 10 and 11. As shown
in Figure 10, ultrasonic vibration significantly reduced the average grain size of AlSi9 alloy.
With the increase in ultrasonic power, the average grain size decreased significantly, and
the grain refinement effect was found to be proportional to the ultrasonic input power, as
summarized in Table 4. Therefore, this indicates that ultrasonic vibration-induced fragmen-
tation of the primary α (Al) dendrites of AlSi9 alloy not only enhances its fluidity but also
refines the grain size through dendrite detachment and multiplication. However, for the
hypereutectic AlSi18 alloy shown in Figure 11, both the primary Si and eutectic structure
were not significantly refined by ultrasonic vibration, consistent with the above deduction.

Table 4. Average grain size (μm) of AlSi9 alloy.

Ultrasonic Power (W) Average Grain Size (μm)

0 352 ± 23
840 214 ± 37

1080 153 ± 16
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Figure 10. EBSD maps of AlSi9 alloy obtained under different power ultrasonic vibrations: (a) 0 W;
(b) 840 W; (c) 1080 W.

Figure 11. EBSD maps of AlSi18 alloy obtained under different power ultrasonic vibrations: (a) 0 W;
(b) 840 W; (c) 1080 W.
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As discussed above, ultrasonic vibration can effectively enhance the fluidity of the
melt by breaking dendrites, especially for hypoeutectic AlSi9 alloy. However, the extent
of dendrite fragmentation was proportional to the ultrasonic power (0–1080 W), and
the fluidity of the alloy did not improve further at high power (1080 W) but instead
decreased. Furthermore, although ultrasonic vibration did not change the solidification
and corresponding structure of AlSi18, it did have an impact on its fluidity to some extent.
Therefore, it is speculated that ultrasonic vibration may not only affect fluidity by interfering
with the solidification process but also through the hydrodynamic aspects of melt flow,
which will be discussed below.

3.3. Effect of Ultrasonic Vibration on the Hydrodynamics of Melt Flow

“ANSYS-FLUENT” was used to examine the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the flow
field of aluminum alloy melt. The middle section of the straight channel of the mold cavity
was extracted as the calculation area (long 50 mm × high 5 mm), as shown in Figure 12.
To obtain accuracy of the computational results, it was necessary to generate boundary
layer mesh during the process of meshing the model, as illustrated in Figure 13. The
near-wall treatment adopted enhanced wall function. Solver selected the pressure solver.
The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure and velocity coupling.

Figure 12. Calculation area for ANSYS-FLUENT.

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of boundary layer mesh.

To apply ultrasonic vibration, a user-defined function (UDF) was used to define the
vibration displacement and velocity boundary conditions on the bottom of the calculated
region. The bottom wall was made to vibrate perpendicularly to the axis direction (x-axis
direction) of the straight passage, and the harmonic vibration speed rule was defined using
Formula (1). The value of vibration amplitude A was chosen based on the displacement
value (ranging from 0 to 25 μm) in Figure 4, which depends on the ultrasonic power used.
The time step was determined by the vibration period (T) of the wall: T/16.

v = 2πfAcos(2πft), (1)
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where f is frequency (24,000 Hz), t is time, and A is only related to amplitude.
The flow models used for the simulation calculation depended on the flow conditions,

which could be influenced by ultrasonic vibration. Thus, in the simulation process, the
laminar flow model was first used to simulate fluid flow. The flow rate of the fluid was
obtained from the simulation results, and then the Reynolds number of the fluid was
calculated using Formula (2). When the Reynolds number of the fluid exceeded 2300, the
k-ε turbulence model was then used to simulate the fluid.

Re = ρvd/μ, (2)

where ρ is the density (103 kg·m−3), v is the flow rate, d is the characteristic length
(4.55 × 10−3 m), and μ is the viscosity coefficient (1.01 × 10−3 Pa·s).

After measurement, the flow velocity of the molten metal in the runner during casting
was determined to be approximately 1.5 m·s−1, and this velocity was used as the initial
velocity for the fluid simulation. As shown in Table 5, the Reynolds coefficient of the fluid
increased with the vibration amplitude of the wall, indicating an increasing disturbance in
the flow field. When the wall vibration amplitude reached 20 μm, the Reynolds number
exceeded 2300, and turbulence occurred.

Table 5. Reynolds number of fluids in different ultrasonic vibration amplitude simulations.

Amplitude (μm) Reynolds Number

0 284
5 314
10 338
15 362
20 2634
25 3246

Figure 14 illustrates the relative velocity vector and streamline diagrams of the flow
field obtained under a wall vibration amplitude of 15 μm. The results show that the upward
and downward ultrasonic vibrations of the wall induce diagonal fluid flows, with periodic
action occurring in one ultrasonic vibration cycle. A schematic description of the periodic
action of the fluid is provided in Figure 15. During wall vibration, the angle (α) between
the streamline and wall varies from −αmax to +αmax with the change in vibration phase
position. Then, +αmax and −αmax are the two extremes corresponding to the π/2 and
3π/2 phase positions, respectively. The periodic upward and downward flow diversion
of the fluid could influence wall shear stress. In one vibration cycle, the wall shear stress
increases, with α varying from 0 to +αmax, and decreases, with α varying from 0 to −αmax.
The impact of periodically varying wall shear stress on the fluid can be measured by its
flow resistance. Figure 16 displays the average flow resistance of fluid over 30 cycles under
ultrasonic vibrations of different amplitudes. It was observed that the flow resistance
decreased with ultrasonic vibration amplitudes of less than 15 μm. However, when the
ultrasonic vibration intensity reached a certain level (amplitude > 20 μm or input ultrasonic
power > 1080 W), turbulence occurred in the fluid, greatly increasing the flow resistance
and leading to a loss of flowing kinetic energy.

In the flow process of AlSi9 and AlSi18 alloys under ultrasonic vibration, only from the
hydrodynamics aspect, the melt flow resistance decreased with the increase in ultrasonic
vibration power from 0 to 840 W, especially for AlSi18 alloy, whose fluidity under ultrasonic
vibration was almost irrelevant to solidification behavior. However, when the ultrasonic
power reaches 1080 W (amplitude > 20 μm), turbulence will occur in the melt, resulting in
a serious loss of the flowing kinetic energy of the melt. As discussed above, the fluidity of
AlSi9 alloy was improved by ultrasonic vibration not only from the hydrodynamics aspect
but also greatly from the solidification aspect (breaking the growing dendrites in the mushy
zone). However, the flowing energy loss caused by turbulence under 1080 W ultrasonic
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vibration (amplitude > 20 μm) greatly counteracted the promoting effect on the fluidity by
breaking dendrites.

Figure 14. Velocity and streamline diagram of fluid at π/2 and 3π/2 phase: (a) velocity diagram of
fluid at π/2 phase; (b) streamline diagram of fluid at π/2 phase; (c) velocity diagram of fluid at 3π/2
phase; (d) streamline diagram of fluid at 3π/2 phase.

Figure 15. Phase-dependent variation of the angle between streamline and wall.

Figure 16. Variation of periodic average flow resistance with frequency under different amplitudes.
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It can be found that ultrasonic vibration can affect the fluidity of alloys from the two
aspects of hydrodynamics and dendrite growth. For the alloy without obvious dendrite
growth characteristics (AlSi18 alloy), ultrasonic vibration affected the fluidity of the alloy
mainly from the hydrodynamics aspects: ultrasonic vibration can reduce the flow resis-
tance of melt to improve fluidity. However, high-intensity vibration (amplitude > 20 μm,
ultrasonic power > 1080 W) could induce turbulence in the melt, which is unfavorable
for fluidity. For the alloy with typical dendrite growth in solidification (AlSi9 alloy), it
can improve the fluidity of the alloy by hydrodynamically reducing the flow resistance
of the melt and breaking the growing dendrites in the mushy zone, with the latter aspect
being more prominent. However, the energy loss caused by the turbulence under 1080 W
ultrasonic vibration (amplitude > 20 μm) largely counteracted the promoting effect of
interrupting dendrites on fluidity.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the effects of ultrasonic vibration on the solidification mi-
crostructure and fluidity of cast aluminum alloys (AlSi9 and AlSi18) with different solidifi-
cation characteristics using experimental and simulation analyses. The results show that
the grain size of AlSi9 alloy, with its obvious dendritic structure, was refined under the
action of ultrasonic vibration, while there was no significant change in the solidification
structure of AlSi18 alloy, which does not have an obvious dendritic structure. With the
increase in ultrasonic power, the fluidity of both alloys showed a trend of first increasing
and then decreasing, with the effect of ultrasonic vibration on the fluidity of hypoeutectic
AlSi9 alloy being more significant.

It can be found that ultrasonic vibration can affect the fluidity of alloys in both so-
lidification and hydrodynamics aspects. For AlSi18 alloy, which lacks dendrite growing
solidification characteristics, the microstructure is not significantly influenced by ultrasonic
vibration, and its fluidity is mainly affected by the hydrodynamics aspect. Specifically,
appropriate ultrasonic vibration can reduce the flow resistance of the melt and improve
fluidity. However, when the vibration intensity is high enough to induce turbulence in
the melt, the turbulence will greatly increase flow resistance and decrease fluidity. On the
other hand, for AlSi9 alloy, with its obvious dendrite growing solidification characteristics,
ultrasonic vibration can affect solidification by breaking the growing α (Al) dendrites,
leading to refinement of the solidification microstructure. Ultrasonic vibration can then
improve the fluidity of AlSi9 alloy not only from the hydrodynamics aspect but also by
breaking the dendrite network in the mushy zone to decrease flow resistance, with the
latter aspect being more prominent. However, the energy loss caused by turbulence under
high-intensity ultrasonic vibration can largely counteract the promoting effect of breaking
dendrites on fluidity.
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Abstract: The ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process can improve the fluidity and the uneven
distribution of density and particle size of WC-Co powder. However, the microscopic mechanism of
ultrasonic vibration on the powder remains unclear. In this paper, WC particles with diameter 5 μm
and Co particles with diameter 1.2 μm were simulated by three-dimensional spherical models with
the aid of the Python secondary development. At the same time, the forming process of the powder
at the mesoscale is simulated by virtue of the finite element analysis software ABAQUS. In the
simulation process, the vibration amplitude was set to 1, 2, and 3 μm. Their influence on the fluidity,
the filling density, and the stress distribution of WC-Co powder when the ultrasonic vibration was
applied to the conventional pressing process was investigated. The simulation results show that the
ultrasonic vibration amplitude has a great influence on the density of the compact. With an increase
in the ultrasonic amplitude, the compact density also increases gradually, and the residual stress in
the billet decreases after the compaction. From the experimental results, the size distribution of the
billet is more uniform, the elastic after-effect is reduced, the dimensional instability is improved, and
the density curves obtained by experimentation and simulation are within a reasonable error range.

Keywords: WC-Co powder; ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process; finite element simulation;
pressed billet density

1. Introduction

WC-Co-cemented carbide with high hardness, high toughness, high wear resistance,
and other excellent properties is widely used in many fields, such as mining, aerospace,
automobile manufacturing, oil drilling, and so on [1,2]. With the continuous improvement
in social production levels, the demand for cemented carbide in the manufacturing industry
is increasing. However, in the actual production process, various defects often appear in
the cemented carbide billet, such as delamination, fractures, missing angles, etc. because of
the poor powder fluidity and the uneven distribution of density and particle size, which
greatly limits the application of its products in various fields [3]. Improving the uniformity
of the billet density and particle size distribution of cemented carbide can not only improve
the hardness, bending strength, fracture toughness and other comprehensive mechanical
properties, but also improve the physical properties of the material itself, such as electrical
conductivity, thermal conductivity, permeability, and thermal expansion coefficient, and
high-density powder metallurgy materials can also result in parts having a better machining
performance and machining surface [4–6].

As a result, in order to improve the process of powder metallurgy, reduce the rejection
rate, and improve the comprehensive performance of products, domestic and foreign re-
searchers have carried out much research on the movement law of powder. The research
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shows that the particle will produce a volume effect, surface effect, and particle convection
phenomenon under the ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process [7,8]. Moreover, the
ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process can improve the fluidity and the uneven
distribution of density and particle size of WC-Co powder, which is beneficial in modeling
the arrangement of particles/bulk solids. Alhazaa used vibrations in diffusion bonding
and sintering during impulse-pressure-assisted diffusion bonding and found that vary-
ing pressure could indeed reduce bonding times in diffusion bonding and reduce the
requirements for pre-bonding surface preparation [9]. Sliva found that containers had
different cross-section shapes, but their cross-section area and weight were constant because
of the optimum arrangement of spherical particles [10]. Zhao Yanbo et al. [11] studied
the influence of vibration frequency and vibration amplitude on the filling effect of iron
powder and obtained the best parameters for the filling effect. Zuo Miaomiao et al. [8]
analyzed the differences between the internal contact force of granular medium and the
force chain, porosity, and coordination number in the particle medium after the action of
the ultrasonic vibration. Wang Wentao et al. [12] studied the effect of vibration on the dense
packing of refractory powder and determined that the average porosity of powder first
decreased and then increased with the increase in vibration time, and they pointed out
that the compaction effect caused by longitudinal vibration was better than that caused by
transverse vibration. Sedaghat et al. [13] proposed a physics-based constitutive model to
accurately describe the deformation behavior in the process of ultrasonic-vibration-assisted
forming. At the same time, the finite element method was used to conduct a numerical
simulation of the upsetting and progressive forming to evaluate the accuracy of the model.
From the results, by considering the dislocation dynamics and acoustic energy transfer
mechanism in the material under the ultrasonic vibration, the newly established ultrasonic
constitutive equation could accurately predict the acoustic–plastic behavior of the material.
Meanwhile, the application of ultrasonic vibration could significantly reduce the flow
stress of the material, making it become soft during the forming process. The larger the
amplitude, the smaller the inflow stress. Liu Bo et al. [14] used discrete element software
to simulate the influence of Nd/Fe/B permanent magnet powder on the filling density
at different vibration frequencies and vibration times. The results showed that the filling
density reached its maximum when the vibration frequency was between 66 and 70 Hz, and
the density first increased and then stabilized with the increase in vibration time. However,
there have been few studies on the pressing process of WC-Co-cemented carbide by the
ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process.

This work proposes the use of the ABAQUS finite element software and Python co-
simulation to simulate the pressing process of WC-Co powder with the aid of ultrasonic
vibration. Compared with conventional pressing, the effects of changes in the vibration
amplitude on the evolution of the fluidity, filling density, and stress distribution of WC-Co
powder after application of the ultrasonic vibration are explored, and the result of the
pressing experiment is compared with that of the simulation.

2. Construction of the Experiment Platform

An experiment platform was constructed to apply the axial ultrasonic vibration to
the traditional pressing process, as shown in Figure 1. This platform is primarily made
up of five parts: an automatic press, an ultrasonic transducer, an ultrasonic generator,
a mold set, and a piece of rubber cushion. The ultrasonic transducer is composed of
a piezoelectric ceramic transducer, which can convert electrical energy into mechanical
energy, an amplitude rod, and a tool head. The vibration frequency is 20 kHz and the
driving power is 2 kW, and the ultrasonic amplitude can be steplessly adjusted from 0% to
100%. It is mounted on the automatic press with a flange whose pressure is transmitted
directly to the transducer shell.
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Figure 1. The experiment platform of the ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing process and its
schematic drawing.

First, a certain mass of mixture of WC-Co powder is weighed and poured into the
mold. When the mold is filled with powder, the automatic press is started to make its
indenter move slowly until it comes into contact with the powder. Then, the ultrasonic
transducer is started, and certain pressure is applied for a few seconds for the prepressure
ultrasound. Finally, the pressure is applied slowly until the working pressure is attained.
In order to calculate the density, the mass, the height and the diameter of the pressed billet
are measured, and the errors of the mass and size are ±1 mg and ±0.01 mm, respectively.

3. Construction of the Mathematical Model

The continuum theory and the discrete element method are commonly used in the
numerical simulation of powder materials [15]. The continuum theory has contributed
to many achievements in the research on powder impact forming, which mainly regards
powder as a continuum to study the dynamic mechanical response of powder in the loading
process [16]. Compared with the continuum theory, the discrete element method regards
powder particles as independent discrete individuals, and each discrete individual has
corresponding physical properties, so the discrete element method is more in line with
the actual situation. In this paper, the numerical simulation of WC-Co powder pressing
process is carried out based on the discrete element method, according to Newton’s second
law, so the equation of motion can be obtained as shown in Equation (1):

M
d2X
dt2 + C

dX
dt

+ KX(t) = f (t) (1)

M—the mass of the particle, kg; X—the displacement of the particle, m; C—the damping
coefficient; K—the elastic coefficient; t—time, s; f —the unit load, N.

The role of the ultrasonic-vibration-assisted powder pressing process is to make the
powder particles inside the mold undergo violent collision contact through high-frequency
vibration, resulting in greater mobility, so that some smaller particles are evenly filled into
the pores, with the aim of improving the density of the billet and reducing its porosity [8].
In order to better fit the actual situation and reduce the calculation amount, the soft-ball
model is used to calculate the contact force between particles. The model structure is shown
in Figure 2. Particle i and particle j have contact slip under the external forces. The dotted
line represents the particles just in contact, a represents the amount of overlap between
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the two particles in the normal direction, and b represents the tangential displacement of
particle j.

b

Figure 2. The contact slip between particles.

Based on the soft-ball contact mechanics model, Figure 3 is a three-dimensional
simplified model, which mainly introduces damping, spring, and friction coefficients
between the two particles [17], and its normal force (Fnij) is shown in Equation (2).

Fnij = −n[Kna3/2 + Cn(Vni − Vnj)n] (2)

n—the unit vector of particle i and particle j; a—the normal overlap of two particles;
a = ri + rj − gij; gij—the distance between two particle centers; Vni and Vnj—the normal
velocity of particle motion; Kn—the normal elastic coefficient; Cn—the normal damping
coefficient. The unit vector (n) of particle i and particle j, the normal elastic coefficient (Kn),
and the normal damping coefficient (Cn) are shown in Equations (3)–(5).

n =
ri − rj∣∣ri − rj

∣∣ (3)

Kn =
4
3

E∗(R∗)1/2 (4)

Cn = 2(mKn)
1/2 (5)

m—the mass of the particle; E*—the effective modulus of elasticity; R*—the effective radius
of the particle; E* and R* can be obtained from Equations (6) and (7).

E∗ =
EiEj

Ei(1 − v2
i ) + Ej(1 − v2

j )
(6)

R∗ =
rirj

ri + rj
(7)

where Ei and Ej are the elastic modulus of particle i and particle j, respectively, and vi and
vj are the Poisson’s ratios of particle i and particle j, respectively.
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Figure 3. The contact mechanics of the soft-ball model.

The tangential force (Ftij) between particles is shown in Equation (8):

Ftij = −(Ktb + CtVt) (8)

where b is the tangential displacement; Vt is the particle contact point velocity; Kt and Ct
are the tangential elastic coefficient and the damping coefficient, respectively. Kt and Ct
can be obtained from Equations (9) and (10):

Kt = 8a1/2G∗(R∗)1/2 (9)

Ct = 2(mKt)
1/2 (10)

where G* is the effective shear modulus, and its calculation formula is shown in
Equation (11):

G∗ =
Gi(2 − vj) + Gj(2 − vi)

GiGj
(11)

where Gi and Gj are the shear modulus of particle i and the particle j, respectively.

4. Random Generation of Three-Dimensional Powder Particles

In this paper, finite element simulation is carried out on the microscale particles to
compare the mechanism of the particle rearrangement, deformation, and interaction under
the assisted pressing process of ultrasonic vibration. The entire simulation process is shown
in Figure 4a. First, the electron microscopic images of WC with a particle size of 5 μm and
Co powder particles with a particle size of 1.2 μm are obtained, as shown in Figure 4b,c.
It can be seen from the figures that WC and Co particles are similar to spherical particles.
Therefore, a three-dimensional spherical model of two particle sizes is adopted to simulate
the WC and Co particles.

The random generation of powder particles is performed through the ABAQUS and
Python secondary development software. The main principles are as follows:
1© To set the powder particle drop area, for example, randomly drop particles with radius

R in a cube with length, width, and height of 10, as shown in Figure 5. Their spherical
coordinates (x,y,z) must satisfy R ≤ x ≤ 10 − R, R ≤ y ≤ 10 − R, and R ≤ z ≤ 10 − R.

2© To determine whether the randomly generated balls overlap:
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Figure 4. (a) The simulation flow chart. (b) The electron microscopic diagram of raw WC powder.
(c) The electron microscopic image of raw Co powder.

Figure 5. The schematic diagram of the particle drop.
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Since two spherical particles of different particle sizes are generated, the radius of the
two particle sizes is set to R1 and R2, respectively. The distance between the two spheres
can be obtained by Formula (12):

d =
√
(xi − xj)

2 + (yi − yj)
2 + (zi − zj)

2 (12)

The distance between any two particles should meet the following conditions, as
shown in Equations (13) and (14):

d1 ≥ 2R1 (13)

d2 ≥ R1 + R2 (14)

3© The number and density of particles generated must be set and controlled.

5. Simulation Model and Parameter Setting

5.1. Material Attributes

The assignment of material properties is one of the essential steps of finite element
simulation, and the ABAQUS software has a dedicated material library containing most
of the commonly used materials, so the user can call or enter parameters directly. At the
same time, the matching of parameter units is extremely important; the main reason is
that the ABAQUS software has no fixed unit, so the user has to choose the corresponding
matching unit for each quantity, and the unit of the final calculation result corresponds to
the unit used. In this paper, the material properties of the corresponding parts are assigned
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The material properties of each component.

Performance Parameter ABAQUS Unit Mold WC Co

Density Tonne/mm3 7.89 × 10−9 1.56 × 10−9 7.9 × 10−10

Modulus of elasticity MPa 2.09 × 105 7.14 × 105 2.09 × 105

Yield strength MPa no 2380 279
Poisson’s ratio no 0.269 0.19 0.3

5.2. Analysis Step Setting and Meshing

This work mainly studies the pressing process of WC-Co powder. The changes
between powder particles are relatively complex, and there are multi-directional motions,
rotations, collisions, contact deformations, etc. in the moving process, so this process is a
highly nonlinear problem. In order to improve the efficiency of finite element calculation
and save the simulation time, this paper adopts the dynamic-display analysis step to carry
out the finite element simulation of the conventional pressing process and the ultrasonic-
assisted pressing process.

In view of the complex particle movement in the powder pressing process, the mesh
may be distorted, so the 4-node linear tetrahedral element mesh C3D4 in the dynamic-
display analysis step is used in this paper. Since the parts have to be repeated many times
when performing the material assignment and meshes in ABAQUS, the Python script is
called to automate the material assignment and meshes, as shown in Figure 6.

5.3. Contact Properties and Boundary Conditions

When the contact properties are defined, the powder particles are deformable, while
when the die and punch are set to rigid, compaction begins with the upper punch, and the
die and lower punch are fixed. In the powder pressing process, the pressure is not all due
to the deformation of the powder particles; part of it is consumed by the friction between
the particles, the particles, and the mold wall, so that the pressure gradually decreases from
top to bottom.
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Here, under conventional pressing conditions, the friction coefficient of WC-Co is
0.2. Under ultrasonic pressing conditions, due to the anti-friction effect of ultrasound, the
friction coefficient will be reduced by about 50%, according to Siegert’s research [18–20], so
the friction coefficient is 0.1.

This work adopts axial unidirectional pressing and applies uniform downward dis-
placement and sinusoidal vibration to the upper punch for a downward displacement
of 24 μm and a pressing time 1 × 10−2 s, which causes displacement time curves to be
coupled. At the same ultrasonic frequency of 20 kHz, the amplitudes of 1, 2, and 3 μm were
applied, respectively. The effects of different amplitudes on the fluidity, filling density, and
stress distribution of the WC-Co powder were investigated. To speed up the simulation, the
mold and powder filling ranges were scaled, while other physical quantities were adjusted
accordingly [21].

Figure 6. The WC-Co mixture and the press-model meshing.

6. Results

6.1. Analysis of Particle Flow under the Conventional and the Ultrasonic Vibration-Assisted
Compression Processes

The fluidity characteristics of WC and Co particles are shown in Figure 7 under
conventional and ultrasound-assisted compression conditions. In order to observe the
particle fluidity more directly, a semi-sectional view is adopted. It can be seen from the
figure that, without considering gravity, there are large pores between WC and Co particles
in Figure 7a,e at the initial stage of compaction, and the contact force between particles
is zero. When the upper punch moves down, the WC and Co particles near the upper
punch first move to fill the pores, so contact slip occurs between the particles. Compared
with conventional compaction, the particles move violently under the ultrasonic vibration,
the particle fluidity is significantly enhanced, the arch bridge effect between particles is
destroyed, and the fine particles quickly fill the pores between large particles in a short
time to increase the density, and the uniformity of the particle size distribution is also
improved [21,22]. As the upper punch continues to move down, the compact becomes
more and more dense, and the particles gradually change from the original collision and
sliding flow to mutual extrusion deformation. At this time, the increase in the compact
density is mainly due to the plastic deformation of the particles. At the end of the pressing
process, the height of the compact is significantly lower than that of the conventional
pressing process under the action of ultrasonic vibration.
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(a) The displacement profile under the conventional  

compression at 0 s. 
(e) The displacement profile of under the the 2 m  
amplitude ultrasonic vibration compression at 0 s. 

 
(b) The displacement profile under the conventional  

compression at 4 × 10 3 s. 
(f) The displacement profile under the 2 m amplitude  

ultrasonic vibration compression at 4 × 10 3 s. 

(c) The displacement profile under the conventional  
compression at 8 × 10 3 s.     

(g) The displacement profile under the 2 m amplitude  
ultrasonic vibration compression at 8 × 10 3 s. 

 
(d) The displacement profile under the conventional  

compression at 10 × 10 3 s. 
(h) The displacement profile under the 2 m amplitude  

ultrasonic vibration compression at 10 × 10 3 s. 

Figure 7. Displacement distribution cloud images at different times of the conventional pressing and
ultrasonic pressing processes.
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6.2. Effects of Ultrasonic Vibration Amplitudes on the Compact Density

The relationship curves between the ultrasonic amplitude and the compact density
are obtained by comparison with the conventional pressing process under ultrasonic
amplitudes of 1, 2, and 3 μm, respectively, as shown in Figure 8. As can be seen from
Figure 8, since the initial density increase is related to the particle displacement, the compact
density increases slowly. When the pressure increases to a certain extent, the compact
density increases rapidly under the combined action of the plastic deformation and the
displacement of the powder particles [23]. After applying different ultrasonic amplitudes,
the displacement between particles is accelerated, and smaller particles fill the pores; thus,
the compact density is significantly increased.

⋅

Figure 8. Effects of ultrasonic vibration amplitudes on the compact density.

6.3. Effects of the Ultrasonic Vibration on the Stress Distribution of the Compact

The Mises stress distribution cloud of WC and Co particles is shown in Figure 9 under
conventional compression and different ultrasonic amplitudes. It can be seen from the
figure that the powder particles are deformed after pressing, because the contact between
the particles will cause stress concentration, and the WC particles are harder, so the stress
concentration is more obvious. However, after the ultrasonic vibration is applied, the
stress at the contact between particles gradually decreases with the increase in ultrasonic
amplitude, which indicates that ultrasonic vibration can change the stress distribution
between particles and reduce the deformation stress between particles. Therefore, ultrasonic
vibration can reduce the stress concentration between particles during the powder pressing
process, thereby reducing the residual stress in the compact after the powder pressing,
reducing the elastic after-effect [24], and improving the quality of the compact.
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(a) The stress distribution under conventional pressing. (b) The stress distribution under an ultrasonic amplitude of 1 m. 

 
(c) The stress distribution under an ultrasonic amplitude of 2 μm. (d) The stress distribution under an ultrasonic amplitude of 3 μm. 

Figure 9. Mises stress distribution cloud images of WC and Co particles under conventional com-
pression and different ultrasonic amplitudes.

6.4. Experimental Verification

Experiments were carried out using two kinds of pressing processes to obtain the
relationship between the pressing time and the compact density, and the experimental
results were compared with the simulation results when the amplitude of vibration was
3 μm, as shown in Figure 10. It can be seen from the figure that the experimental and
simulated compact density errors are not large, and the errors in the forming process are
both lower than 10%, indicating that the finite element simulation and experimental results
are relatively consistent [25]. When the density is greater than 5 g/cm3, the error between
the experimental value and the simulation value is greater than 6%, mainly because the
finite element simulation regards the friction coefficient between the particles and between
the particles and the mold as a fixed value during the particle-forming process, while the
friction coefficient between the particles and between the particles and the mold in the
actual pressing process is a constantly changing process. The deformation and displacement
of the particles in the middle and late pressing period are especially complicated, and it is
difficult for a simulation to accurately reflect the forming process.

The cross-sectional microstructure of the compact under the two pressing conditions
was observed and it was found that, as shown in Figure 11, the WC and Co particles were
deformed correspondingly, and the particles changed from the original approximately cir-
cular state to a flat state, which is more consistent with the simulation effect. By comparing
the cross sections of conventional and ultrasonic pressing compacts, it is found that the
particle size distribution is more uniform under the ultrasonic pressing process, which is
related to the acceleration of particle flow rearrangement under the ultrasonic action [26].
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⋅

Figure 10. Results of the compression experiment and the simulation.

 

 
(a) The conventional pressing process. 

 

 
(b) The pressing process under ultrasonic vibration action. 

Figure 11. SEM of the longitudinal section of the compacts.
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When the pressure is withdrawn, the powder particles will slowly return to their
original state, and the compact will rebound and expand along the direction of the pressing
force during and after demolding, and the compact size will increase. In order to charac-
terize the size change after demolding, Chuxuan Chen [27] expressed as a percentage the
increase in the size of the compact after demolding, as shown in Equation (15).

δ =
ΔHP

HP
(15)

Hp—the pressed size; ΔHp—the increased size after demolding.
Under the same pressing force for the conventional and ultrasonic vibration pressing

processes, the dimensions of the compact after demolding and the dimensions of the
compact after standing for 15 min and 30 min were counted. Three different positions
on the compact surface were measured for each dimension, and then the average value
was taken to obtain the elastic after-effects of the compact after conventional pressing and
ultrasonic-vibration-assisted pressing processes, as shown in Figure 12. The δ change, as
shown in Figure 13, shows that the blank size increased rapidly for about 15 min after
demolding. The results show that the elastic after-effect of the compact is reduced, and the
dimensional instability is slightly improved, which is consistent with the simulation results
in Figure 9, indicating that the residual internal stress is reduced due to the application of
ultrasonic vibration during the pressing process [13].

Figure 12. Changes in blank size after demolding.
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Figure 13. Changes of δ after demolding.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, Python was used to randomly generate WC and Co particles, which
were automatically utilized for material assignment and meshing to reduce the modeling
time. Then, ABAQUS finite element simulation and experiments were conducted on the
two pressing processes respectively, and the conclusions are as follows:

(1) The influence of ultrasonic vibration amplitude on the compact density is great, so
to obtain the theoretical results, values of vibration amplitudes were set 1, 2, and
3 μm to verify that the compact density increases gradually with the increase in
ultrasonic amplitude. Especially in the early stage of particle deformation, the fluidity
between particles is relatively intense, and the particles quickly fill the pores, so the
filling density of the powder is significantly increased compared with that under
conventional pressing conditions.

(2) The use of ultrasonic vibration in powder pressing can effectively reduce the deforma-
tion stress between particles, reduce the residual stress in the compact after pressing,
reduce the elastic after-effect, and improve the quality of the compact.

(3) The obtained experimental results verify the developed theoretical model of the
pressing process. When the value of the ultrasonic vibration amplitude is 3 μm, the
finite element simulation is consistent with the experimental results, but when the
density is greater than 5 g/cm3, the error between the experimental value and the
simulation value is greater than 6%, mainly because the finite element simulation
regards the friction coefficient between particles and between particles and the mold
as a constant value during the particle-forming process, while the friction coefficient
between particles and between particles and the mold constantly changes during the
actual pressing process.
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